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ABSTRACT
The effusion of music-making angels in medieval art stood in opposition to the
fact that in Scripture, angels did not perform music, and to contemporaneous beliefs that
they were both bodiless and silent. This rupture between signification and idiom suggests
that angel-musicians were more than passive symbols of “concelebration,” the idea that
angels and humans performed the liturgy in concert with one another. I propose a
synthetic account of their meanings and functions, focusing on Trecento Tuscany as a
place where diverse artistic modes and devotional practices blended and clashed. Because
the medieval Church evolved images and rituals based on the notion that angelic ministry
was exemplary for human practice, I have organized my chapters around four key
precepts of angelology: the angels’ liminality, operations in the aesthetic realm, ideal
enactment of the liturgy, and multiplicity.
Considered in these terms, images of angel-musicians effected the presence of
actual angels in order to entice human viewers into joining their liturgy mystically, an act
of profound spiritual benefit. This contention is predicated on the beliefs that although
angels were technically ineffable, they were also able to traverse the divide between
heaven and earth. By mediating the sensible and suprasensible, the images achieved their
goal by facilitating individual acts of contemplation; by aestheticizing the spiritual
sweetness of angels’ song; by modeling the angels’ roles as co-worshippers, ministers,
and celestial assistants; and by proliferating in all types of sacred art, in which they were
forces of active engagement that helped to “angelize” people’s mental worlds and ritual
behaviors.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Scripture posited a multiplicity of traits and functions for angels: they were
innumerable dazzling intelligences who had a substantial relation to divine light, were
arranged into a hierarchy through which they revealed God to humankind, acted as
guardians and guides to the faithful, conveyed the souls of the blessed to heaven, battled
devils, ministered to Christ, rejoiced for human redemption, and performed the celestial
liturgy in perpetuity.1 Medieval theologians decided not only that angels’ central
cosmological locus was the last of these, but that they concelebrated the liturgy of the
Church.2 John of Damascus (d. 749) stated that angels “have one duty, to sing God’s
praise and carry out His divine will.”3 Bonaventure (d. 1274) described hearing “the
highest harmony” of the celestial liturgy as the mystical summit of human experience,
achieved when the soul was “stamped” by “nine steps of orders…which one by one
correspond to the nine orders of angels,” referring to the hierarchy formulated by the
sixth-century Neoplatonist known as Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite.4 These
statements as well as an effusion of angel-musicians in medieval art stand in opposition

1

For number: Daniel 7:10, Hebrews 12:22 (King James Version). For incorporeality: Psalm 104:4,

2

Jaroslav Pelikan, “The Great Chain of Images: A Cosmology of Icons,” in Imago Dei: The
Byzantine Apologia for Icons (Princeton, 1990): 173.
3

John of Damascus, “Concerning Angels,” Exposition on the Orthodox Faith, II.3, translated by
S.D.F. Salmond (Oxford, 1899).
4

Bonaventure, Mind’s Journey into God, IV.3-4, in Doctoris seraphici S. Bonaventurae opera
omnia (Quarrachi, 1882).
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to the fact that in Scripture, angels never performed any kind of music, and to
theologians’ conclusions that angels were technically bodiless and silent.
This dissertation therefore seeks to explain the meanings and functions of musical
angels in medieval sacred art, focusing on Trecento Tuscany. I have chosen this time and
place because Trecento images and buildings normally synthesized Gothic and Byzantine
artistic and devotional trends, and therefore illuminate this phenomenon to the greatest
possible extent. The broad perspective that this period affords is furthermore critical
because angels’ ineffability meant that they did not have a fixed mode of depiction, and
their unique status as intermediary agents enabled them to register a wide range of
devotional practices and ideological agendas.5 For example, instrument-playing angels
never featured in Byzantine art, emerged in the West only in the second millennium, and
multiplied to the greatest extent in the Trecento (rivaled by contemporary England). By
this time, they came to invade objects as small as hymnbooks or as large as frescoes,
stained-glass windows, and even timber roofs, in which they sublimated the celebration
of liturgical hymns, vernacular laude, and other private and public events of cosmic joy.6
I argue that the motif of angel choristers and musicians effected the presence of
actual liturgical angels, in order to entice human viewers into mystically joining the
celestial liturgy. The images achieved this exalted goal by facilitating individually

5

Early Christian artists first represented angels as young people without wings, and then used
classical figures of Nike (the winged goddess of victory) and the winds as models. Marco Bussagli, Storia
degli angeli: racconto di immagini e di idee (Milan, 1991).
6

Angel-musicians eventually accompanied scenes of the Mass, the Nativity, Christ’s Resurrection
and Ascension, the Madonna and Child Enthroned, the Assumption and Coronation of Mary, and the
visions or the assumptions of certain saints (e.g., Francis, Mary Magdalene, and Bridget of Sweden).
Reinhold Hammerstein, Die Musik der Engel: Untersuchen zur Musikanschauung des Mittelalters (Bern,
1962).
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determined acts of contemplation, by aestheticizing the spiritual sweetness of angels’
song, and by modeling the angels’ divinely appointed roles as co-worshippers, ministers,
and celestial assistants. The modes of engaging with angel-musicians were contingent on
the identity of the audience, object typology, and installation.

Historiography
Gothic and Trecento angel-musicians have been a longstanding target of
iconographic scrutiny.7 The locus classicus of this approach is Reinhold Hammerstein’s
Die Musik der Engel, in which he associated textual and pictorial representations of
angels’ song from the Early Christian era down to the end of the Middle Ages. The
musicologist Howard Mayer Brown complemented Hammerstein’s study by investigating
the specific instruments that Trecento angels tended to play, concluding that the
groupings were basically psalmic but invigorated by contemporary practice.8 Björn
Tammen followed both authors in interrogating the origins and development of angelmusicians, focusingon the symbolic contribution of their instruments to the
Bildprogrammenof Cologne Cathedral’s choir (ca. 1300) and other ensembles. Most
recently, in Angels and the Order of Heaven in Medieval and Renaissance Italy, Meredith
Gill sought “to consider the character of Renaissance angelology as distinct from the
medieval theological traditions that informed it,” “to trace the iconography of angels in

7

The same has been true for medieval depictions of angels in general—by, e.g., Bussagli 1991 and
Jeanne Villette, L’Ange dans l’art d’Occident du XIIème au XVIème siècle (Paris, 1940).
8

Howard Mayer Brown, “Trecento Angels and the Music They Play,” in Modern Musical
Scholarship, ed. Edward Olleson (Leeds, 1980): 112-40. Brown also identified the instruments depicted in
an enormous number of Trecento paintings in “The Catalogus: A Corpus of Trecento Pictures with Musical
Subject Matter,” Imago Musicae 1-5 (1984-88).
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text and visual form,” and “to uncover the philosophical underpinnings of medieval and
Renaissance definitions of the angelic as a way to understanding the fabric of
Renaissance philosophy itself.”9 Gill made the sensitive observation that, according to the
angelology of Thomas Gallus (d. 1246),“we may be illuminated by angels with active
effort in four ways which seem congenial to material representation,” including by
contemplating angelic illuminations as anagogical codes.10 Gallus proposed, “…let us
contemplate, according as we are able, the angelic hierarchies manifested to us by the
illuminations themselves as anagogical signs.”11 Still, the terms of her project meant that
she read angel-musicians in even medieval sacred images as rather straightforward
translations of intellectual history, symbolizing the ineffable music of the spheres
apparently as an end unto itself.12
Paul Binski has offered an inspirational exception to the tendency of registering
angel-musicians as reflections, rather than transmutations, of human musical practice. He
argued that the angel-musicians in the triforium spandrels of Lincoln Cathedral’s Angel
Choir (ca. 1270) cooperated in liturgical performance as well as instantiated the angels’
joy at human salvation, engendered by the sacraments. He located the animation of their
programs in “a parallel bonding of cognition and emotion in the didactic strategies of

9

Meredith Gill, Angels and the Order of Heaven in Medieval and Renaissance Italy (Cambridge,

2014): 2.
10

Gill 2014: 22-27. The other three options are by illumination within, by Jesus, and by looking
on the anagogical light of Scripture.
11

Thomas Gallus, “Extractio on the Celestial Hierarchy,” in Angelic Spirituality: Medieval
Perspectives on the Ways of Angels, ed. Stephen Chase (New York, 2002): 221.
12

Gill 2014: 116.
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Gothic art and in the writings of Aquinas and Bonaventure on images.”13 Blake Wilson
and Adrian Rose likewise described angel-musicians as active contributors to devotional
performances, considering the impact of mystery plays and vernacular rituals of praise on
their depiction.14 In addition, Alexandra Buckle connected the musical angels in the
stained-glass windows of the Beauchamp Chapel of St. Mary’s, Warwick, to particular
hymns that priests performed in concert with the angels: “The human song of the daily
Marian liturgy, which Earl Richard Beauchamp (d. 1439) endowed, is in harmony with
the heavenly hosts who are depicted transporting human instruments and human liturgical
song to the heights of heaven.”15 Otherwise, Beth Williamson has proposed that visual
presentations of music could register as “silent music,” available to the inner senses
only.16 Karel Thein has similarly contended that the angel-musicians in Ambrogio
Lorenzetti’s Maestà (ca. 1335-7) for an Augustinian church in Massa Marittima perform
an esoteric concert that mediated between the sensible and the suprasensible realms,
helping to lift the Virgin physically—and the friars mystically—from earth to heaven.17

13

Binski 2004: 273.

14

Blake Wilson, Music and Merchants: The Laudesi Companies of Republican Florence (Oxford,
1992), and “If Monuments Could Sing: Image, Song, and Civic Devotion inside Orsanmichele,” in
Orsanmichele and the History and Preservation of the Civic Monument, edited by Carl B. Strehlke
(Washington, D.C., 2012): 141-68; Adrian Rose, “Angel Musicians in the Medieval Stained Glass of
Norfolk Churches,” Early Music 29.2, 186-217. Emanual Winternitz and Edmund Bowles also discussed
the extent to which contemporaneous musical performance informed the iconography of angel-musicians.
15

Alexandra Buckle, “‘Fit for a King’: Music and Iconography in Richard Beauchamp’s Chantry
Chapel,” Early Music 38.1 (2010): 18.
16

Beth Williamson, “Sensory Experience in Medieval Devotion: Sound and Vision, Invisibility
and Silence,” Speculum 88.1 (2013): 5. Klaus Krüger has taken a germane approach to Early Modern
paintings in his forthcoming publication “Musica depicta: The Silent Sound of Painting,” in Senses of
Sight: Toward a Multisensorial Approach of the Image, ed. Henri von Riedmatten (Rome, 2015): 117-41.
17

Karel Thein, “Musical Space in Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Massa Marittima Maestà” (unpublished
draft: 201?): 1-13.

5

There is, of course, nothing written on music-making angels in Byzantine art,
because they did not exist. More surprisingly, there has been no dedicated study on the
Byzantine depiction of angels’ song more generally. Yet Ioan Stefanesçu and Robert Taft
contributed classic explanations of the Byzantine Divine Liturgy, albeit without much
intention of art-historical interpretation.18 In recent years, Warren Woodfin has discussed
ecclesiastical vesture in relation to the invisible court of heaven—particularly Christ and
the angelic hierarchy—and examined the ways in which these vestments interacted with
the wearer, viewers, and the complicated topographies of Byzantine churches to embody
divine presence in the anagogical dimension of the liturgy.19 Elizabeth Bolman explained
that the heavenly court depicted on the ciborium (ca. 1500) of St. Mamas in Morphou,
Cyprus, represented “what is believed to happen on a mystical plane during church
rituals,” on the basis of liturgical treatises, notions about object typologies, and the
ciborium’s siting in the ritual space of St. Mamas.20 Furthermore, Amy Papalexandrou
and Sharon Gerstel have discovered that the acoustics of Byzantine church architecture
sought to render the voices of their choristers’ angelic—often seeming to mingle in the
dome as the symbolic canopy of heaven—reifying the idea that human and angelic voices
intersected while singing liturgical hymns.21
18

Ioan Stefanesçu, L’Illustration des liturgies dans l’art de Byzance et de l’Orient (Brussels,
1936); Robert Taft, The Great Entrance: A History of the Transfer of Gifts and Other Preanaphoral Rites
of the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom (Rome, 1975). Cf. Sharon Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries:
Programs of the Byzantine Sanctuary (Seattle, 1999).
19

Warren Woodfin, The Embodied Icon: Liturgical Vestments and Sacred Power in Byzantium
(Oxford, 2012).
20

Elizabeth Bolman, “Painting Heaven: Art and the Liturgy,” in The Canopy of Heaven: The
Ciborium in the Church of St. Mamas, Morphou (Nicosia, 2010): 138.
21

Gerstel, “Monastic Soundscapes in Late Byzantium: The Art and Act of Chanting,” in
Resounding Images: Medieval Intersections of Art, Music, and Sound, ed. Susan Boynton and Diane Reilly

6

In general, the Byzantine theology of the icon as a vestigial imprint of the divine
has prompted Byzantine art historians to excel in describing the aesthetics of the
invisible. This line of inquiry—combined with the aesthetics of the inaudible that
Papalexandrou, Gerstel, Williamson, and Krüger are examining—indicate productive
terms in which to consider both Byzantine and non-Byzantine images of angels’ song.
Jaroslav Pelikan and Glenn Peers, for example, called special attention to the tension
between angels’ theological incorporeality and their material representations, pointing out
that angel icons served an end outlined by the Pseudo-Dionysius: that humans need to
know suprasensory phenomena through their senses.22 Pelikan hinted at a possible system
for conceptualizing joint manifestations of the invisible and inaudible (although this was
not necessarily his intention) in his proposal that angels, icons, and human beings all
participated in a “liturgical doctrine” of “the great chain of images,” in which “each link
was, in one or another manner, tied to what was below it and what was above it.”23
Pelikan continued, “The doctrine of the angels was a carefully wrought theological and
philosophical construct, with implications for dogmatics and for metaphysics, but it was

(Boston, 2015): 138. Also see Henry Schlib, “Singing, Crying, Shouting, and Saying: Embroidered Aëres
and Epitaphioi and the Sounds of the Byzantine Liturgy,” pages 167-88 in the same volume.
22

Pelikan 1990; Glenn Peers, Subtle Bodies: Representing Angels in Byzantium (Berkeley, 2001).
Also, Bill Brown’s notion of “thing theory” posits that an object becomes a thing when it assumes value
beyond its quiddity (“Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28.1 (2001): 1-22). Patricia Cox Miller applied this
theory to icons insofar as they participate in the prototype that they represent while retaining their
significance as material signs for human perception and interpretation, in The Corporeal Imagination:
Signifying the Holy in Late Ancient Christianity (Philadelphia, 2009).
23

Pelikan 1990: 170.
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as well, in a fundamental way, a dimension of Byzantine liturgical worship, in
which…the icons formed an indispensible part.”24

Lacunae
Some dimensions that are missing from the scholarship on the music-making
angels in Trecento sacred art can be satisfied by reference to the historiography of their
Gothic or Byzantine peers. The most obvious gains concern the attention to object
functionality and the idea that images of angel-musicians could exert sanctifying power.
In Trecento Tuscany, both components tended to straddle Gothic and Byzantine
conventions.
Nobody has mentioned that Byzantine art did not admit angel-musicians, and
there is no discourse about any reciprocity in depictions of the angelic liturgy between
East and West during the later Middle Ages, in spite of the rampant scholarship that treats
this topic more generally. The rewards of studying artistic exchange include clarity
regarding the choices and cultural horizons of patrons and artists, as well as the
opportunity for images of similar subjects mutually to illuminate one another’s
expressive and functional features. It would be limiting to produce a closed study of
angel-musicians in the Italian peninsula, which was thoroughly imbricated in
Mediterranean and Northern European affairs via the entangled networks of the papal and
secular courts, mendicants, and businessmen. From Byzantium, Trecento Italians
inherited painting techniques, an appreciation for distinctions between the “minister” and
“assistant” angels within the angelic hierarchy, and the conviction that grace could
24

Pelikan 1990: 175.
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somehow impute to material objects and thence to those who venerated them. Angelmusicians came from the Gothic North, hand-in-hand with precious ivories, metalwork,
manuscripts, and textiles as well as a series of pastoral regulations and the school of
scholastic philosophy centered in Paris.
Lastly, there has been no explicit acknowledgment on the part of art historians
that “angels’ song” was actually silent praise, even though the problems and benefits of
iconizing these invisible beings have generated sophisticated analysis. Nor has anyone
recognized the fundamental metaphysical affinity between angels, sacred images, and
sacred music. This condition strikes me as crucial for describing the anagogic
competencies of musical angels, whether Trecento, Gothic, or Byzantine. The transfer of
metaphysical principle from angels themselves to their representations served the impetus
within the divine economy for angels to perform some operations in the sensible realm.
That is, appropriately rendered images of angel-musicians could assume the ceremonial
and sanctifying actions of the “real” angels who ministered to humans and performed the
liturgy of heaven.

Approach
One component of my approach is a double appropriation: I have followed
Binski in employing Clifford Geertz’s definition of culture as a collection of subjects
caught in “webs of significance” requiring “thick description,” or intricate local
knowledge.25 This method explains cultural phenomena by specifying and interpreting

25

Clifford Geertz, “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture,” in The
Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York, 1973): 3-30.
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the details of their presentation, conceptual structures, and meanings. Medieval
institutional culture was, on the whole, religious, centralizing, and hierarchical. And
because the medieval church evolved images and rituals based on the idea that angelic
ministry was exemplary for human spirituality and devotional practice, I describe the
“webs” that determined depictions of Trecento angel-musicians as implicating ideologies,
rituals, and material and cultural networks. Further, the idea that angels per se, images of
angels, and angelic music had similar metaphysical identities and were more or less
functionally equivalent compelled me to organize the four chapters of this dissertation
around pertinent precepts of angelology. These include the angels’ liminality, aesthetics,
ideal enactment of the celestial liturgy, and multiplicity; hierarchy is implicit in each
category.
Liturgical hymns, theological and devotional treatises, and sermons go far in
indicating the ways in which the medieval faithful sought mystical union by internal or
dramatic means. Their content was remarkably consistent because medieval authors
contributed to each genre, successively building on each other’s work. I will rely on the
prominent hymns and “angelologies” of theologians including Augustine (d. 430), the
Pseudo-Dionysius, Gregory the Great, John of Damascus, Bernard of Clairvaux (d.
1153), Pope Innocent III (d. 1215), Sicard of Cremona (d. 1215), the “Angelic Doctor”
Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), the “Seraphic Doctor” Bonaventure, William Durandus (d.
1296), Jacobus de Voragine (d. 1298), Dante (d. 1321), and the Cambridge friar Walter
Hilton (d. 1396).26 The belief in angelic and human concelebration and the wish to

26

Angelology was a formal component of the theological curriculum at the University of Paris.
See Gill 2014: 3.
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assimilate to the celestial liturgy did not change through out this time period; available
modes of engagement did dramatically. Likewise situating images in space helps to
determine their discourses with each other, with the fabric of the church, and with certain
rituals: the liturgy, paraliturgical rituals, and individual devotions engaged overlapping
sets of topographies and objects, all of whose functions fused in the minds of educated
worshippers.27

27

See Paul Crossley, “Medieval Architecture and Meaning: The Limits of Iconography,” The
Burlington Magazine (1988): 116-21.
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CHAPTER TWO
LIMINALITY

In medieval Christianity, angels were the only created beings able to traverse
the divide between heaven and earth.28 Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite had understood
the purpose of the angelic hierarchy as emanating the suprasensible divinity: “…Angels
are heralds of the Divine silence, and project, as it were, luminous lights revealing Him
Who is in secret.”29 Michael Psellos explained that angels were depicted as carrying
spheres to convey “their quickness of movement: for the sphere is such that, touching a
tiny portion of the ground, it is able to arrive independently of time and in less than an
instant wherever it wishes,” unlike human bodies, which are “governed by time and move
slowly, groaning with the weight of the earthly tents we live in.”30 Thomas Aquinas
similarly argued that they fulfilled these ministries by a “virtual touch” that transcended
dimensive space:
A body is said to be in a place in such a way that it is applied to such place
according to the contact of dimensive quantity; but there is no such
quantity in the angels, for theirs is a virtual one. Consequently an angel is
said to be in a corporeal place by application of the angelic power in any
manner whatever to any place.31
28

David Keck, Angels & Angelology in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1998): 42-4. Eric Peterson, The
Angels and the Liturgy (New York, 1964): 43 for the seraphim and cherubim as mystical models.
29

Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, On the Divine Names, IV.2, in Pseudo-Dionysius: The
Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid (New York, 1987).
30

Michael Psellos, On the question why angels are winged, wear headbands, have human form,
and carry a sphere in their hands, and why we commemorate them on the second day of the week, trans.
Kenneth Snipes in “An Unedited Treatise by Michael Psellos on the Iconography of Angels and on the
Religious Festivals Celebrated on Each Day of the Week,” Gonimos: Neoplatonic and Byzantine Studies
Presented to Leendert G. Westerink at 75 (Buffalo, 1988): 201.
31

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica I-I.52, in The Summa theologica, trans. T.C. O’Brien and
M.J. Charlesworth (London, 1964).
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Angels furthermore performed a sublime liturgy in concert with that of the earthly
Church, which was a physical and ritual copy of the Heavenly City.32 Pope Innocent III
commented on the angelic and human concelebration of the Mass as spiritual and
corporeal complements to one another, bridging earth and heaven:
Dignum et justum est…This proclamation of the sacred confession, thus
rightly concludes the church, that with angels and humans sings this hymn
with devoted heart: Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus; that praise combines the
hymns of angels and men. The voice of the angels commends the mystery
of the Trinity and unity in God; the voice of men personifies the sacrament
of divinity and humanity in Christ. […] A vestige of the uncreated Trinity
shines in all creatures…whether spiritually in an angel, or corporeally in
the world, or spiritually and corporeally in men. […] For the omnipotent
God made two rational creatures, the angel and the human, which insist on
divine praise, and he gave grace to their actions, while they concelebrate,
joining as superior and inferior chords in the celestial cithara (Apoc. 14).33
Images of musical angels mediated the celestial and sublunary as signs and
instigators of mystical concelebration, with varying expressions across time and place.
In this first chapter, therefore, I will set out their history down to the later Trecento, to
describe the links between this motif and the historical milieux in which it emerged

32

Bussagli 1991: 276. For the earthly Church as a copy of the heavenly one: Richard Krautheimer,
“Introduction to an ‘Iconography’ of Medieval Architecture,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes 5 (1942): 1-33; Paul Crossley, “Medieval Architecture and Meaning: The Limits of
Iconography,” The Burlington Magazine 130 (1988): 116-21; Allen Doig, Liturgy and Architecture from
the Early Church to the Middle Ages (Aldershot, 2009).
33

“Dignum et justum est…Hoc sacrae confessionis praeconium, ita recte concludit Ecclesia, ut
cum angelis et hominibus decantet hunc devoti pectoris hymnum: Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus; oratio ista, vel
hymnus partim angelorum, partim hominum verba compectitur. […] Vox angelorum Trinitatis et unitatis in
Deo commendat arcanum; vox hominum divinitatis et humanitatis in Christo personat sacramentum. […]
Quoddam enim increatae Trinitatis vestigium relucet in omnibus creaturis tam in angelo quam in homine et
in mundo…Quaelibet autem trinitas, sive spiritualis in angelo, sive corporalis in mundo, sive spiritualis et
corporalis in homine similitudinem quamdam divinae Trinitatis ostendit, ipsius tamen similitudinis non
perficit veritatem. […] Duas enim omnipotens Deus rationalibus condidit creaturas, angelicam et
humanam, quae laudibus divinis insisterent, et ei gratiarum actiones redderent, quas dum pari voto
concelebrant, tanquam superiores et inferiores chordae in coelesti cithara sociantur (Apoc. 14).” Innocent
III, De sacrificio missae, PL 217, 835-6, 838.
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and developed. I will revisit many concepts and works of art in subsequent chapters,
including the absence of angel-musicians from Byzantine art. Meanwhile, the idea of
liminality is broadly useful for connecting the congregation of singing and instrumentplaying angels in liturgical manuscripts, icons, roofs, screens, windows, tabernacles,
and the edges of theophanies to their anagogical intent. Their physical distribution both
expressed and promoted the mediating functions of the angel hierarchy, of images, and
of sacred music that educated Christians had understood in Neoplatonic or scholastic
terms, as stated by Bonaventure:
We are led by hand through hierarchical activities, that is of the
purgation, illumination and perfection of human minds, through the
hierarchical revelations of the Sacred Scriptures given to us through the
Angels…And last in order we are led by hand through hierarchs and
hierarchical orders, which have to be arranged in our mind after the
likeness of the supernal Jerusalem.34
Superior and Inferior Chords
The original description of the angels’ liturgy is provided in Isaiah 6:1-4: “I saw
the Lord sitting upon a throne…above it stood the seraphim: each one had six wings;
with two he covered his face, and with two he covered his feet, and with two he did fly.
And one called to the other and said, ‘Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of Hosts; the whole
earth is full of his glory.”35 A similar vision in Ezekiel 1 recounted four incorporeal living
creatures, i.e., the four-faced, four-winged cherubim, who traveled on eye-covered
wheels to worship the Godhead in a firmament likened to fire, crystal, gemstones, and a

34

Bonaventure, Mind’s Journey into God, IV.7.

35

“The worship of the heavenly Jerusalem, described in the Apocalypse, is characterized by the
Sanctus; the Hymn of Victory; the Psalms (19:6); the New Song; and…by the Alleluia.” Peterson 1964: 12.
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rainbow. Another heavenly outburst was the Alleluia expressed in Tobit 13:22, the heads
of Psalm 104 and the Psalms of Praise, and—in the New Testament—the celestial liturgy
of Revelation 19:1-6. Also in the New Testament, the Gospel of Luke presented the
angelic doxology, the Gloria in Excelsis by which they proclaimed Christ’s Nativity:
“And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God,
and saying, ‘Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men’”
(Luke 2:13-14).36
Revelation 5 introduced citharae (harps) to the celestial liturgy, not in the hands
of angels, but in the “new song” of the twenty-four Elders, normally understood as the
Churchsymbolized by the twelvepatriarchsand twelve apostles, or as the twenty-four
books of the Old Testament. In this passage, John the Evangelist beheld a slain lamb in
the midst of God’s throne and the four living creatures, whereupon:
…The four beasts and four-and-twenty Elders fell down before the Lamb,
having every one of them citharas and golden vials full of odors, which are
the prayers of saints…and they sang a new song. […] And I beheld, and I
heard the voice of many angels round about the throne and the beasts and
the elders…saying with a loud voice, “Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain…”37
In this passage, the Elders’ “new song” derived from Psalm 96. In spite of their novelty
within heaven, their harps also evoked psalmic verses of praise and jubilation, such as
Psalm 150:
Praise God in his sanctuary: praise him in the firmament of his power.
Praise him for his mighty acts: praise him according to his excellent
36

According to the Liber Pontificalis, the Gloria was said for Christmas Mass beginning in the
second century: Liber Pontificalis, ed. Theodor Mommsen (Munich, 1982).
37

Revelation 5:6-11. N.B. Rupert of Deutz (d. ca. 1130) combined the traditionalinterpretations of
the twenty-four Eldersto associate thethrones of Christand David. See Hans Aurenhammer, Lexikon der
christlichen Ikonographie, Vol. 1 (Vienna, 1959): 640.
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greatness. Praise him with the sound of the trumpet: praise him with the
psaltery and harp. Praise him with the timbrel and dance: praise him with
stringed instruments and organs. Praise him upon the cymbals: praise him
upon the high sounding cymbals. Let every thing that has breath praise the
Lord.38
Scripture did not actually explicate angelic praise as sung or silent. Isaiah
witnessed the seraphim “crying one unto the other” and John heard the angels “saying
with a loud voice,” but both of these experiences took place in the mystical realm. The
apostle Paul mentioned the arcana verba (“unspeakable words”) of Paradise, “which it is
not lawful for a man to utter” (2 Corinthians 12:4). Medieval theologians agreed that due
to its sublimity, angels’ praise was both sung and silent, setting expectations for human
engagement therewith.39 For example, Theodore the Studite (d. 826) wrote that the angels
led the worship of all creation as well as of the Church with the “secret silence of their
hymns of triumph, with which they praise the ineffable mystery.”40 Much later, Walter
Hilton noted, “[Angels’] song cannot be described by any bodily likeness, for it is
spiritual, and above all imagination and reason.”41 Furthermore, joy and love were
considered necessary states for participating in the exalted act of angelic singing—that is,
38

“Alleluia laudate Dominum in sanctis eius laudate eum in firmamento virtutis eius. laudate eum
in virtutibus eius laudate eum secundum multitudinem magnitudinis eius. laudate eum in sono tubae laudate
eum in psalterio et cithara. laudate eum in tympano et choro laudate eum in cordis et organo. laudate eum
in cymbalis bene sonantibus laudate eum in cymbalis iubilationis. omnis spiritus laudet Dominum”
(Vulgate). “Chorus” could be interpreted as dance, but also as bagpipes, according to commentaries on the
Book of Psalms (e.g., Petrus de Palude, Nicolas Trivet). Björn Tammen, Musik und Bild im Chorraum
mittelalterlicher Kirchen, 1100-1500 (Berlin, 2000): 62-4.
39

See Bernd Roling, “Angelic Language and Communication,” in A Companion to Angels in
Medieval Philosophy, ed. Tobias Hoffmann (Leiden, 2012): 223-60. Aquinas addressed the question in
Summa Theologica I-I.107 (“The Speech of Angels”), working from Isaiah 6:3, 1 Corinthians 13, and
treatises by Augustine, the Pseudo-Dionysius, Gregory the Great, and John of Damascus.
40

Theodore the Studite, Orationes, VI.1, PG 99, 732 (translated in Pelikan 1990: 175).

41

Walter Hilton, “Of Angels’ Song,” qtd. in Edmund Gardner, The Cell of Self-Knowledge: Seven
Early Mystical Treatises (Grand Rapids, 1966): 66.
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for celebrating the liturgy in such a way as to receive God’s grace and effect humanity’s
return to Paradise. Joy as an angelic attribute traced to a statement by Christ, in Luke
15:10: “Even so, I say unto you, there is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one
sinner that repents.”42 Love was affirmed as another attribute due to the meaning of the
Hebrew word “seraph” (“burning”). St. Bernard explained that “the name ‘seraph’
[denotes] one inflamed with or inciting to love,” and “the seraphim love [God] because
He is Love […] and desires all men to be saved and come to a knowledge of the truth.”43
In Early Christian and medieval practice, the angelic liturgy was understood to
parallel and sublimate the earthly one.44 The Late Antique Historia Monachorum (ca.
410) attested the longstanding belief that angels and human beings sang hymns in concert
with one another: “…the church assembly should resemble the choirs of angels, imitating
the celestial armies by endlessly singing hymns and praises of God.”45 In the Byzantine
Divine Liturgy, the seraphic cry of Isaiah 6 premised both the Cherubikon (Cherubic
Hymn) of the Great Entrance as well as the Trisagion (“Holy, Holy, Holy”) of the

42

Also Psalm 98: “O sing unto the Lord a new song; for he hath done marvelous things: his right
hand, and his holy arm, hath gotten him the victory. […]Make a joyful noise unto the LORD, all the earth:
make a loud noise, and rejoice, and sing praise. Sing unto the Lord with the harp; with the harp, and the
voice of a psalm. Sing unto the Lord with the harp; with the harp, and the voice of a psalm.”
43

St. Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermon 19.6 on Canticles (“The Loves of the Angels”), in Sermons on
the Song of Songs, ed. and trans. Kilian Walsh and Irene Edmonds, vol. 2 (Spencer, MA, 1971): 144.
44

E.g., the “spiritual liturgy” of Hebrews 1:14. Hammerstein 1962), 22; Richard Rastall, “Heaven:
The Musical Repertory,” in The Iconography of Heaven, ed. Clifford Davidson (Kalamazoo, 1994): 165.
See Eric Werner, “The Genesis of the Liturgical Sanctus,” in Essays Presented to Egon Wellesz, ed. Jack
Westrop (Oxford, 1966): 19-32.
45

“…Ut cum ad ecclesiam convenirent, chori angelorum…ad imitationem virtutum coelestium, in
hymnis et laudibus Dei pervigiles viderentur.” Historia Monachorum, PL 16, 724.
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Anaphora (Eucharistic Prayer), signaling the consecration of the Host.46 The same
passage provided the Preface and Sanctus of the Mass in the Latin rite:
It is truly right and just, right and for our salvation, that we should at all
times, and in all places, give thanks unto You, O holy Lord, Father
almighty, through Christ our Lord…Who was taken up into heaven, that
He might grant unto us to be sharers in His own divinity. And therefore,
with Angels and Archangels, with Thrones and Dominations, and with all
the hosts of the heavenly army, we sing the hymn of Your glory, evermore
saying, ‘Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts. Heaven and Earth are filled
with Your glory. Hosanna in the highest. Blessed is He who comes in the
name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest.’47
As for the other “angelic hymns,” Augustine stated that the Alleluia—the musical
climax of the Mass—also represented the song sung jointly by human worshippers and
angel choirs.48 Durandus elaborated, “The Alleluia is also angelic praise…it evidently
signifies the joy of angels and of human beings in eternal felicity.”49 Further, Rupert of
Deutz (d. ca. 1130) stated of the Gloria, “…ab ore angelorum Ecclesia sancta rapuit.”50
The modern angelologist David Keck added, “The gravity of singing alongside the angels
was underscored by the omission of the Gloria in Excelsis during Lent…the
concelebratory union of heaven and earth was ruptured…and the liturgy grew more
somber. Triumphantly, the Gloria reappears at the Mass for the Easter vigil, and the joy

46

For the angelic nature of the Sanctus: F.E. Brightman, ed., Liturgies Eastern and Western
(Oxford, 1896), 385.
47

Hammerstein 1962, 23.
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Augustine, Ennarationes in Psalmos, PL 38, 1190.
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“Est autem Alleluja laus angelica…gaudium videlicet angelorum et hominum in aeterna
felicitate laetantium.” Durandus, Rationale IV, 54, in Guillelmi Duranti: Rationale divinorum officium, ed.
A. Davril and T.M. Thibodeau (Turnhout, 1995).
50

Rupert of Deutz, De diviniis officiis, PL 170, 27.
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of the Resurrection reunites humanity with the angels.”51 Lastly, Western and Byzantine
nuns and monks established communion with the angels by singing the Psalms. Psalm
19:1-4 suggested this conceit (“The Heavens declare the Glory of God...their [chorus]
line is gone out through all the earth”) and, according to Cassiodorus, “We mix our words
of praise with the angels of God, whom we are not able to hear, so that there is the voices
of the psalm-singers become one.”52
Human worshippers could approximate the angelic liturgy with plainsong,
polyphonic singing, and occasionally instrumental music. The fixed Ordinary of the Mass
remained monodic until the fourteenth century, while the variable Proper was more
receptive to polyphony.53 The organ and bells commonly figured in liturgical practice.54
In the thirteenth century, for instance, the Franciscans encouraged ringing the Angelus
bell each evening to herald the Ave Maria prayer.55 Aegidius de Zamora (d. ca. 1316), a
Franciscan music theorist in the court of Alfonso X (d. 1284), wrote that the Church used
only organs to accompany chants and hymns, due to other instruments’ potential for
histrionic abuse.56 Even so, a greater range of instrumental music eventually invaded
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Rupert of Deutz, De diviniis officiis, I.30 and I.35; Keck 1998: 175.
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Cassiodorus, Expositio in Psalterium, PL 70, 10.
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Edmund Bowles, “Were Musical Instruments Used in the Liturgical Service during the Middle
Ages?” in The Galpin Society Journal 10 (1957): 50. The hymns of the Ordinary were the Kyrie, Gloria,
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church spaces, by way of paraliturgical mystery plays as well as the laudesi
confraternities, who performed a vernacular version of the celestial liturgy under the
guidance of the friars.

Angelic Hymns in Byzantine Art
It seems to me that the principal reason why Byzantine art did not feature angelinstrumentalists is because this motif depended substantially on the harps mentioned in
the celestial liturgy of Revelation 5.8, a book whose canonicity in Byzantium was fragile
at best.57 Angels were depicted as singing in Byzantine art, however, and Amy
Papalexandrou and Sharon Gerstel have determined that church soundscapes created the
impression that human and angelic voices harmonized and mingled in the central dome,
as a tangent space between the domains heaven and earth.58
Throughout and beyond the Byzantine period, pictures of the seraphim, cherubim,
and thrones in direct proximity to the Godhead instantiated the Trisagion in the objects or
spaces most intimately involved in the performance of the church liturgy, where they
cooperated in the act of opening the door to heaven. These included manuscripts (e.g., the
Vision of Isaiah in the ninth-century Christian Topography of “Cosmas Indicopleustes”),

57

The Orthodox Church accepted the Revelations of John as canonical only in the fourteenth
century, and it never figured into the Byzantine liturgy. See Johannes Irmscher, Annemarie Weyl Carr, and
Alexander Kazhdan, “Apocalypse,” Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. Kazhdan (Oxford, 1991). While it
is true that the iconography of Byzantine Last Judgment scenes was based largely on Revelations
(Braunfels 1994, 513-23), the Elders’ lack of harps discourages reading these images as representations of
the celestial liturgy. A rare exception is the post-Byzantine (ca. 1547) mural in the refectory of the
Dionysiou Monastery, Mount Athos, apparently by a Cretan painter inspired by Italian art. Robert Byron
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icons (Andrei Rublev’s Christ in Majesty, of 1408), and the superstructures of Byzantine
sacred architecture (a sixth-century prayer niche in the Monastery of Apa Apollo at
Bawit, the ninth-century bema arch of the Dormition Church at Iznik, the fourteenthcentury central dome of the Peribleptos Church in Mistra, and the roof of the sixteenthcentury ciborium of St. Mamas in Morphou, Cyprus) (Fig. 1).59 The same hymn also
underwrote the iconography and function of two Early Byzantine liturgical fans, the
Stuma and Riha rhipidia (both ca. 577) (Fig. 2).60 They respectively display the seraph of
Isaiah 6 and the cherubic tetramorph of Ezekiel 1; the periphery of the latter is engraved
with peacock feathers to indicate the eye-covered wings of this angelic creature. During
the Mass, deacons waved rhipidia over the exposed Host to imitate the beating wings of
these endlessly chanting angels, leading liturgists from the Pseudo-Chrysostom down to
Nicholas of Andida to remark that “the rhipidia…are as a type of the Cherubim.”61 But
these sixth-century objects were exceptional, and only intimated the way in which later
Byzantine art came to elide the celestial and ecclesiastical hierarchies. Woodfin noted
that the Second Council of Nicaea (787) posed problems for depicting the purely spiritual
phenomenon of the celestial liturgy by basing the validity of icons on their basically
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faithful rendition of the prototype.62 It was not until the eleventh century that Byzantine
artists explicitly linked the liturgies of the church and heaven in a tight parallelism that
Western artists almost never posited (Byzantine artists commonly depicted angels as
acolytes, as well as following liturgical rubrics, from the eleventh century. Western
acolyte-angels became popular in the early thirteenth century, although they did not
appear in Italy until the fourteenth).63
Accordingly, angels in later Byzantine art performed the Trisagion in addition to
the Cherubikon, Alleluia, Doxology, Christmas hymns, parts of the Akathistos sung to
Mary, and the Psalms of Praise. The notion that humans copied the angelic liturgy was
explicated by stitching the Trisagion onto the vestments of deacons, who had the angelic
task of mediating between the celebrant and congregation.64 This seraphic cry was also
fleshed out in the embroidery of the Thessaloniki epitaphios (ca. 1300), an enormous
Eucharistic veil for Good Friday that the clergy carried through the nave during the Great
Entrance—the procession of the Eucharistic elements, leading up to their consecration at
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Woodfin, “Celestial Hierarchies and Earthly Hierarchies in the Art of the Byzantine Church,”
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the altar—while singing the Cherubikon (Fig. 3).65 The opening words of this hymn
declared, “We who mystically represent the cherubim…sing the thrice-holy hymn,” and
the liturgist Symeon of Thessaloniki explained, “The deacons [come] one after another
who have the order of the angels…carrying over their head the sacred great veil which
has the depiction of Jesus naked and dead.”66 Thus the central panel of the Thessaloniki
Epitaphios shows seraphim, cherubim, and thrones singing “Holy, Holy, Holy” while two
angel-deacons wave rhipidia.67 To remove the epitaphios from the Host further collapsed
the boundary between the physical rites of the church and the angelic liturgy in the
presence of the risen Christ, because this action signified the Resurrection on account of
the associations between cloth, Christ’s flesh, and the Temple veil.
Byzantine Christmas hymns centered on the Gloria, the angelic doxology of
Luke’s Nativity story. Angels performed this hymn on the frescoed vaults of the Holy
Apostles Church in Thessaloniki (ca. 1315-9) and the Dochiariou Monastery of Mount
Athos (1568), both of which bear inscriptions stating that the angels sing.68 In addition,
there were a few angelic aspects of the Akathistos. The Trisagion was often sung as its
prelude. A scene related to its finale, the Triumph of Orthodoxy icon (ca. 1400), shows
the famous Hodegetria icon of the Virgin and Child—which was considered to be
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miraculous, and indeed painted by the hand of St. Luke—borne by angels wearing the
huge red hats of cantors (Fig. 4).69 Also, the hymn’s seventh stanza celebrated the
Nativity, as illustrated in the trapeza of the Chilandri Monastery: “Rejoice, for the things
of Heaven rejoice with the earth. Rejoice, the things of earth join chorus with the
Heavens.”70 There is support for the intention to reify angels’ song in a post-Byzantine
painter’s manual by the monk Dionysius of Fourna (d. after 1744), who instructed for
scenes of the Nativity: “Above the cave a crowd of angels…hold a scroll with [the
angelic doxology];” and for stanza 7 of the Akathistos: “Everything as for the Nativity of
Christ....”71 Lastly, the Psalms of Praise (148-50) were sung for the Divine Office with
the same doxology, and were sometimes graced by Alleluias and the Trisagion as
refrains.72 A fourteenth-century cycle in the Lesnovo Church in Macedonia shows this
ceremony initiated by Christ in a vault amidst angels.73 Although they do not physically
look to be singing, the painter’s manual again affirmed this act by prescribing Christ and
the nine choirs of angels, with the top triad saying “Holy, Holy, Holy” and the rest
making pronouncements of glory.74
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Angelic Hymns in Western Art
The Sanctus
In the West, the apse mosaics of the Roman churches S. Sabina (late 300s) and S.
Paolo fuori le Mura (mid-400s) were typical for early allusions to the Sanctus in showing
the four incorporeal living creatures of Ezekiel with the Elders of Revelations, to
emphasize the intermingling of present and future as well as of the heavenly and earthly
churches.75 Reinhold Hammerstein and Howard Mayer Brown both discerned vestiges of
the living creatures (and King David’s four musicians) in Trecento quartets of angelmusicians such as Niccolò di Cecco del Mercia’s marble plaque of Mary’s Assumption
from Prato Cathedral (late 1350s) or Pacino di Bonaguida’s miniature of Christ in
Majesty in the laudario (hymnbook) of the Compagnia of Sant’Agnese, Florence (ca.
1340) (Fig. 5, 6).76 But in the interim millennium or so, contact with Byzantine ars sacra
motivated the depiction of winged, human-faced seraphim and cherubim as leaders of the
celestial liturgy, as depicted in the apse of S. Maria Antiqua (eighth century), the Metz
Sacramentary (ca. 870), the heads of Exultet rolls (from ca. 1000), hovering in the
mosaicked choir vault of Cefalù Cathedral (ca. 1148), and flanking the risen Christ in the
dome of the Florence Baptistery (begun ca. 1240) (Fig. 7).
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During the thirteenth century, there was something of an upheaval concerning the
affective expression of Sanctus imagery in certain Northern courtly and episcopal
milieux. For example, King Henry III of England issued a mandate on December 10,
1240, that “two fair cherubim of joyous and cheerful countenance” (“duos scherubimos
cum hyllari vultu et jocoso”) should be made and added to either side of the great rood of
the Chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula in the Tower of London (Fig. 73).77 The motives must
have been to emphasize the angels’ celebration of human redemption, and relatedly, to
sublimate human action by mimetic means. Trecento renditions of the seraphic hymn
responded to such Gothic sweetness, but characteristically adjudicated it with the more
threnodic forms of Byzantine art. The Franciscans in particular pushed seraphim to
prominence as decoration for liturgical objects, presumably inspired by St. Francis’s
stigmatization by Christ in seraphic guise. Examples include the only vaguely cheerfullooking enameled seraphim adorning the base of the Chalice of Peter of Sassoferrato, an
Italian Franciscan from the Marches (ca. 1341-2) (Fig. 8); or those encircling the relics of
the True Cross set into rock crystal at the center and terminals of a contemporary
processional and altar cross, also from a central Italian Franciscan context.78 In general,
even the images with the most extensive, jubilant, and profane of angel concerts (for
whatever religious or lay audience) typically delineated registers of cherubim and
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seraphim dressed in blue and red, respectively, whose facial and bodily remoteness and
compete lack of musical instruments signaled that the litany they led was fully spiritual
and contemplative. Three examples, among countless others, are Nardo di Cione’s fresco
of Dante’s Paradiso (1350s) in the Strozzi Chapel of S. Maria Novella, Niccolò di
Buonaccorso’s small personal icon of the Coronation of the Virgin (ca. 1380), and
Spinello Aretino’s monumental banner showing Mary Magdalene’s spiritual participation
in the angelic liturgy (ca. 1395), made for a flagellant confraternity in Borgo San
Sepolcro (Fig. 9, 10, 11).

The “New Song” of Revelations
There was a concurrent tradition in Western art of depicting the Elders of
Revelations holding or playing their harps for the celestial liturgy.79 From Carolingian
times, they figured in the intensely colorful manuscripts illustrating Beatus of Liebana’s
commentary on the Apocalypse. Later, they congregated in the archivolts or tympana of
Romanesque portals featuring Christ in Majesty, especially in the milieux of Cluny and
Santiago de Compostela at the height of the Gregorian Reform and the expansion of
Spanish Christian royalty.80 Two of the most famous Romanesque sculptural programs
with harp-bearing Elders include the southwest portal of the Cluniac abbey of Moissac
(ca. 1125-30) and Compostela’s Pórtico de la Gloria (ca. 1180), in which they mostly
tune their instruments as a sign of consolation and concord (Fig. 12). The motif was by
79
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no means unique to Romanesque Spain: for instance, the east rose window of Laon
Cathedral shows a central Virgin and Child encircled by four angels followed by the
twelve apostles and then the twenty-four Elders playing stringed instruments while sitting
on rainbows. In addition, the gable above the central portal of Ferrara Cathedral (ca.
1250) amounted to “an up-to-date French tympanum design in Duecento cathedral
sculpture,” in which four Elders hold bells, a psaltery, a shawm, and a lute.81

Gloria in excelsis
Angels accompanied Nativity scenes as early as the mosaic cycle on the triumphal
arch of S. Maria Maggiore, although they appear less as a chorus than royal attendants
here (ca. 430). Members of the heavenly host displayed a greater degree of excitement
and a clearer relation to hymnody in Carolingian and Ottonian scenes, including a fresco
at S. Maria Foris Portas in Castelseprio (ninth century) or a Gospelbook miniature in the
Bamberg State Library, in which gesticulating angels tumble from the sky in their rush to
share their good news (ca. 1025-50). Miniatures in Romanesque and Gothic hymnbooks
showed much more emphatically that angels sang the Gloria in concert with human
choristers. One example is The Nativity with Six Dominican Monks by the Master of
Imola, in which the angels carry banderoles inscribed with the words of this hymn while
the six monks raise their hands in petition at the bottom of the page (1265/74).
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Psalms of Praise
With respect to images of angelic participation in the Psalms of Praise, the
impressionistic miniatures of the ninth-century Utrecth Psalter show the angelic host
accompanying nearly all of them. For instance, six angels stand to either side of Christ in
Majesty and apparently sing for the “New Song” of Psalm 96, as well as for the final
Psalm of Praise. In the latter, the angels float atop a stream of air blown from the four
Winds at the margins (who illustrate the verse “Let everything that has breath praise the
Lord”), dividing them from a crowd of people playing all of the instruments named in
this Psalm, centered on a complicated organ operated by six men (Fig. 13). The
fourteenth-century Bohun Psalter likewise portrays crowds of Israelites joyfully playing
an array of stringed, wind, and percussive instruments. Another charming miniature for
Psalm 150 in the bilingual Greek and Latin Hamilton Psalter, made on Cyprus ca. 1300,
shows King David plucking his harp alone amidst a heap of this Psalms’ other
instruments (Fig. 14).82 The scene below portrays the spiritual consequence of psalmody
as an angel whisking David heavenward, now with angels’ wings himself.83

Musical Cosmology
Psalmic Allegory
The assimilation of the angelic liturgy to instrumental music relied on the
exegesis of the instruments of certain Psalms and their echoes in the citharas of
82
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Revelations, incorporated into Neoplatonic conceptions of music.84 First, the connection
of David’s harp to heavenly adoration was implicit in the celestial liturgy of Revelations,
and occasionally became explicit in works of art. In the English Apocalypse at the Getty
Museum (ca. 1255-60), he strums his harp in the historiated E introducing Revelation
15:1-3 (“Et video aliud signum in caelo…”), in which harpers stand on “a sea of glass
mingled with fire” to sing “the song of the Lamb.” David’s status as a figure of Christ
prompted the allegorization of psalmic instruments and, in general, the conception of
psalmody as a model for clerical worship.85 Salient images include the Beatus Vir
frontispieces of David leading the Temple liturgy by harping in the eighth-century
Vespasian Psalter from England, the twelfth-century Winchester Psalter (made in
England, though the artists also worked in Spain and Norman Sicily), or the thirteenthcentury Psalter of the Blessed Elisabeth in Cividale.86 Similarly, in a full-page miniature
in the Munich Golden Psalter (ca. 1200-25), Christ in Majesty surmounts the enthroned
David (ca. 1200-25) (Fig. 15).87 Seraphim, other angels, the Apostles, martyrs, and the
twenty-four apocalyptic Elders surround them in a heavenly litany.
Furthermore, despite Augustine’s suspicion that instrumental music could excite
lust, an exegetical series sparked by his Expositions on the Psalms gradually helped to
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vindicate a friendlier relationship between secular and religious music-making.88 Brown
proposed that angel-musicians “relate to Psalms of Praise or commentaries on them, as
appropriate sources for depicting the ways in which we should praise God.”89 Besides
Psalm 150, there were important lines in Psalm 47:5 (“God is gone up with jubilation; the
Lord with the sound of a trumpet”), Psalm 57.8 (“Awake up, my glory; rise up, psaltery
and harp”), Psalm 98:1-5 (“Sing unto the Lord a new song… Make melody unto the Lord
upon the harp: on the harp and with the voice of a Psalm”). Augustine commented on
Psalm 47:5, for instance, “What is jubilation but admiration of joy which cannot be
expressed in words… Angels preached the ascension of the Lord…in heart jubilant: and
now was the sound of the trumpet in the clear voice of the Angels,” and on Psalm 150:
For jubilation, that is, unspeakable praise, proceeds not, save from life.
Nor do I think that I should pass over what musicians say, that there are
three kinds of sounds…None then of these kinds is omitted here: for there
is voice in the choir, breath in the trumpet, striking in the harp,
representing mind, spirit, body, but by similitudes, not in the proper sense
of the words. When then [the Psalmist] proposed, Praise God in His
saints, to whom said he this, save to themselves?...For you, says he,
are His saints…He is wrought in you…You are trumpet, psaltery, harp,
timbrel, choir,strings, and organ, cymbals of jubilation sounding
well, because sounding in harmony. All of these are you.
Honorius of Autun (d. 1151) continued this line of thought by indicating the extent to
which the Psalms informed medieval Christian liturgical worship, including the Mass:
The harmonious sacrifice [i.e., the Mass] of angels was imitated by David
and Solomon, who instituted hymns in the sacrifice of the Lord, and
organs, and other musical instruments, and the acclamation of the people.
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Whence we came to sound the organ in the Mass, when the clergy sing,
and the people sing with them.90
The Music of the Spheres
The adaptation of the Psalms to the Christian liturgy (both of the Church and of
the angels) highlights the cosmic dimension of angels’ song. According to Meredith Gill,
“The voice of an angel...carried with it the association of the Neoplatonic harmonies of
the spheres, linking the immaterial and the divine to the created universe.”91 This topic
generated a multiplicity of comments throughout the Middle Ages. Gregory of Nyssa (d.
ca. 395) wrote that God generated the music of the universe, Ambrose (d. 397) equated
psalmody with the harmony of the spheres, and Cassiodorus (d. 585) asserted that the
Psalter was named after the psaltery because all the celestial melodies were contained
within this instrument.92 Honorius of Autun began “a discussion of certain angelological
matters with a reflection on how the seemingly disparate workings of the universe
actually resemble the sonorous chords of a harp,” an idea that resonated with both prior
and subsequent theologians.93 Elias Salomo (fl. late 1200s) even stated in his Scientia
artis musicae (1274), “…music was clearly created with the creation of the angels, for it
is proper to them to praise God.”94 In addition, Dante encountered the music of the
90
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spheres at the beginning of his ascent through the angelic hierarchy in the Paradiso:
“When that wheel which You made eternal through/ the heavens’ longing for You, drew
me with/ the harmony You temper and distinguish….”95 By the Trecento, the theme was
common in the pictorial arts, as well. Piero di Puccio’s fresco Theological Cosmology
(1389-91) in the Pisan Camposanto depicts God holding a framed picture of the universe
with the earth at center, ringed by the elements, the planets, the fixed stars, heaven, the
Primum Mobile, and finally the nine orders of angels; Augustine and Aquinas stand in
the corners of the frame to display their angelic learning (Fig. 58).96
An early visualization of this musical cosmology that anticipated angel-musicians
in the great abbey church of Cluny III (1088-1122), designed by the mathematician
Gunzo under the cultured Abbot Hugh (1049-1109).97 Allen Doig affirmed that the
architectural proportions of this church were determined by perfect Pythagorean
numbers, embodying the music of the spheres in the fabric of the earthly church as a copy
of its heavenly exemplar.98 This framework therefore linked the monks’ performance of
the Divine Offices with that of the angels, an act of sublimation aided by a stone tunnel
vault that benefited the acoustics, and heightened by the church’s identity as a microcosm
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and bridge to the Heavenly City. Further, two pier-capitals in its deambulatorium
Angelorum personified the eight plainchant tones as musicians, based on Psalm
commentaries as well as Boethius’s treatises on music.99 For instance, the third tone is
represented by a somber youth playing a lyre to “depict and instruct that Christ rises
again,” according to his inscription.100 The fourth shows a sprightly bell-player who
nonetheless represents a sad tone, “imitating in song the lamentations of mourning” (Fig.
16). The capitals’ tituli additionally excerpted Boethius’s Consolatio philosophiae and
the Musica disciplina by the Carolingian monk Aurelian of Réôme (fl. ca. 840-50), who
worked in a Boethian tradition to speculate on the connections between biblical
instruments, liturgical concelebration with the angels, contemplation, and the order of the
universe:
We read that in the heavenly cities the rites are celebrated as in the
Apocalypse, having the harps of God. Thus, we can conclude how
pleasing is the singing of the Office to God, if it is performed with an alert
mind, since in this we imitate the angels who sing together the Lord’s
praises without ceasing. Indeed, the construction of this world and its
natural order contain a harmonious balance. For if you look at how things
rejoice together, as the sun climbs higher, and the face of the earth puts
forth an adornment of flowers, and how the sea rests from its seething, you
will see that every created thing is related to each other in wonderful
harmony.101
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The ambulatory capitals’ illumination during liturgical performance by
candelabra, four great suspended coronae, and hundreds of candles underscores the
contribution of their imagery to the Cluniac “angelic life” of interminable chant in a
church whose proportions embodied the music of the heavens and that, as an article of
faith, had to be beautiful (according to Psalm 26:8: “Lord, I have loved the beauty of your
house”).102

Romanesque Angel-Musicians
The leap from these precedents to fully-fledged depictions of angelinstrumentalists was a moderate exegetical exercise weighing not only chant vis-à-vis a
Neoplatonic musical cosmology, but also the potential of sacred images to motivate the
process of angelization (mostly of clerics at first, but increasingly of the laity). Angels’
performance of musical instruments as allegorical tools of praise, reinterpreting the
Church Fathers, clarified their participation in both psalmody and the Mass.103 The
richness of angel-musicians’ significations moreover increased their value as devices for
sublimation, whether in contemplation or in the act of singing.

Exultet Rolls
The idea of angels playing instruments as part of their liturgy was first realized ca.
1000 in an object type for a unique liturgical setting, the large, colorful Exultet rolls of
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pre-Gothic southern Italy.104 The rolls served to embellish the joyous Exultet chant
performed on Holy Saturday to commemorate Christ’s Resurrection (cf. Augustine’s
comment on Psalm 96). It immediately preceded the Mass and encouraged the
representation of trumpeting angels as the leaders of the celestial liturgy, in which all
Creation joins:
Sing, choirs of angels! Exult in the divine mystery, and let the trumpet of
salvation sound aloud our mighty King’s triumph! Be glad, let earth be
glad, as glory floods her, ablaze with light from her eternal King, let all
corners of the earth be glad, knowing an end to gloom and darkness.
Rejoice, let Mother Church also rejoice, adorned with the lightning of his
glory, let this holy building shake with joy, filled with the mighty voices
of the peoples….105
The liturgical function of Exultet rolls gave them an inherent symbolism as a
conduit between the rituals of heaven and earth.106 Their pictures clarified this meaning
with snapshots and theological glosses of the ceremony. For instance, many feature a
mise-en-scène of lighting the Paschal Candle, after which the deacon unfurled the roll
from the pulpit and commenced singing (Fig. 17).107 Ostensibly, the rolls’ images were
inverted relative to the text and musical notation so that the deacon displayed them rightside-up to the assembly while he followed the words. However, he would have
memorized the chant and most of the assembly would have stood at too great a distance
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to see the pictures, implying that rolls truly served to visualize and facilitate the spiritual
reality of liturgical concelebration.108
Nowhere is this function clearer than in the pictures of the angel choirs situated
near the heads of the more elaborate rolls. In most cases, angels either with or without
trumpets precede monumental E’s (for “Exultet”) and join seraphim and cherubim in
acclaiming the “divine mystery” and Christ’s triumph. Examples include two eleventhcentury rolls from Benedictine contexts in Montecassino (MS Vat. Lat. 3784, made ca.
1060-80 under the visionary patron Abbot Desiderius) and Bari (MS Bari 1, attributed to
a Benedictine monk from Benevento) (Fig. 18).109 The angels of the Montecassino roll
are characterized by bejeweled robes evoking their association with the precious stones of
the Heavenly City, an otherworldly comportment, and a lack of trumpets—but an implicit
association with them, based on the Exultet chant and Psalm 47:5. This group copied
Byzantine illustrations of liturgical archangels, in keeping with Desiderius’s artistic
policy of reviving the dignity of Early Christian art by proxy of Constantinople.110 The
decorous majesty of the Cassinese angels honored the holiday by rendering their bliss
visible, just as liturgical chant as a participatory sign of angelic music made it audible. By
comparison, the trumpeting angels in the Bari roll, albeit also highly Byzantinizing in
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style, anticipated Romanesque and Gothic angel-musicians in their application of this
instrument to the celestial liturgy.111
In a broad sense, the angel choirs could have served as liturgical exemplars for
any assembly of clergy or laity. Yet accepting that they engaged psalmic exegesis (most
explicitly the trumpet-playing ones), and that the image programs of Exultet rolls were
more esoteric than their inverted position suggests, the angels arguably exerted more
complex meanings in Benedictine environments. They would have evoked the
Benedictine Rule’s two prescriptions for imitating angels, for example.112 The first, “The
ladder which appeared to Jacob in his dream [in Genesis 28], by means of which angels
were shown to him ascending and descending…is our life in the present world, which, if
the heart is humble, is by the Lord lifted up to heaven” (chapter vii).113 The second
enjoined, “Let us consider how it becomes us to behave in the sight of God and His
angels, and let us so stand to sing, that our mind may be in harmony with our voice”
(chapter xix).114 Exultet rolls addressed the first prescription by visualizing the chant’s
call for all Creation to rejoice, beginning with the angels; and to the hope for salvation
that Christ’s Resurrection had made possible. As for the second, the depictions of angel
choirs could help the deacon and possibly other monks to harmonize their minds and
voices, to act as trumpets of exaltation and the “living stones” of their church, newly
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redecorated for the holiday. According to central figures such as Hrabanus Maurus,
liturgical ornamenta had as much to do with the decorum of the spiritual as the physical
liturgy:
…If we ourselves strive to become a temple of God, and do our best to
match ourselves to the ritual that we cultivate in our hearts; so that just as
with the decorated walls of this very church, with many lighted candles,
with voices variously raised through litanies and prayers, through readings
and songs we can more earnestly offer praise to God: so we should always
decorate the recesses of our hearts with the essential ornaments of good
works, always in us the flame of divine and communal charity should
grow side by side, always in the interior of our breast the holy sweetness
of heavenly sayings and of gospel praise should resonate in memory.115
The Chronicle of Montecassino (before 1099) witnessed the Benedictine
conviction that a church should be beautiful to the ends stated by Hrabanus Maurus,
detailing that liturgical ceremony was staged with a “huge” Paschal candle upon a silver
and porphyry stand, well over 100 other candles and lamps, swinging censers, a gilded
and colored ciborium, and an “excellent and eminent” pulpit decorated with “various
purple colors and gold plates.”116 Direct authorities such as Peter Damian and Bruno of
Segni stressed that this display reified God’s grace, in order to stir the monks’ love for
Him as well as to fix their minds on the angelic liturgy as they performed the earthly
one.117 All in all the Easter vigil thus revealed God by means of the angelic acclaim
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materialized in Exultet rolls, the exuberant redecoration of bare altars, readings about
Creation and the Word made flesh, the candle’s manifestation of primordial light, the
celebration of the Mass, and revelations of Paradise regained.

Northern Europe
From ca. 1100, Romanesque sculptors and illuminators began to depict angels
playing broadly psalmic instruments to express the harmony of the celestial and earthly
liturgies.118 In contrast to the Byzantinizing angels of the Exultet rolls, the Northern
Romanesque ones related more to Western representations of the Elders and secular
musicians. For example, a corbel in the choir of the Norman abbey of Cérisy-La-Foret
displays an angel with a rebec surmounting secular instrumentalists (ca. 1100).119 The
frontispiece of a near-contemporary English manuscript of Augustine’s City of God
(Canterbury, ca. 1100-20) illustrated a similar concept in a miniature of the Heavenly
City as a church organized around the Trinity, in which six angel-musicians, all but one
on stringed instruments, perform their liturgy to either side of Christ in Majesty (Fig.
19).120 In the lower registers, the Father and the Holy Spirit sit enthroned amidst martyrs,
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patriarchs, prophets, and the twelve apostles. The miniaturized architectural schema
articulated the idea that—mystically and liturgically—the church was an image of
heaven, and encouraged viewers to conduct the interior liturgy of the mind and soul.121

Gothic Angel-Musicians
The “Angelic Hymns”
During the Gothic period, angel-musicians increasingly brought instrumental
music to the repertoire of “angelic hymns” summarized at the beginning of this chapter.
For example, the message of the City of God miniature clarified a century later in an
aforementioned depiction of the same theme within a liturgical context, in the Munich
Golden Psalter (which was probably made for an English Augustinian convent, as well)
(Fig. 15). In this miniature, Christ and David are surrounded by angel choristers, fiddlers,
and harpists unfurling banderoles reading “Te Deum laudamus,” “Gloria in excelsis
Deo,” “Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus,” and “Laus Deo.”122 Abbess Gisela von Kerssenbrock
(d. 1300) wrote and illuminated a Gradual for her Cistercian convent of Marienbrunn in
northern Germany, and depicted the Nativity in a large initial P (“Puer natus est…”). A
flock of angels at the top of the P proclaim the Gloria, two marginal angels bow a vielle
and strum a harp, and several nuns at the bottom of the P beneath Mary’s bed sing, “It is
proper that we sing with the angels forever, Gloria in excelsis.” As for the Alleluia, an
Antiphonary from the Belgian convent of Saint-Marie de Beaupré shows three angels
superlunary (arguing that angelic musical practice had essentially nothing to do with the musical practice of
the church liturgy).
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playing a harp, vielle, and portative organ while standing on the crossbar of an A that
initiates a series of no fewer than eleven Alleluias, for the Office of Holy Saturday (ca.
1290) (Fig. 20).123 These are followed by the phrase “Angelus Domini” and then Psalm
56:9: “Rise up, my glory [arise, psaltery and harp], I myself will rise early, Alleluia.”124

Scholasticism and Sociability
The examples above are all liturgical hymnbooks which associated their musicmaking angels to specific, appropriate verses and posited a direct and immersive way of
breaking down the barrier between heaven and earth. But Gothic angel-musicians were
often polysemic, and surfaced somewhat gradually after the turn of the thirteenth century,
amidst related aesthetic phenomena that I discuss more thoroughly in Chapter Two. New,
monumental installations of angel-musicians made the Cluniac program explicit by
instantiating synthetic concerts of angelic praise. The theological, liturgical, and pastoral
conditions that prompted this development were common throughout Latin Christendom,
due substantially to an international ecclesiastical hierarchy and to the ubiquity of
mendicants. Nevertheless, their first flourishing was in England, followed by continental
Europe and subsequently Italy.
Paul Binski assigned Gothic angel-musicians to a broad cultural discourse typified
by the pastoral regulations of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215).125 These sought to
promulgate both the intellectual understanding of the sacraments, as well as the actions
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and attitudes that made them spiritually effective. Hammerstein, Brown, Emanuel
Winternitz, and Björn Tammen additionally identified the upsurge of Marian devotion as
a “crystallization point” for the representation of angels’ music.126 By the 1200s a
multitude of hymns as well as didactic and literary texts dwelt on the singing of the
angelic choirs to celebrate Mary or the Trinity in the court of Heaven. Brown figured that
visual artists represented the choirs as “orchestras” because musical instruments were
“much more vivid and immediate symbols of heavenly praise than open-mouthed angels,
who may or may not be singing.”127 It is important to clarify that a few textual passages
had begun to specify angel-instrumentalists (as opposed to choristers), such as the Golden
Legend version of Mary’s Assumption. Another germane and formative factor for the
prevalence and expressivity of Gothic angel-musicians was the tradition of bridal
mysticism, which respected the spirit of Bernard’s sermons on Canticles. The German
nun Gertrude of Helfta (d. 1301/2) wrote, for example, that angels summoned her to
Christ “with sweetest melody” saying, “Come, lady…Alleluia, Alleluia,” and that during
her soul’s ascent she heard “drums and organs and other sweet-sounding instruments”
(the same repertoire that accompanied royal weddings).128
These historical trends played out in a reciprocal relationship with new theoretical
expectations about the aesthetics of images, music, and the angelic. In brief, the
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Dominican and Franciscan scholastics Aquinas and Bonaventure believed that images
should serve not only instruction and memory, but also affectus or a state of mind (ad
excitandum devotionis affectum).129 Innocent III (in 1198) had made the same point
concerning musical affect in the Mass for the care of souls (animosaudientium ad
devotionem Dei valentexcitare).130 At the same historical moment, the scholastic
conception of angels as hylomorphic clarified their ability to mediate between the
material and immaterial realms, and the fact that such angels embodied the current
courtly ethos had much to do with the efforts of Louis IX and Henry III to promote a
model of sacred kingship and elevate courtly art to the status of church art.131 Depictions
of angels consequently multiplied in number and range of ministry, especially in
liturgical action, to which they brought music, incense, and light. These newly expressive
representations offered expanded commentary on human experience.132 They did so by
assuming a specular role premised in the Dionysian notion of hierarchy, invigorating the
aesthetics of jubilation with scholastic Aristotelianism and courtly self-presentation.133 In
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other words, angel-musicians became more interactive in modeling the redemptive joy
and love of sung praise, whether in private objects or within the church as a
Gesamtkunstwerk and liturgical theater.

France
Considering that these theological and ethical habits had their center of gravity at
the University of Paris, the relative lack of angel-musicians in thirteenth-century French
art is surprising. They were not completely forsaken: there is a early psaltery-playing
angel in the central portal of Reims Cathedral (1230s), although it is hunched under the
jamb statue of Mary in the Annunciation group, and possibly constitutes an allegorical
reference to Christ rather than a heavenly liturgist (since patristic times the psaltery had
signified Christ’s body, and the cithara the Cross).134 In a French manuscript of
Joinville’s Credo (ca. 1270), an angelic string quartet celebrates a scene of Communion
at the heavenly altar, where the crowned Mary shares a sponsal kiss with the Lamb (Fig.
96).135 Another group of angel-musicians adorns a fresco of the Coronation in the apse of
Notre-Dame of Vernais dating (ca. 1275-1300), in provincial central France.136 The scene
shows Christ and Mary enthroned in a quatrefoil, flanked by an upper register of four
angels carrying candles and censers, and a lower one of six angels playing a citole, vielle,
cymbals, a straight trumpet, and two further stringed instruments. Hammerstein had
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suggested that the French reluctance to concretize and secularize angel images was due to
a rigorous scholasticism that prevented the use of musical instruments for the celestial
liturgy.137 Tammen, on the other hand, argued that Paris-centered scholasticism was the
main critical factor behind the existence of Gothic angel-musicians, and went so far as to
contend that Vernais’ indirect cultural relationship with Paris could point to missing
Parisian prototypes.138 For the scope of my project, it suffices to note that close
connections to the Parisian university or court were a common denominator for the early
manifestations of angel-musicians elsewhere (e.g., Richard Poore at Salisbury, Henry III
at Westminster, Grosseteste at Lincoln), and that they did burgeon in manuscripts and
Parisian luxury arts beginning ca. 1300 (and to a lesser extent in the monumental arts,
such as the stained glass of the Rouen Lady Chapel, ca. 1310).139

England
No one has fully acknowledged that angel-musicians abounded earliest in
England. From the early thirteenth century, they had surfaced in liturgical manuscripts
such as the Munich Golden Psalter, the Ormesby Psalter, or the Missal of Henry of
Chichester (mid-1200s), in which two angels playing a harp and vielle to either side of
the resurrected Christ.140 Like the angels in the Beaupré Antiphonary, they allude to the
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Easter Psalm 56. Squads of musician angels appeared in liturgical textiles such as a latethirteenth-century opus anglicanum “Bologna Cope” belonging to Pope Benedict XI (d.
1304), and kept in S. Domenico in Bologna (Fig. 21).141 Embroidered angels play
stringed, wind, and percussive instruments in the spandrels of two superimposed arcades
framing scenes of the Christological cycle (they allude to the presence of angels at the
consecration of the Eucharistic Host, and associate the priest’s actions with the angels).
Full angel orchestras irrupted simultaneously in monumental form: in the choir screen
and eastern transept vaults of Salisbury Cathedral (1230s-40s), the triforium soffits of
Westminster Abbey’s north transept (before 1253), and the gallery of Lincoln Cathedral’s
Angel Choir (1256-80) (Fig. 22, 23). Binski speculated that the installation of angel
concerts in architectural sculpture seems to have arisen from the English tendency to
“mesh architecture discursively with decoration,” and that the idea to do so with figural
imagery came from the censing and crown-holding angles in the spandrels of the SainteChapelle (ca. 1239-48), although “no French program of the period would have thought
in quite these terms.”142 He named as immediate responses the acolyte-angels occupying
the middle stories of Worcester Cathedral (ca. 1224-32) and Westminster Abbey, where a
series of bust-length angels play musical instruments in the company of two kings
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(probably Edward the Confessor and Henry III).143 Binski proposed that the most
liturgically coherent explanation for choirs of music-making angels is that they were
“essentially grandiose expositions of the Psalms of Praise.”144
Yet according to Matthew Reeve, the angel cycle in the spandrels of Salisbury’s
choir screen (ca. 1236) predated the construction of the Sainte-Chapelle.145 Unto
themselves, the Salisbury angels postulated a mature vision of the physical and liturgical
convergence of heaven and the Church, possibly due to the direction of the Pariseducated Bishop Poore. The choir-screen angels smile and bear attributes derived from
the Psalms of Praise, including the harp (e.g., Psalms 146 and 147) as well as the sun,
moon, and stars (Psalms 143 and 148). Their attributes, demeanor, and position on the
screen as a threshold between nave and sanctuary show that they “served to announce and
define the choir as the locus sanctus, a heavenly space for worship and contemplation,”
anchored by the large Crucifix mounted above them.146 These angels were joined by
another joyous assembly painted onto the eastern transept vaults in the 1230s-40s: one
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plays a vielle while most of the rest hold scrolls, palms, books, stars, suns, moons,
Eucharistic hosts, chalices, patens, a thurible, phials, and other liturgical emblems.147
Hence the vault angels, as well, played their traditional role as celestial acolytes of the
Mass, hovering near the high altar and subsidiary ones in the transepts. They perpetually
enacted the transformation of the vaults into the canopy of heaven during the Mass:
angels enter the church space holding liturgical vessels, and the earth and heaven are
joined in the mystical union of the worshipper with God.148
Nonetheless, it was Westminster’s combination of angels and bar tracery that
provided the model for what Binski has called the “living Eucharistic theatre” played out
in the triforium spandrels of Lincoln Cathedral’s Angel Choir. T.A. Heslop worked out
that the program was determined by the shrine of St. Hugh, located directly to the east of
the high altar and its screen.149 He remarked that the subjects of the spandrels to the
screen’s left, in the liturgical choir, are about “getting to Paradise”: the Fall of Adam and
Eve (expelled from Paradise by an angel) designated the moment where the sacraments
of the Church were inaugurated as acts of restoration. Thus Mary (as the New Eve)
intercedes before Christ by baring her breast by which she nursed him; and Christ (as the
New Adam) redeems sinners by his sacrifice, smiling sweetly as he pours his loving
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blood down to the high altar.150 The screen effectively delimits epochs of sacred history,
because Lincoln’s music-making angels inhabit only the zone of “Paradise regained” to
its east, intimating the bliss of St. Hugh amidst other blessed souls risen to their celestial
niches.151 A few angels hold the saints’ emblems of palms or crowns; five others play a
straight-trumpet, vielle, gittern, double-pipe, and a drum and hand-flute.152 A figure of
the angelized King David (with outstretched wings, and playing a harp) confirms the
psalmic dimension of the Angel Choir. Binski thought that his orientation toward the
great east window connected him to the performance of the final Psalms of Praise (14650), performed at the dawn office of Lauds, when the sun would rise in this window and
suggest the progressive illumination of the angel concert.153 The angel-musicians clearly
did incorporate these Psalms as well as the Sanctus, but I would interpret it as a general
statement of concelebration and the bliss of redemption, especially because this zone was
a shrine complex rather than the liturgical choir. In any case, the Angel Choir manifested
a living Church by investing its superstructure with a synthesis of Christology,
angelology, and psalmody premised on the liturgical actions and bodies at ground level.
Gothic artistic technology proved an apt vehicle for the scholastic update of the PseudoDionysian sentiment that the angels feel unspeakable joy at human restoration to their
150
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ranks (perhaps indebted to the career of Lincoln’s famous scholastic bishop, Roger
Grosseteste, d. 1253).
Besides the congeniality of the English Gothic architectural idiom to supporting
choirs of angels, it seems that the provision of the near-ubiquitous Sarum Use for
choristers singing “from a high place” (in imitation of angels) on festal occasions
contributed to the development of angel concerts in architecture. The west front of Wells
Cathedral (1230s) is noteworthy not only for resembling an enormous choir screen that
designated the entire church as the realm of the blessed, but also for incorporating two
galleries for music in high places: one for singers behind a row of demi-angels in
quatrefoils, horizontally extending from the Coronation of Mary; and one for trumpeters
behind a parallel row of the nine orders of angels, enshrined in an arcade near the roof.154
The hymns and trumpet blasts penetrated through holes in the walls next to these angel
sculptures, engendering the spectacle of actual angels’ song emanating from the
Heavenly City. Statues of the blessed as well as episodes from salvation history fill the
superimposed rows of niches constituting the rest of the program. Thus anticipating
Lincoln’s Angel Choir, the angels of the Wells program did not illustrate a particular
hymn so much as the general promise of restoration, brought about by the liturgical union
of heaven and earth. The idea was enhanced by the bridal mysticism inherent to the
legend of Mary’s Coronation, with allusions to Canticles 2:14: “My dove in the clefts of
the rock, in the nooks of the wall” (suggesting the multiple niches of the Heavenly City),
154
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and Revelation 21:2: “And I John saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of
heaven like a bride adorned for her husband.”155
Angel choirs continued to occupy the “high places” of English monumental and
microarchitectural settings, down to the end of the Middle Ages. The sculpted “Minstrel’s
Gallery” in the nave triforium of Exeter Cathedral (ca. 1360) concealed earthly
choristers—or in another sense, revealed their angelic concelebrants—behind a screen of
twelve brightly polychromed angel-musicians under gabled niches. Similar in effect are
the eight angels who perform music while dancing across the top of an altar frontal of ca.
1400 at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, to celebrate the convergences of humans and
angels brought about by the Mass and Mary’s Coronation (a second row of angels
displays the instruments of the Passion) (Fig. 24). Yet another example concerns the
angels congregated in the heads of the stained-glass windows in the Beauchamp Chapel
of St. Mary’s, Warwick (1440s) (Fig. 25). This space was simultaneously a Lady Chapel
and the chantry chapel for Earl Richard Beauchamp (d. 1437).156 The angels smile
broadly, wear feathered suits derived from contemporary mystery plays, and play sundry
musical instruments to accompany the Sanctus and other hymns, for which they present
the musical notation: the Gloria in excelsis, the Ave regina celorum for the Annunciation,
and the Gaudeamus omnes for Mary’s Assumption. Alexandra Buckle elaborated:
In their daily Masses the priests [whom Earl Beauchamp] endowed would
have recited, “Therefore with angels and archangels, and with the whole
company of heaven, we laud and magnify thy glorious name, evermore
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praising thee and saying: Holy, Holy, Holy,” linking the music of earth
with the music of heaven. The clerks in the stalls and the angels at the top
of the windows are part of the music described here. The human song of
the daily Marian liturgy…is in harmony with the heavenly hosts who are
depicted transporting human instruments and human liturgical song to the
heights of heaven.157
Perhaps the most enthralling iteration of angels in the upper parts of English
monuments is a series of angel roofs precipitated by Richard II’s Westminster Hall
(1397-9), which also amounted to a summation of the permeability between the art of
court and church.158 Rather like a Byzantine emperor, this king relied on the angel court
to articulate his divinely ordained power, a choice heralded by his transformation of
London to the Heavenly City for his coronation at age ten in 1377: “At his entry…came
two angels down from a cloud, the one bearing a crown for the king...and the other
another crown, which was presented to the queen...the conduits of the city...ran with
wine...and angels made great melody and minstrelsy.”159 The secular origins of angel
roofs—and Richard’s deposition in 1399—notwithstanding, angels flourished in the roofs
of churches, especially in East Anglia, until the 1500s. They bore musical instruments,
emblems of the Passion, and shields to efface the boundaries between the churches and
courts of humans and angels.

Continental Europe after 1300
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Before ca. 1300, angel concerts were relatively rare outside of England. Binski
dismissed Italian images as participants in the trends that gave rise to this motif, on the
basis of the Italian predilection for the pathos of Byzantine icons. On the other hand, the
predilection of nuns for mystical spirituality seems to have inspired the angel-musicians
in the late-thirteenth-century Beaupré Antiphonary and Gradual of Gisela von
Kirssenbrock. The first non-English monumental installation of angel-musicians is the
cycle of statues, carved in the round, that stand against the piers of Cologne Cathedral’s
liturgical choir (structurally complete by ca. 1304).160 Figures of Christ and Mary at the
choir’s axis are surrounded by the twelve Apostles, each of whom is surmounted by an
angel-instrumentalist. The program was a familiar thematic blend of psalmody (including
a hierarchy of musical tones and the instrumentarium of Psalm 150), of conventional
architectural iconography in which the Apostles stand for the pillars of the Church, and of
the Heavenly City imbued with bridal mysticism.161 There is some evidence, in the forms
of ecclesiastical and mercantile contacts, that Lincoln’s Angel Choir inspired Cologne’s.
Tammen, however, argued that the Apostle statues pointed to their analogues who were
fixed onto the vault responds between censing angels in the Sainte-Chapelle's upper
church, and accordingly emphasized these as a common source for both Lincoln and
Cologne.162
As I mentioned above, angel-musicians proliferated in manuscripts and the luxury
arts in Paris and other Northern and Central European centers, beginning ca. 1300. For
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instance, a manuscript illustrating the Life of St-Denis from the famous Abbey of StDenis near Paris coordinated the hymns of angels, the music of the spheres, and the
Dionysian angelic hierarchy (1317) (Fig. 26).163 The illuminator depicted the heavens as
a tall rainbow of nine superimposed arches and giving the angels therein a variety of
psalmic instruments (including the seraphim, who play vielles). The text at the bottom of
the page explains that the entire hierarchy is engaged in celebrating the celestial liturgy:
“Domine Deus trine te collaudant sine fine/ Cives angelici quos subiectos tibi dici/
Agmina per tria ter edocet iste pater.” Also, hosts of beaming angels offer candles, swing
censers, and play psalteries, vielles, shawms, and a bagpipe to accompany Mary’s
Assumption and Coronation featured in a polychromed ivory known as “the Amiens
triptych,” made in Paris ca. 1310-20 for the personal devotion of a royal or near-royal
patron (Fig. 27).164 A similar object known to have traveled is a triptych reliquary shrine
featuring the Nursing Virgin (ca. 1320-40), attributed to the Parisian goldsmith Jean de
Touyl, which Queen Elisabeth of Hungary seems to have purchased for a convent of Poor
Clares that she founded in Budapest (Fig. 28).165 On the shrine’s wings, each crocketed
gable features a smiling angel-musician playing either a stringed, percussive, or wind
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instrument. Additionally, in ca. 1355 the Poor Clares in Nuremburg received an
altarpiece with a central statue of the Virgin and Child protected by two folding painted
panels, one of which portrays the Coronation set to the music of an organ and harp played
by two peacock-winged angels.166 Regardless, such installations of music-making angels
ensured that they should no longer be understood as a simple allegory of liturgical chant,
but as an aestheticization of it with sanctifying intent.

The Early Trecento
In Italy, the syncretisms of Duecento visual culture laid the foundations for an
enormous invasion of angel concerts in the next century. The critical factor was the
reconciliation of Byzantine and Northern Gothic visual culture and intellectual trends,
forged via the entangled networks of the papal and secular courts, mendicants, and
businessmen. Each of these groups participated significantly in the religious, political,
and cultural activities that spanned France, England, the Holy Roman Empire, and the
Mediterranean.167 The date of ca. 1300 for the emergence of angel-musicians related to
the facts that they truly burgeoned in portable Northern objects (most importantly French
ones) only around then, that the Italian communes had just recently risen to international
economic and cultural eminence, and perhaps that the friars were more invested in
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Byzantine icons during their thirteenth-century Crusading activities.168 Finally, Mary’s
flourishing cult stemmed from the desire for more participation in religious and public
life, expressed by empathy for Christ and his saints (e.g., the Meditations on the Life of
Christ, then attributed to Bonaventure) as well as various devotional performances
inspired by the new Franciscan perspective on music, including singing and instrumental
music.
In the Duecento, the friars had increasingly offered important opportunities for
large-scale panel painting (including altarpieces), mural schemes, and the design of
churches and chapels. They demonstrated a keen interest in the use of images to stimulate
devotion and meditation, providing focal points for prayer and settings for the liturgy, for
both their sake and the laity’s.169 To these ends they employed Byzantine icons (and
Latin copies thereof) as well as Gothic statuettes and paintings. They also adapted Gothic
church architecture to a greater degree—albeit still in a rather limited manner—than any
other corporations in Italy. Marvin Trachtenberg and Caroline Bruzelius have suggested
that on a monumental scale, the Gothic style conveyed an ambivalent mixture of
spirituality, courtliness, and Frenchness; and that the friars strove to construct an
impression of the former that was consistent with their missions.170 They more
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successfully helped to spread Gothic microarchitecture as a method of “staging the
divine” (e.g., mediating the apprehension of divine mysteries) in shrines and eventually
architectural and pictorial frames, transmitted by drawings and the luxury arts.171 Much
like the motif of angel-musicians, Gothic microarchitecture belonged to an international
discourse concerning the proper veneration of visual things, helping viewers to navigate
the path from the image or relic it framed to mystical union. The Italians were
exceptional, however, in enshrining painted “icons” within Gothic tabernacles, effecting
a devotional scenario that approached Byzantine icon veneration.

Assisi
The monument that best expressed the mendicant artistic stance—spanning
Byzantine and Gothic, and Church and court—was the flagship Franciscan church of S.
Francesco in Assisi, a double church begun in 1228 by Pope Gregory IX and decorated
into the 1320s.172 The edifice was built in the Gothic style and featured an extensive
fresco cycle based on Bonaventure’s Major Legend of St. Francis, stained-glass windows
created by French, Rhenish, and Italian masters, and a wealth of Northern objects in its
treasury. The English and French kings Henry III and Louis IX contributed royal
offerings, the latter being associated with the stained-glass windows and so-called St.
Louis Missal, featuring very sweet illustrations of Christ. Further, the most important
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artists of the early Trecento—and each of those with an angel-musician to his name, or
who abetted their rise—worked here.173 The painters of the fresco cycle included the
Pisani, Cimabue, Arnolfo di Cambio, Giotto, Simone Martini, Pietro Lorenzetti, Pietro
Cavallini, Jacopo Torriti (himself a Franciscan friar), and possibly an English artist.
Giotto’s Byzantine inheritance notwithstanding, scholars have also compared his painting
to mid-thirteenth-century French cathedral sculpture, notably at Reims and on the choir
screen of Bourges (whose Crucifixion offers close visual parallels for Giotto’s at S. Maria
Novella in the serene mood, the angle of the head and legs, and the musculature).174
Perhaps it was during his time at Assisi that he came to know such works through smallscale, portable ones such as ivory, wood sculpture, or the St. Louis Missal.175 The Sienese
painter Simone Martini likewise owed much to French ivories and manuscripts, and he in
fact died in 1344 in the service of the papal court of Avignon (1309-77). Also
significantly, St. Francis and Franciscan scholastics were crucial in valorizing
instrumental as well as secular music, privileging strings in particular.176 Francis himself
praised Christ with vernacular song and felt his soul consoled by a harp-playing angel.177
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Assisi was immediately relevant to contemporary projects in Florence because its
fresco cycle was the main model for that of S. Croce, and key artists worked
simultaneously in both locations.178 Yet the use of state funding to build S. Croce, S.
Maria Novella, and Florence Cathedral recalls the papal and royal involvement at Assisi,
and should temper the temptation to think that the friars had absolute agency in
cultivating a suitable ambience for angel-musicians. It is more proper to say that they
essentially established the tone of their adaptation by a wider circle of powerful patrons.
Bankers and wool merchants had meanwhile forged the same geographic reach as the
mendicant networks and had gained the capital to patronize major monuments, such as
the guild church Orsanmichele.179 The city of Florence itself sustained an alliance with
the papacy (and thus the Angevin kingdom, a cluster of communi in central and northern
Italy, and increasingly the French court), and the papal court conducted significant
business in London, Paris, Naples, Sicily, and elsewhere.
Artists who were key at Assisi and Florence spent years of their careers working
for the papacy, Siena, the Angevin court, or even the English court.180 For example,
Duccio’s Maestà polyptych (1308-11) for the high altar of Siena Cathedral was preceded
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by his “super icon” (1285) of the same subject, made for the laudesi confraternity of St.
Peter Martyr at S. Maria Novella (Fig. 29, 30).181 He based both paintings on the
Byzantine Hodegetria icon, but multiplied the attending angels to different degrees. In the
super icon, six angels kneel in the position that the confraternity brothers would have
taken to sing laude (vernacular hymns) before the icon, showing that their manner of
praise also united angels and men. In the Maestà, dense crowds of heavenly hosts
demonstrate the belief that the Mass ruptured the boundary between heaven and earth.
Additionally, the wicked but industrious Pope Boniface VIII (d. 1303) helped to initiate
the reconstruction of Florence Cathedral and also employed Arnolfo and Giotto in his
renovations of S. Maria Maggiore, St. Peter’s, and St. John Lateran for the jubilee year
1300. Arnolfo and Nicola di Pisano had moreover worked in Naples for the king Charles
of Anjou (d. 1285), alongside imported French architects, masons, carpenters, and
carvers.182
Finally, Arnolfo’s collaborators in the Roman Cosmati circle had worked on
Westminster Abbey’s sanctuary pavement, shrine of St. Edward the Confessor, and tomb
of Henry III (finished in the early 1290s).183 The shrine and tomb belonged with
Arnolfo’s Roman ciboria in an expansive market of Gothic microarchitecture that served
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the coronation and enshrinement of kings as much as liturgical furniture.184 Arnolfo
comprehended the Gothic mode as a good device for visualizing heaven, witnessed by the
angels occupying the canopy of his ciborium for the altar S. Paolo-fuori-le-mure (1285).
Two swoop down from the roof toward the celebrant and altar block, visualizing the
benediction formula for ciboria as recorded by Durandus: “two cherubim above the ark of
the testament extending wings over the altar.” They hold tapers and also cense the altar,
as in actual liturgical ceremonies; and the angels in the central keystone recall that in the
Benedictine liturgy the Mass was celebrated in conspectu angelorum.185 To complete the
circle of exchange, Pope Boniface VIII had an opus anglicanum cope featuring the
Coronation of the Virgin that he might have acquired through his support of Henry III of
England (1265-8); as mentioned above, Pope Benedict XI’s “Bologna Cope” displayed
an extensive series of angel-musicians and liturgical angels.186

Mother of God, Queen of Angels
As much as Italian depictions of angel-musicians arose out of international
circumstances, they were unique in their nearly unrelenting focus on the Virgin Mary as
Mother of God and Queen of Heaven. These themes were connected inasmuch as Mary
had willingly brought God to earth, and then re-crossed the threshold of heaven herself:
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her Assumption and Coronation witnessed the belief that her extraordinary contribution
to human salvation exempted her from an ordinary death. Instead, she “went to sleep” for
three days (her Dormition) before being assumed body and soul to heaven, whereupon
Christ crowned her as his Queen. The angel-musicians associated with these pictures
assumed the sacramental and psalmic themes already noted, and instead of directly
manifesting particular “angelic hymns,” they constituted a more flexible type of
concelebration invited by the angels’ revelations of divine mysteries. Gill observed, “The
defining episodes of the Virgin’s life...drew the company of the angels to her. […] The
angels act as knowing agents of the divine and as divine theophany.”187
The three earliest extant Italian pictures of angel-musicians celebratethese transits
between the mundane and divine with heavenly sound. Incidentally, the mosaic of the
Coronation attributed to Gaddo Gaddi (ca. 1300) in the tympanum over the central portal
in the inner façade of Arnolfo’s new Florence Cathedral was among the earliest
Coronations anywhere to include angel-musicians (Fig. 31).188 Another is a fresco
program of the Virgin’s Coronation in the chancel of S. Maria in Porto Fuori near
Ravenna (ca. 1314-24, destroyed) by a student of Giotto and Pietro Lorenzetti, most
commonly identified as Pietro da Rimini (Fig. 32).189 Whoever he was, this artist found
inspiration in Giotto’s fresco of God initiating the Annunciation on the chancel arch of
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the Arena Chapel in Padua (ca. 1305), dedicated to the Virgin Annunciate and patronized
by the financier Enrico Scrovegni (d. 1336), in collaboration with the confraternity the
Cavalieri Gaudenti and with the support of Benedict XI (Fig. 33).190
Gaddi’s mosaic expressed the conventional symbolism of the Coronation—the
union between Christ and the Church as his Bride and Queen of Heaven—in a liminal
space between the church and the world, and in dialogue with Arnolfo’s statue of the
Virgin and Child on the other side of the portal. The mosaic localized the metaphor of
earth and heaven coming together in glory by articulating the triumphs of the Roman
Church as well as the city of Florence as a new Rome.191 According to a 1294 document,
Arnolfo’s cathedral was to be “the most beautiful and honorable temple in Tuscany” and
should be built “in honor and praise of God and the blessed Virgin Mary, and in honor of
the Florentine Commune and people, and for the adornment of the city of Florence.”192 In
the mosaic, Christ crowns Mary with his left hand and blesses her with his right. She
turns to address viewers, crossing her arms in veneration and simultaneously extending
Christ’s blessing to the Florentine faithful. The four living beasts surround their throne
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and two nimbed seraphim hover near their heads, implying the Sanctus. To either side of
Mary and Christ, angels dressed alternately in liturgical and imperial robes (based on the
Byzantine loros and, apparently, the polystaurion) play cymbals, shawms, and trumpets.
These were loud instruments of acclamation that complemented the angels’ vesture
insofar as they would have accompanied earthly coronations, ecclesiastic processions,
and—at Florence Cathedral specifically—the Elevation of the Host as a breakthrough
between the material and spiritual realms.193 This local condition might have encouraged
the inclusion of an unusually robust number of angel-musicians (as signifiers of Christ’s
victory over death as reenacted in the Mass) in the cathedral’s eventual high altarpiece,
Bernardo Daddi’s “S. Pancrazio” altarpiece (ca. 1335-40) (Fig. 72). In this multi-storied
polyptych, angels softly play vielles to honor the Madonna and Child Enthroned as a
symbol of the Eucharist.
Alongside its triumphalist facets, the Coronation mosaic’s elaborations of Mary as
mother, Queen, and Church contributed to the “spiritual climate developed from Saint
Bernard of Clairvaux to Saint Francis of Assisi,” uniting affective spirituality with
scriptural and theological premises.194 Gaddi made use of literary descriptions of the
Assumption and Coronation as filtered through the liturgy and two known Italian
pictorial precedents. Both of these expressed their meaning in the direct context of the
Mass and portrayed plenty of angels, but no musician ones: Duccio’s stained-glass oculus
(1287) above the high altar of Siena Cathedral, and Jacopo Torriti’s apse mosaic (1296)
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of S. Maria Maggiore in Rome (Fig. 34, 35).195 Duccio’s window celebrated the
Assumption as Siena’s principal feast (August 15) and, like the Florence mosaic, Mary’s
reward for her agency in the Incarnation (as shown in the Madonna and Child theme of
the Maestà and Arnolfo’s statue). The Franciscan pope Nicholas IV had commissioned
Torriti’s majestic mosaic for the additional purpose of celebrating the culmination of the
annual procession of the Lateran’s Sancta Sanctorum icon of Christ to his mother’s
preeminent church on the same feast day. The icon’s journey was accompanied by
singing, petitions for mercy, and—at least from the fifteenth century—musical
instruments.196
An evolving tradition of textual sources had suggested embellishing the Coronation
with a host of musical angels. A fifth-century account by the Pseudo-John had already
described the singing of the Alleluia by multitudes of angels and saints at the moment of
Mary’s bodily ascent into heaven:
…Behold, Christ is at hand, sitting on a throne of cherubim. And…there
appeared innumerable multitudes of angels, and the Lord mounted upon
cherubim in great power…and all the powers of the heavens fell down and
adored Him. And the Lord turned and said to Peter: “The time has come to
begin the singing of the hymn.” And Peter having begun the singing of the
hymn, all the powers of the heavens responded with the Alleluia.197
From at least the tenth century, passages from the Psalms and Canticles figured into the
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Assumption liturgy, because they were interpreted as prefiguring this extrabiblical event
and reinforced Mary’s identity as Bride and Queen.198 For example, Psalm 45 either
motivated or sanctioned the queenly raiment of Mary in the Coronations of S. Maria
Maggiore and Florence Cathedral:
Thou art fairer than the children of men…Thy throne, O God, is for ever
and ever…All thy garments smell of myrrh out of the ivory palaces,
whereby they have made thee glad…The king’s daughter is all glorious
within: her clothing is of wrought gold. She shall be brought unto the king
in raiment of needlework: the virgins her companions that follow her shall
be brought unto thee. With gladness and rejoicing shall they be brought:
they shall enter into the king’s palace.
Further, in the S. Maria Maggiore mosaic, Christ’s open codex quotes from Canticles:
“Come, my beloved, and I will place you on my throne,” and the legend below noted her
“exaltation above the choirs of angels,” a quote from a hymn of the Assumption Mass.199
Accordingly, Torriti portrayed choirs of angels singing or praying beneath the starry
mandorla enclosing Christ and Mary. These inscriptions recall the Pseudo-John’s legend
but probably referred more directly to Jacobus de Voragine’s recently published Golden
Legend, which integrated the Roman liturgical text with accounts by the Pseudo-John, the
Pseudo-Dionysius, Jerome, Augustine, John of Damascus, and others.
Pietro da Rimini also installed his Coronation in the chancel of S. Maria in Porto
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Fuori to fill out scenes of judgment and mercy, the deeds of the saints, and the union of
angels and people during communion, at the altar enveloped by these scenes. Some of his
angels acclaim the royal event with trumpets, like Gaddo Gaddi’s, but another two play
the much softer vielle and psaltery. To this end, the Golden Legend quoted St. Gerard (of
Csanád, d. 1046?) to popularize the addition of harps to the angels’ traditional singing:
Jesus himself began and said: “Come my chosen and I shall set you upon
my throne…” The cantor [Jesus] sweetly intoned, “Come from Lebanon,
my spouse, come from Lebanon; thou shalt be crowned.” […] And so,
rejoicing, she was taken into heaven and seated on a throne of glory to the
right of her son. […] Saint Gerard, bishop and martyr, says about this in
his homilies: “Today the heavens welcome the Virgin joyfully, Angels
rejoicing, Archangels jubilating, Thrones exalting, Dominations psalming,
Principalities harmonizing, Powers harping, Cherubim and Seraphim
hymning and leading her to the supernal tribunal of divine majesty.”200
The final example of early Trecento angel-musicians, Giotto’s fresco on the
chancel arch of the Arena Chapel, recalls the Lincoln Angel Choir in combining the
sacramental imagery of the Mass with angel-musicians playing psalmic instruments as
signs and enticements to spiritual bliss. God sits enthroned above the altar and dispatches
Gabriel to initiate the acts of human salvation; two cheerful groups of angels converge on
God while dancing and playing a shawm, double-flute, psaltery, and cymbals.201 The
impetus for Giotto to depict fully-fledged angel-musicians enacting their ceremony across
architectural space—directly above the altar and choristers—traced largely to the belief
that angels concelebrated hymns and manifested for the Mass. Marchetto da Padova (fl.
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1305-19), the chapel master at Padua Cathedral, had composed his polyphonic Ave regina
caelorum/Mater innocence/Ita Missa est motet to accompany the “Golden Mass” of the
Annunciation for the consecration of the Arena chapel on March 25, 1305.202 The text
and music of his motet appropriately united the themes of Mary as Queen of the Angels,
the Mass, and the angels’ musical jubilation for the salvific process in which she had
been instrumental. Marchetto also commented on the effusive nature of the Sanctus: “The
vastness of music encompasses all that lives and all that does not live; thus the choir of
all the angels, archangels, and saints sings without end, chanting ‘Sanctus, Sanctus’
before the eyes of God.”203 In addition, Scrovegni opened his chapel to the public on
major Marian feasts, in conjunction with a longstanding tradition of communally
sponsored processions leading from the Town Hall to the Arena Chapel. On these
occasions, the clergy carried representations of Gabriel and Mary and participated with
laypersons in a tableau vivant as well as a small musical play in front of the chapel,
sponsored by the Cavalieri Gaudenti.204
The latter point in particular signals the growing importance of new forms of
liturgical and paraliturgical performance to encouraging—if not initiating—Trecento
pictures of angel-musicians. In Italy as elsewhere, mystery plays had originally
developed within the liturgy by the practice of troping (adding dialogue to) sections of
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the text.205 But from the thirteenth century, these plays burgeoned with respect to
narrative scope as well as props, including music and pyrotechnics, moved onto the tops
of rood screens or the piazzas fronting church façades, and attracted the increasing
sponsorship and participation of lay confraternities.206 Professional musicians frequently
dressed as angels—sometimes assuming liturgical costumes to do so—and played
instruments such as the rebec or vielle to honor Mary and Christ, leading Adrian Rose to
remark on the mystery plays’ new expression of old concepts:
Music was almost always used to symbolize heaven, thus continuing the
longstanding Platonic and Boethian connections made between music,
divine order and cosmic harmony. Appearances of God would show him
flanked by angels singing and holding or playing musical instruments,
who would also appear at joyous moments in the action in order to create
an aura of ecstasy and tranquility. [Furthermore]…any intervention of the
Blessed Virgin Mary in the action would also be accompanied by music,
which could be said to be symbolic of her divine nature and purity. […]
String instruments were associated with Christ and played when he spoke;
and, remembering the latent symbolism of both harp and psaltery…the
association would appear to have been the result of a deliberate choice of
instruments.207
The argument that mystery plays had some bearing on the depiction of musicmaking angels—Giotto’s perhaps included—is convincing partly because the laudesi
companies believed that they—like the clergy—participated in the singing of the angelic
choir, and directed their praise at “super icons” that increasingly featured angelmusicians.208 Their laude were based on the monastic office of Lauds, which ended with
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the angelic Psalms of Praise. They, too, sought communion with the angels, by means of
quasi-icons that they activated by quasi-liturgical hymns. In general, the eminence of
friars and laypeople in early Trecento religious life meant that more than in the north, the
spiritual background of Trecento angel-musicians was a mendicant perspective on the
sweetness and corporeality of angelic music, combined with pictures that appropriated
the magical properties of Byzantine icons as much as Gothic grace. The Franciscans
counterbalanced the patristic suspicion of musical instruments, and the popularity of the
Golden Legend had far-reaching consequences for the multiplication of music-making
angels.

Arise, Psaltery and Harp
An opus cyprense antependium of the Coronation made in 1325 for Pisa
Cathedral by John of Conti (d. 1332), a Pisan Dominican and the Archbishop of Cyprus,
conveniently registers three factors (Fig. 36).209 First, Gothic microarchitecture and
Byzantine figures were considered to be a good combination for devotional objects.
Second, angel concerts did not yet flourish in the broad domain of Trecento visual
culture. And third, this visual culture (with the quasi-iconic power afforded to its images)
sustained vital connections with the Latin East and Byzantine realms in addition to the
Gothic North, as the result of ecclesiastic exchanges in which the mendicants were
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especially involved.210 Not only portable objects were defined by mechanisms of
exchange: courtly contact between Cyprus and Mistra probably explained the visual
kinship between painting styles in the two places, which extended somewhat to the
frescoed interiors of Trecento churches.211
From the 1330s, musical angels flourished in Italy. They accompanied hymns
featuring angels’ song in the hymnbooks of religious and lay communities, but
overwhelmingly populated pictures of the Assumption, Coronation, and Madonna and
Child.212 Artists united the figure groups and aesthetic qualities of Byzantine icons with a
clearer imitation of the precious ivories, metalwork, and textiles that had begun to
circulate from northern Europe, in the hands of churchmen, courtiers, merchants, or
pilgrims moving by sea or along the Via Francigena.213 Henk Van Os described the
typical Sienese portrayal of the Assumptive Virgin as a blend of French models that
Duccio had put together in his oculus for the cathedral.214 Dillian Gordon also stated that
French objects inspired Trecento ones, noting an ivory statuette group from the Louvre in
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which the Coronation is flanked by two candle-bearing angels, and was originally
equipped with a microarchitectural setting (ca. 1275-1300) (Fig. 37).215 This group
witnesses the composition, gilded textile patterning, and courtly demeanor (if not yet the
angel-musicians!) that informed the standard dispositions of Mary and Christ in Trecento
Coronations beginning with Giotto’s pentaptych altarpiece (ca. 1334) for the Baroncelli
Chapel of S. Croce, Florence, this city’s principal Franciscan church (Fig. 43).216 Artists
also had access to Northern Gothic objects resembling the opus anglicanum “Bologna
Cope,” the ivory Amiens triptych, and the St. Louis or Ormesby psalters.

Siena
Sienese artists either paralleled or potentially anticipated their Florentine peers in
producing an abundance of angel-musicians lauding Mary, usually in scenes of the
Assumption, which was their city’s main feast day.217 Previously, Duccio had nimbed
Mary with seraphim in the central gable of the Maestà, as did Pietro Lorenzetti in his
altarpiece for the Pieve in Arezzo (1320). The earliest known Sienese picture to
incorporate musician angels, however, is the frontispiece of the civic registry known as
the Caleffo dell’Assunta (ca. 1332-6) by Niccolò di Ser Sozzo, who imitated the styles of
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Simone Martini and the Lorenzetti brothers (Fig. 38).218 He painted a starry blue
mandorla enfolding the crowned, smiling Virgin as she ascends to heaven in the company
of the nine angelic choirs, whose superimposed ranks completely fill the miniature’s
background like a wall of glorification. The four angels comprising the lowest choir play
a double flute, a vielle, a lute, and a psaltery to activate the liminal space between viewer
and vision. Jenna Soleo-Shanks recognized that this miniature might have referred to the
culmination of Siena’s annual Assumption spectacle, in which the Virgin (having come
down to Siena) crossed back over the threshold of heaven in a “mandorla machine.”219
There is also an Assumption altarpiece of a slightly later date by Niccolò di Ser
Sozzo and Francesco Neri di Volterra in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, which they
painted apparently for an Augustinian church in Pisa or S. Gimignano (Fig. 39).220 In the
central panel, Christ’s grief-stricken Apostles crowd around the seemingly lifeless body
of his mother. Absorbed in her funeral rites, they are not yet aware of the angels gently
lifting the cloth beneath her, or of Christ in their midst cradling her soul like an infant in
his arms. The original viewers of the altarpiece would have understood these figures of
Christ and the angels as foreshadowing the event that transpires above. The prophets
portrayed in the gables of the side panels allude to this miracle, including King David,
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whose scroll reads “Elevata est magnificentia tua super caelos” (Psalm 8:2).221 As in the
Caleffo dell’Assunta, Mary reappears very much alive in an almond-shaped body halo,
smiling and folding her hands in prayer as a flock of music-making angels carry her
toward the bust of Christ in the altarpiece’s central gable.
Altarpieces served to focus devotion during church services, a purpose that the
painters facilitated by conveying the extreme holiness of Mary’s Dormition and
Assumption. The gold background was meant to transport viewers to a spiritual realm
beyond space and time, where they could meditate on these events as if they were
personally present. The Gothic architectural frame expressed the related idea that the
church in which this altarpiece stood was a microcosm of heaven on earth. In the course
of services—perhaps especially on the feast of the Assumption—the light of candles
placed upon the altar would have caused the multitude of punched gold haloes and the
intricate white-and-gold robes of Mary and other saints to shimmer dramatically,
animating the figures and suggesting their illumination by divine light. In addition, the
angels who hold candles or joyously sing showed that they perform the same rituals in
heaven as the clergy on earth. There was no parallel in church for the four angels who
play a psaltery, a lute, and two pairs of double-pipes, but their convincingly rendered
music instead celebrated the “angelic hymns” of the liturgy by evoking a high and silvery
sound that viewers would have registered as spiritual sweetness, audible only to their
spiritual ears.
The four standing saints in the altarpiece’s wings elaborate its iconography and
shed light on its setting and viewership. Those on the interior left and right are Peter and
221
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John the Evangelist, respectively, who were believed to have led Mary’s funeral rites and
written the original account of her Assumption. The more prominent and elaborate
figures of Augustine and a deacon-saint to the far left and right suggest that this
altarpiece was made for use in an Augustinian monastery. The fact that the deacon-saint
looks down toward Mary’s Dormition while the other three gaze upward at her flight both
confirms the narrative sequence, and also shows that the clergy were ritual and spiritual
companions of the Apostles and angels.
Almost concurrently (ca. 1335-7), another group of Augustinian friars
commissioned a Maestà from Ambrogio Lorenzetti for the high altar of their church in
Massa Marittima (probably S. Pietro in Orto) (Fig. 40).222 The Virgin and Child share a
kiss above personifications of the theological virtues of Faith, Hope, and Love sitting on
a stepped platform, between throngs of angels and saints evoking those of Duccio’s
Maestà and Giotto’s Baroncelli altarpiece. Four angels immediately flank the Virgin and
Child: two hold up the cushion of their throne, and two offer the lilies and roses of bridal
mysticism (Canticles 2:1). Farther down, two more pairs of angels play a vielle and
psaltery as well as a lute and citole.223 Karel Thein explained these features by arguing
that Ambrogio conflated the Maestà with the Assumption, and that the angels’ strings-
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only performance implied “the highest clarity of sound and, by the same token, music in
its undistorted form.”224
With respect to merging the Maestà and Assumption, Thein suggested that the
absence of an architectural throne indicated the transformation of the Virgin herself into
the Throne of Wisdom with which St. Bernard identified her in his Sermons on the Song
of Songs, which related directly to the Assumption theme.225 Bernard’s sermon on the
Assumption additionally anticipated Ambrogio’s approach to the visionary by describing
the incredible splendor of the event, the multitude of the “heavenly legions” that met the
Virgin, and the kiss that she and Christ shared.226 The lilies and roses belonged to the
Assumption liturgy and to its story in the Golden Legend, the source of the angels’
stringed instruments. Thein furthermore interpreted these as a pictorial rendering of
Johannes de Grocheio’s theory of the vielle’s privileged place among musical
instruments.227 If Ambrogio did operate according to this line of thinking, his realistic yet
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esoteric depiction of angelic music would have constituted a fissure between the sensible
and the suprasensible realms, helping to lift the Virgin physically—and the friars
mystically—from earth to heaven. And if he had found inspiration from the Baroncelli
altarpiece, his “purification” of its musical setting would reinforce this impression.228
Additionally, concerning the Virgin as Throne vis-à-vis the angelically
precipitated shift from the aesthetic to visionary, the pyramid of theological virtues
contrasts with the stratified haloes that “seem to bring about, not the collapse of the
otherwise convincing space, but a suggestion of infinity, as tiers of heavenly hosts
stretches back into distance.”229 Because the angels’ multitude was understood
typologically, they facilitated the altarpiece’s expression of “its own function as visual
membrane between the here-and-now and beyond, in the sense of a mediation of the
invisible presence of transcendence.”230
Only slightly later, in ca. 1340, Lippo Memmi designed another composition of
Mary’s Assumption, in a personal icon where she rises to heaven on a cloud above a
circle of music-making angels (Fig. 41).231 Christ awaits her in the starry blue arc of
heaven, attended by his prophets (including David, who plucks a psaltery), and a
diminutive image of the Coronation occupies the gable. In the 1350s, Niccolò di Cecco
del Merciareturned to Niccolò di Ser Sozzo’s conception to portray this miracle in a
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completely different object type, the marble Prato Assumption panel (Fig. 5). This panel
had formed one part of the reliquary containing the Virgin’s girdle, which she had handed
to the chronically doubtful St. Thomas while a crowd of angels lifted her to heaven.232
The sculptor showed Mary crowned and nimbed in a mandorla surrounded by seraphim.
They, in turn, are joined by four flying angels who play thegentle-sounding mandola,
lute, fiddle, and psaltery. These angels did not perform the Mass or other kinds of
ceremonial, but rather the celestial joy and awe at the miracle embodied in the relic they
enshrined, as a material vector to the Virgin herself and therefore a protagonist in the
divine economy celebrated in Luke 15:10. Then, Bartolommeo Bulgarini adopted Lippo
Memmi’s compositional type in his Assumption for the Spedale di S. Maria della Scala in
the 1360s. And in 1371, the apparently Sienese-trained painter Don Silvestro dei
Gherarducci all but copied Niccolò di Ser Sozzo’s design for the Assumption in a Gradual
for S. Maria degli Angeli, Florence (although the angel-deacons now wear liturgical
stoles, and their music directly accompanies the Assumption hymn “Gaudeamus omnes
in domino, diem festum celebrantes sub honore beate Marie Virginis de cuius
assumptione gaudent angelis”).233 Don Silvestro’s miniature for All Saints Day
additionally shows the Virgin and Christ in Glory in a historiated G (also initiating the
phrase Gaudeamus Omnes) amidst a cloud of seraphim, cherubim, and thrones as well as
five angel-musicians kneeling in a flowery meadow, with adoring saints to either side
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(Fig. 42).234 After another decade, Niccolò di Buonaccorso nearly copied the latter
composition in stocking his exuberant personal icon of the Coronation with six kneeling
angel-musicians on a perspectival ground (Fig. 10). They blend into an open circle of
singing angels and thrones crested by an arc of vaguely smiling blue cherubim; Christ
and Mary preside from a dense cloud of orange-red seraphim akin to Niccolò di Ser
Sozzo’s “wall of glorification.”

Florence
The multiplication of angel-musicians by Florentine artists traced to Giotto’s
Baroncelli altarpiece, in which the angels presumably performed at least the Sanctus of
the Requiem Mass, in addition to lauding the Coronation of Mary (Fig. 43). In essence,
Giotto condensed his Arena Chapel angel concert into a Gothic frame on the site of the
altar, and rendering the transition graceful by appropriating features of Sienese
altarpieces and Northern luxury arts. The altarpiece’s central panel shows Christ
crowning the Virgin with both hands as she bows slightly and crosses her arms in
veneration; her gentle smile, and both figures’ delicate white-and-gold garments, imitated
French ivories. Nine choirs of angel-musicians kneel at the bottom of each panel, as in a
mystery play or laudesi service, and closely resemble Pacino da Bonaguida’s miniatures
of the angelic hierarchy in the Carmina regia addressed to the King of Naples, Robert of
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Anjou (ca. 1335).235 Behind them are crowds of brightly garbed saints whose
arrangement into dense, superimposed rows against a gold background evokes the
heavenly ambience of Sienese altarpieces such as Duccio’s Maestà. The angels in
immediate proximity to the throne sing, and the others play a variety of soft to loud
instruments progressing outward from the center. The sacramental and intercessory
themes of the Coronation were perfect for an altar, particularly one situated in the tomb
chapel of a powerful family. The angels function as an interactive threshold to the
experience of mystical concelebration accessible even to penitent bankers, by
demonstrating proper veneration and the sweet sounds of the angelic hymns that friars
performed on their behalf.
The Baroncelli altarpiece inspired a staggering number of imitations in Florence
through the end of the century.236 They were mostly designed for liturgical rather than
private devotion, given the ecclesiological symbolism of the Coronation, but they were
not uniformly altarpieces. Giotto’s student Maso di Banco transposed this subject to a
fragmentary fresco of ca. 1335-40 in the cloister of S. Croce, in which one surviving
angel bows a vielle next to a praying donor (Fig. 44). Another of his students, Bernardo
Daddi, painted a near-copy of the Baroncelli Altarpiece in which two angels play an
organetto and another vielle (ca. 1345), for the chapel of St. Peter Martyr in the ponte of
the Dominican church of S. Maria Novella (Fig. 45).237 One more variant from this
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church was Jacopo Cambi’s paliotto (altar frontal) of the Coronation exalted by six
angels playing a selection of percussive, stringed, and wind instruments (1336) to
concelebrate both the Mass and the Offices, as implied by their position on the high altar
(Fig. 46). The arcade of ogee arches probably quoted directly from Northern or Venetian
models; in this instance, the opus anglicanum cope of the Dominican pope Benedict XI
(kept in S. Domenico in Bologna), might have had an actual impact.238 Incidentally, four
of the paliotto’s angel-musicians wear what seem to be liturgical copes fastened at the
neck by morses. In 1337, a student of Pacino’s known as the Master of the Dominican
Effigies fit another such Coronation into an initial L to honor the opening line of Dante’s
Paradiso, “La gloria di colui che tutto move” (“The glory of He who moves all things”),
a Neoplatonic and Aristotelian idea taken up by two kneeling angels who play an
organetto and vielle, as well as representatives from the nine angelic orders framed in
eight-pointed stars.239
In the latter half of the Trecento, Jacopo di Cione reiterated the Coronation group
of the Baroncelli altarpiece as the central panel surmounted by a Christological cycle and
the Trinity within the high altarpiece of S. Pier Maggiore (1370-1), whose majestic
Gothic verticality and unusual number of musical angels suitably framed the Masses
celebrated at this important Benedictine convent (Fig. 47).240 Jacopo’s two central angelmusicians play a gittern and lute(?) and additionally wear dalmatics and stoles, as do their
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counterparts in Lorenzo di Niccolò’s altarpiece for S. Marco (1402) and an
unprovenanced altarpiece by Agnolo Gaddi, now at the National Gallery of Art (ca.
1390). Gaddi’s gittern-playing angel wears a luminescent rainbow-gradient gown; so
does an angel-psalterist in Cenni di Francesco Ser Cenni’s Coronation for the high altar
of the Benedictine church of S. Trinità (1390s) (Fig. 48). This device apparently
expressed the angels’ emanation of God’s ineffable light within a sacramental context. A
final late Baroncelli-style Coronation concerns Bartolo di Fredi’s altarpiece for a
Franciscan church in Montalcino (1388). He retained Giotto’s conception of Christ and
Mary attended by kneeling angel-musicians, who play a portative organ and vielle, but
exhibited what Millard Meiss called the “transcendental style” by replacing the
architectural throne with an evanescent ring of seraphim and cherubim, much as Sienese
artists had done for generations.241
Florentine images of a related subject, the Madonna and Child Enthroned,
sustained a very similar presentation throughout the Trecento, regardless of object type
and setting. This subject warranted angel-musicians because it symbolized Mary’s roles
of Mother of God, Queen of Heaven, Throne of Wisdom, and mediatrix between heaven
and earth. For the most part, the images combined the traditional enshrinement of the
Byzantine Hodegetria in a gabled Gothic throne with the angel-musicians and saints that
Giotto had introduced in the Baroncelli altarpiece. Bernardo Daddi was a major agent in
the articulation and proliferation of such images, beginning with his aforementioned high
altarpiece for Florence Cathedral, the so-called “S. Pancrazio” polyptych (Fig. 72).
Daddi’s shop was also responsible for introducing lateral groups of adoring and music241
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making angels next to the throne, in a ladder-like arrangement by hierarchical rank.242
One example is the miraculous “super icon” for the guild church of Orsanmichele (13467), soon embellished by a series of sculpted angels playing a psaltery, vielle, and two sets
of cymbals in Orcagna’s marble tabernacle (1359) (Fig. 49).243 Another is Daddi’s
charming personal icon of ca. 1345 that seems to have come from the Vallombrosan
abbey near Florence, with kneeling and standing angel-musicians (organetto, vielle,
psaltery, and shawm) surmounted by seraphim and cherubim.244 An altarpiece by Agnolo
Gaddi of ca. 1387, probably from the sacristy of S. Miniato, reiterated Daddi’s
arrangement with the subtler sounds of plucked instruments and only angels around the
throne (SS. Mark, Benedict, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Catherine of Alexandria stand in
the wings).245
Angel-musicians also occupied Florentine manuscripts, monumental sculpture,
frescoes, and a handful of non-Marian subjects associated with angelic music. They adorn
two Christological scenes at S. Maria Novella: Christ in Majesty in Orcagna’s altarpiece
for the Strozzi Chapel (1357), and Andrea da Bonaiuto’s Ascension in the vault of the
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chapterhouse (1367-9) (Fig. 50, 51). Orcagna’s student Niccolò di Tommaso painted a
personal icon portraying St. Bridget’s vision of the Nativity (ca. 1373-7) for this saint’s
ardent supporter, Lord Nicola Orsini of Nola (Fig. 52).246 Angels play a psaltery and
organetto to translate the Gloria, inscribed as emanating from the mouths of the
seraphim, into the mystical sound Bridget heard during her vision. In addition, the
laudario (ca. 1340) of the Compagnia di S. Agnese of S. Maria del Carmine, Florence,
deployed seraphim and pairs of angel-musicians to concelebrate their laude for the feasts
of St. Agnes, the Ascension, the Trinity, and All Saints (Fig. 6).247 In ca. 1387, the Master
of the Codex Rossiano showed Christ’s Ascension in an initial V (“Viri Galilaei quid
admiramini aspicientes in caelum?”) between vertical files of angels, two of whom pluck
psalteries.248
Finally, Taddeo di Bartolo’s vertiginous high altarpiece of the Assumption (ca.
1394-1401) for the Montepulciano Pieve posited a kind of summa of Trecento Florentine
and Sienese designs and designations for music-making angels (Fig. 53).249 The
archpriest Jacopo di Bartolommeo Aragazzi commissioned this painting in anticipation of
an event that came to pass in 1400, when Pope Boniface IX elevated the Pieve’s status to
that of a Collegiata, making its clergy directly responsible to the Holy See and removing
it from the jurisdiction of the Arezzo diocese.250 Mary’s direct Assumption to heaven,
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and the host of liturgical and pastoral consequences that this event entailed, were apropos
to the Pieve’s unmediated relationship to Rome. Thus the central panel shows Mary lifted
in a mandorla in the style of Pietro Lorenzetti and Niccolò di Ser Sozzo, comprised of an
inner core of cherubim and seraphim, and echoed by an outer core of angel-musicians.
The most prominent play the psaltery, organetto, harp, lute, and vielle, but others join on
drums, pipes, and shawms. This panel presents a glittering spectacle of gilding, painting,
glazing, relief, punched decoration, and inset crystal: the Virgin’s mantle is painted in
ivory white, modeled in blue, and covered with the word Ave as well as metalworkderived starbursts worked in gold leaf with colored crystal bosses as centerpieces. The
central gable elaborates the Marian content with a Baroncelli-style Coronation group
attended by seraphim, while the Annunciation scenes occupying the side gables anchor
the Ave. Taddeo’s saintly registers had their closet counterparts in Florentine Marian
altarpieces, particularly of the Coronation (e.g., the altarpieces of the Baroncelli Chapel
and S. Pier Maggiore). There is no surviving documentary evidence that he worked in
Florence but, besides including saints on his Montepulciano altarpiece whose disposition
is analogous to those on Jacopo di Cione’s S. Pier Maggiore one, he also painted a cycle
of the Last Judgment, Hell, and Paradise for a major chapel in the Pieve of S. Gimignano
indebted to Nardo di Cione’s frescoes in the Strozzi Chapel of S. Maria Novella
(1350s).251
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Conclusion
The depiction of angels engaged in singing or playing musical instruments
began as an allegory of liturgical chant, namely the “angelic hymns” of the Sanctus,
Gloria, Alleluia, and Psalms of Praise. The angel-musicians tropologically and
anagogically facilitated the act of liturgical concelebration, which united heaven and
earth in praise of God. They congregated in the historiated initials of hymnbooks—
objects that related immersively to the act of singing with the angels—and in other
liminal places, including stained-glass windows that refracted God’s primordial light,
“high places” such as galleries, and the precipices of mystical scenes, such as the
Coronation. From the 1200s, churchmen, friars, royalty, and businessmen contributed to
the artistic, pastoral, and liturgical environments in which angel-musicians thrived. The
protagonists of their introduction into Trecento art were an elite group of mostly Sienese
and Florentine artists who had worked with one another at Assisi, and their similarly elite
patrons who wanted to highlight the consonances between the mundane and
supermundane churches, courts, and cities.
By this point, the musical repertoire of angel-musicianswas growing wildly in
response to the cult of Mary and the bridal mysticism of Canticles—which characterized
the Assumption liturgy—and to the manifestations of angel choirs for certain
hagiographic or visionary events. Among these were Mary Magdalene’s experiences of
mystical communion at the hours of the Divine Office, the intervention of an angelharpist to comfort the soul of Francis, and Bridget’s vision of the Nativity. In the next
chapter, I will consider how the aesthetic qualities of Trecento images of musical angels
underwrote their mediating capacity. They now represented an aestheticization of chant
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with sanctifying intent, carrying a certain spiritual and ornamental decorum related to the
notion of sweetness, and dependent on the sanctifying capacities of Gothic and Byzantine
artistic idioms. While artists often accurately rendered instruments and the manner of
their playing, their grouping was usually unrealistic, a tension that revealed the capacity
of the “in-between” phenomena of angels, images, and music to impact the care of
souls.252
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CHAPTER THREE
AESTHETICS (THE “PARABOLIC SENSE”)

Angels, images, and music were all generally thought to mediate between heaven
and earth; and could provoke mystical union, in corporate and private worship, via the
aesthetic realm.253 Trecento images of angel-musicians were characterized by their
rainbow brightness, convincing performance of recognizable musical instruments, and
equipment with Gothic “tabernacles” as devotional frames. These conditions suggest the
transfer of metaphysical principle from angels themselves to their representations,
serving the impetus within the divine economy for angels to perform some operations in
the sensible realm. That is, appropriately rendered images of angel-musicians could
deputize the ceremonial and sanctifying actions of the “real” angels performing the
celestial liturgy.254 Therefore, it is useful to think of the angels’ visual and musical
aestheticization in terms of what Thomas Aquinas called the “parabolic sense” of
scriptural interpretation, which refined the literal sense and accepted that meaning can
travel from the immaterial to the material and back again.

The “Parabolic Sense”
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The parabolic sense was a means of scriptural exegesis “…contained in the
literal…When Scripture speaks of the arm of God, the literal sense is not that he has a
physical limb, but that he has what it signifies, namely the power of doing and
making.”255 Aquinas credited the same method of grasping truths in other phenomena to
the intervention of angels, whether rationally or by the operation of phantasms:
The human intellect cannot grasp Truth itself unveiled; because its nature
requires it to understand by turning to phantasms. So the angels propose
the intelligible truth to men under the similitudes of sensible things. […]
An angel changes the imagination by local movement of the spirits and
humors, not by impressing an imaginative form in no way previously
received by the senses. In this way he shows man what he [the angel]
knows, but not in the way he knows. […] Moreover, men are enlightened
by the angels not only concerning what is to be believed, but also as
regards what is to be done.256
Further, this power was integral to angels’ roles as ministers of God:
It is written (Ex. 23:20): ‘Behold I will send my angels who shall go
before thee.’ […] It may be shown that some angels [the five lower orders]
are sent in ministry by God. [...] It is clear from what was above stated
(Q110.1), that the corporeal creature is governed by the angels. […] Yet
the action performed by the angel who is sent, proceeds from God as from
its first principle, at Whose nod and by Whose authority the angels work;
and is reduced to God as to its last end. Now this is what is meant by a
minister: for a minister is an intelligent instrument; while an instrument is
moved by another, and its action is ordered to another.257
Although Aquinas was unique in using the phrase “parabolic sense,” prior and
subsequent theologians articulated the same essential principles. The friar Walter Hilton
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applied the premise to angels’ song specifically: “…just as a soul, in understanding
spiritual things, is often touched and moved through bodily imagination by the work of
angels…just so, in the love of God, a soul by the presence of angels is filled with a
heavenly joy, to hear angel’s song and heavenly sound, according to the measure of its
love.”258 Clearly the angels’ incorporeality did not preclude their operations in the
material world. Instead, it represented a spiritual goal that was attainable in part by
aesthetic means. The application of the parabolic sense to the depiction of angelmusicians concerns angels’ ability to impress phantasms on the human mind. Such
images constituted the vertex of a positive parabola whose point of origin was the
bodiless, soundless angels in heaven; and whose conclusion was mystical concelebration
with these angels.259 The contention is viable in light of medieval ideas about sense
perception and germane aesthetic regulations, which sought the cognitive and affective
apprehension of liturgical and paraliturgical performance.260
Augustine, the Pseudo-Dionysius, and John of Damascus laid out the
metaphysical and spiritual implications of angelic incorporeality, which subsequent
Orthodox and Latin theologians continued to ponder. On the authority of John of
Damascus:
[God] brought [the angels] out of nothing into being…an incorporeal race,
a sort of spirit or immaterial fire…An angel, then, is an intelligent essence,
in perpetual motion, with free-will, incorporeal, ministering to God,
having obtained by grace an immortal nature: and the Creator alone knows
the form and limitation of its essence. But all that we can understand is,
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that it is incorporeal and immaterial.
But the scholastics ventured to decipher the form and limitation of angelic essence,
illuminating their ability to operate phantasms for human edification. Bonaventure
defined angels’ “simplicity of essence” as an individuated, rational, spiritual, and
incorporeal substance created by the first principle in proximity to itself.261 In this, he
used Aristotle’s premise that all created beings must be hylomorphic because they are
born from change, implying that all creatures (even angels) have matter as the principle
of their limitation as well as potentiality.262 This was possible for incorporeal creatures
because “matter considered in itself is neither spiritual nor corporeal; therefore, the
capacity following on the essence of matter relates indifferently to the spiritual and
corporeal forms.”263 Aquinas fundamentally agreed that the concept of angelic
potentiality was founded on a composite nature: “Angels are completely incorporeal.
They are not composed of matter and form, yet have a composite nature of act and
potentiality.”264 He explained that the relation of form to its existence is the same of
potentiality to act; “these things are the same only in God, who is pure act, because form
is act.”265
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In other words, angelic ineffability mattered for human piety because it
established the angel’s ideal state of exaltation, and their special hylomorphism
accounted for their capacity to feel shades of emotion and mediate between the material
and immaterial realms. A rather blunt expression that human beings are subject the
angels’ power of local movement was a device in mystery plays that had angels
“teleport” their victims by dragging them across stage by their hair.266 A miniature in the
ninth-century Byzantine Khludov Psalter portrays a sinner enduring this very experience
(Fig. 54).267 In a more rarefied mode of thinking, the Pseudo-Dionysius had identified
God as the “cause of consonance and clarity,” and the conceptual alignment of the music
of the spheres and the angel choirs helped establish that angels were essential to the
emanation of as well as the approach to divine splendor.268 This is simply to say that
pictures of angel-musicians were “phantasms” at the parabolic vertex, that imaged forth
“what angels know” and initiated the upslope to mystical concelebration.
Concerning the upslope of the parabola: Bonaventure charted one course from the
aesthetic to the angelic in his devotional treatise Mind’s Journey into God. Its six
chapters (symbolizing the six wings of seraphim) represent the stages of successive
illumination through which the mind, driven by “the most burning love of the Crucified,”
ascends to Christian wisdom.269 He worked from the assumption that angels “move the
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celestial bodies; and thus there is attributed to them the administration of the universe by
taking over from the First Cause, that is God, their active influence, which they pour out
in accordance with the work of governing.”270 This manner of angelic governance
defined the scope of the second stage of ascent, of which Bonaventure wrote, “…With
respect to the mirror of sensible things it happens that God is contemplated not only
through them, as by His traces, but also in them, in so far as He is in them by essence,
potency, and presence,” and, “Let it be noted then that this world, which is called the
‘macrocosm,’ enters our souls, which are called the ‘microcosm,’ through the doors of
the five senses, according to the apprehension, delectation, and judgment of sensible
things themselves.”271 The human mind apprehended sensory forms in “common sense,”
composed them as images in cogitation, and held them in memory—a process secured by
its own door (Fig. 55).272 In this way, sensible phenomena administered by angels
generated mystical cohabitation with them in the Heavenly City:
The inner senses are renewed in order to perceive the highest beauty, to
hear the highest harmony…to [make] those exclamations that are in the
Canticles…When this is accomplished, our spirit is made hierarchical to
mount upward through its conformity to the supernal Jerusalem. Moreover
it descends next into the heart, when through reformation of the image,
through the theological virtues and through the enjoyment of the spiritual
senses…our spirit is made hierarchical, that is, purged, illuminated, and
perfected. So also by nine steps of orders the soul is stamped…which one
by one correspond to the nine orders of angels.273
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Angelic Apparitions
Throughout the Middle Ages, images of angels translated their biblical
apparitions for devotional use, meaning that the pictures were not total inventions, but
exegeses that strove after certain divine truths. Because the effectiveness of Trecento
images of angel-musicians depended on their decorous representation of their subject, I
will discuss how angels “looked” per se and as depicted, and then how their song
“sounded” per se and as performed.
In Scripture, angels assumed visible aspects—generally attributes of brightness,
awesomeness, and beauty—in order to perform their ministries.274 For example, the
women who appeared on Easter Morning at Christ’s empty tomb in Matthew 28:3
recognized the stranger present as an angel because “his appearance was like lightning
and his raiment white as snow,” and Mark 16:5 described the same angel as a young man
“arrayed in a white robe.” By comparison, the apocalyptic angels of both Testaments
assumed vividly colorful aspects. Isaiah 6:2 remarked that “each [seraph] had six wings;
with two he covered his face, and with two he covered his feet, and with two he did fly,”
and Ezekiel 10:12 announced of the four cherubim around Christ’s throne, “And their
whole body, and their backs, and their hands, and their wings, and the wheels, were full
of eyes round about, even the wheels that they four had.” Lastly, in Revelation 10:1, John
the Evangelist saw a “mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a
rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of
fire.”
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The central text to analyze the possibilities and pitfalls of talking about angels in
visual terms was the Pseudo-Dionysius’ Celestial Hierarchy, in both the Byzantine and
Western traditions. He cautioned that angels are “things simple and unknown in their own
nature,” fathomable neither by exalted nor by incongruous symbols; and yet provided the
precedent for Aquinas’s statement regarding angels’ impact on the human mind by
stating that “the Word of God artlessly makes use of poetic representations of sacred
things, respecting the shapeless minds, out of regard to our intelligence.”275Besides the
division into nine hierarchical choirs, Dionysian thought provided constructs of light (and
color as an emanation of light) and its effects on the human soul: color, radiance, and
beauty characterized pictures of angels in general.276For instance:
The wing displays the elevating quickness and the heavenly progress
towards higher things…and the lightness of the wings denotes their being
in no respect earthly…[and] the shining and glowing raiment, I think,
signifies the Divine likeness after the image of fire…and their being
illuminated intellectually; and the sacerdotal robe denotes their conducting
to Divine and mystical visions, and the consecration of their whole life.277
Depicting the “sacerdotal robe” to illustrate the angels’ purpose of “conducting to Divine
and mystical visions” became increasingly marked through in later medieval and
Byzantine art, as did the Pseudo-Dionysius’s explanation that rendering angels with
metallic or jewel-toned brilliancy exposed their “inner meaning”:
The Word of God attributes to the Heavenly Beings a likeness to brass,
electron, and many-colored stones. Electron, as being partly like gold,
partly like silver, denotes the incorruptible, as in gold, and unexpended,
and undiminished, and spotless brilliancy, and the brightness, as in silver,
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and a luminous and heavenly radiance…and within each likeness you will
find an explanation which teaches the inner meaning of the typical
images.278
John of Damascus wrote more succinctly, but to the same point, that “[The angels] take
different forms at the bidding of their Master, God, and thus reveal themselves to men
and unveil the divine mysteries to them.”279
These Neoplatonic theories concerning the representation of angels by material
symbols connected rather transparently to actual Byzantine icons of angels, from the
early to the post-Byzantine periods. The ideas and images corresponded partly because
the authors based their statements on preexisting icons of angels, and partly because icons
themselves were essentially a Neoplatonic category. The Early Byzantine poet Agathias
composed the following verses to frame an icon of the “invisible” and “bodiless”
Archangel Michael, whose depicted shape, colors, and eyes instigated the venerator’s
anagogic ascent:
An invisible archangel, bodiless in the beauty of his shape, the courageous
wax has dared to describe. How welcome! For in beholding the icon
mortal man lifts his spirit to a mightier appearance, no longer distracted in
veneration; engraving the image within himself as he trembles at the
presence. The eyes stir the depths of the soul, and by its colors carries aloft
the prayers of the mind.280
In the eleventh century, Michael Psellos concretized the Dionysian theory about the
edificatory fundaments of angelic iconography in his statements that “the primal light is
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God and the second light an angel, a reflection of the first light” and that their
representation as winged humans wearing headbands and carrying spheres conveyed their
rationality, “exalting and heavenly upward motion,” quickness of movement, and
incorruptibility.281 Middle and Late Byzantine images of angels retained wings,
headbands, and spheres (e.g., a fourteenth-century, bust-length icon of the Michael at
Mount Sinai); tended to possess particularly beautiful, penetrating eyes and graceful
bearings (e.g., a thirteenth-century icon of Gabriel, also bust-length and at Sinai); and
often wore the bejeweled imperial loros (e.g., the pumpkin dome of the Chora
Parekklesion in Constantinople, ca. 1316-21) or, increasingly, “sacerdotal robes” (e.g.,
the angel-priests and angel-deacons performing the celestial liturgy in the bema of the
Peribleptos Church, Mistra, ca. 1350-75) (Fig. 56, 57).282
Western theologians made little use of the Dionysian corpus prior to the twelfth
century, but Gregory the Great had also used the material metaphor of colored precious
stones to describe the sensible manifestations of angels:
That angel which was first established was spoken by the prophet: You
were the seal of likeness, full of wisdom and perfected in beauty; you were
among the delights of God’s paradise…The prophet [Ezekiel] quickly
adds, Every secret stone was your secret covering: carnelian, topaz, and
jasper, chrysolite, onyx and beryl, sapphire, carbuncle, and emerald
(Ezekiel 28:13). Behold, he mentioned the names of the nine stones, since
there are nine perfect orders of angels. This same first angel was made
visible, and covered with the nine kinds of stones.
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A Latin hymn for the dedication of a church married the assimilation of angels and
precious stones with two related ones, bridal mysticism and the construction of the
Heavenly City from the “living stones” of the faithful:
Blessed city of Jerusalem,/ Dear vision of peace,/ Which is constructed in
the heavens/ Out of living stones,/ And crowned with angels/ Like a bride
adorned:/ Coming from heaven,/ Ready for the nuptial bed,/ So that she
may be joined with her Lord….283
Further, the foundational Western Dionysian commentator John Scotus Eriugena (d. ca.
877) wrote that angels are invisible light, but “through the action of their ministries…they
become visible light, or theophanies, in the sphere of human affairs,” drawing human
beings into God by means of visible splendor.284 Innocent III applied the premise to
clerical vestment, figuring that there are nine orders of angels for nine gemstones, and six
days for God to create heaven and earth, so “XV ergo sunt ornamenta pontificis.”285 The
profusion of angels in copes and chasubles, such as Benedict XI’s “Bologna Cope,” attest
that angels and clerical vestment did have a reciprocal relation in the West (Fig. 21).
Then in the mid-thirteenth century, the Franciscan scholastic Bartholomeus Anglicus (d.
1272) relied on the Pseudo-Dionysius and John of Damascus to account for some facets
of angelic iconography, but innovated in his addition of musical instruments, for
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“comfort”:
The angels have no matter nor shape of body, but by denominations of
lines may their workings be understood. […] They might be clothed in
flaming red clothes, for they are wrapped in the light and mantle of the
knowing and love of God. […] They bear in hand swords and scepters, for
after God they...govern rightfully all that is in the world. […] And they
have phials with sweet-smelling things [for helping to bring grace]. Also
they harp, for they that be worthy to be comforted by their help and
prayers fall not into the source of despair. They bear trumpets in hand, for
they comfort and excite us to profit always in goodness.286
By the fourteenth century, the dazzling, crystalline angels detailed by Scripture
and Dionysian thinkers had softened to smiling, musical, and sweet (but still radiant and
normally even more outwardly hierarchical) angels set in a florid Paradise.287 In the
Paradiso, for instance, Dante described his encounter with a seraph:
[The seraph said:] ‘Of the angelic loves am I, and wind circling the joy
sublime breathed from the womb where once abode our hope for
mankind’...So I [Dante] saw those radiances move and reaching upwards,
after Mary clinging, how deep their love towards her to me prove. Then
still within my sight they lingered, singing Regina coeli with such sweet
sound within me the joy of it is ringing.288
Then in Canto 33, brightly colored angels manifested God’s light through their
hierarchies as a “rainbow from rainbow.”289 The eminent translation of this
conceptualization is Nardo di Cione’s fresco of the Paradiso for the Strozzi Chapel of S.
Maria Novella, in which he crowded the nine choirs of angels into multicolored vertical
registers. Another was Pietro di Puccio’s representation of the angelic hierarchy as
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rainbow concentric rings, anchored by portraits of Augustine and Aquinas, in the Genesis
cycle of the Pisan Camposanto (Fig. 58).290 Likewise, Niccolò di Buonaccorso’s small
panel of the Coronation shows conventionally red and blue seraphim and cherubim
leading a chorus of jewel-toned angel-musicians, garlanded with roses, in the unification
of earthly and heavenly worship that Mary’s Coronation symbolized (Fig. 10). The
angels’ rainbow wings and robes signified their simultaneous veiling and revelation of
God’s ineffable light; their exquisitely wrought gold haloes and detailing dramatized this
message in the practice of devotion, in the animating effect of candlelight. Additionally
illuminating is Giorgio Vasari’s (d. 1574) comment on an Assumption fresco by Pietro
Lorenzetti, in the Pieve of Arezzo in the “great niche of the chapel of the high altar” (ca.
1355, destroyed):
In the faces of a choir of angels who are flying in the air round the
Madonna, dancing with graceful movements, and appearing to sing,
[Pietro] painted a gladness truly angelic and divine, above all because he
made the angels sounding diverse instruments, with their eyes all fixed
and intent on another choir of angels, who, supported by a cloud in the
form of an almond, are bearing the Madonna to Heaven, with beautiful
attitudes and all surrounded by rainbows.291
The Sound of Silence
I wrote in Chapter One that the Sanctus, Gloria in excelsis, and Alleluia were
designated as “angelic hymns,” because angels had uttered them in Scripture. Unlike
pictures of angel-musicians, which were an exegetical contrivance and had an iconic
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relation to “real” singing angels, the angelic hymns were integral units in joining the
clergy and laity of the earthly church with the endlessly singing angels of the celestial
church.292 Because of this, angel-musician images could be considered as icons of sound
that sought to facilitate mystical concelebration, which had a visionary dimension,
anyway: e.g., Rupert of Deutz wrote that the Alleluia “signifies the eternal banquet of
angels and beatified souls—that is always to praise the Lord, to always be seeing the face
of God, and to sing of new wonders without end.”293 The sonic aspect of angelmusicians’ parabolic functionality had much to do with persistent ideas about the “sound”
of angels’ song, and current ideas about how to aestheticize it.

Angels’ Song per se
Regarding the attributes of angels’ song per se: Jerome was the first to mention
that angels sing sine fine; he, Augustine, and many other theologians up to Walter Hilton
agreed that they also sing una voce.294 I already mentioned that there is no scriptural basis
for angelic silence, but that theologians accepted it as a metaphysical necessity from an
early date. Boethius, for instance, had added the category musica divina to the ancient
ones of musica mundana, humana and instrumentalis, because angels’ song—being
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immaterial—had no place in the construct that the material universe was founded on
mathematical proportions that create musical sounds.295 Gregory the Great figured
likewise that “the voice of the angels in praise of their Creator is nothing more than the
wonderment of inner contemplation.”296 Aquinas thought that angels have no need of
speech since their minds are revealed to each other:
External speech, made by the voice, is a necessity for us on account of the
obstacle of the body. Hence it does not befit an angel; but only interior
speech belongs to him, and this includes not only the interior speech by
mental concept, but also its being ordered to another’s knowledge by the
will. So the tongue of an angel is called metaphorically the angel’s power,
whereby he manifests his mental concept.297
Dante agreed, “Since the angels have a swift and ineffable capacity for expressing their
glorious conceptions which is completely self-sufficient…they do not seem to have
needed any speech signs.”298
Yet as much as theologians understood sound and as a material and “unreasoning”
phenomenon, variants of the parabolic sense meant that the incorporeal, rational angels
could nevertheless mediate silence and sound. Augustine proposed paradigmatically,
“God speaks not in a bodily but in a spiritual voice… And the angels…hear the message
of their ministry not with the body but with the mental ears…[and] they perform their
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external ministry in the sensible and visible world.”299 Hilton addressed the spiritual
“audibility” of angels’ song in the context of its immateriality. To hear the singing of
angels was such an achievement that the listener should first wonder whether he was
bedeviled; if not, her soul must be in an extremely high state of grace, illuminated by
grace to behold God and spiritual matter:
Also, our Lord comforts a soul by angel’s song. This song cannot be
described by any bodily likeness, for it is spiritual, and above all
imagination and reason. It may be felt and perceived in a soul, but it may
not be showed. […] The eye of the soul is opened to…feel the touching,
the speaking of good angels. This touching and speaking is spiritual and
not bodily. For when the soul is lifted and ravished out of the
sensuality...then in great fervor of love and light the soul may hear and
feel heavenly sound, made by the presence of angels in loving God.300
On Earth as it is in Heaven
Medieval commentaries on the notion of concelebration usually included some
discussion of aesthetics of angels’ song, to demonstrate its prescriptive nature and the
parabolic capacity of its proper representation. Walafrid Strabo (d. 849) remarked of the
Gloria in excelsis:
The brief angelic hymn that the angels offeredupon the Nativity, in praise
of God, was followed by the holy Fathers as communal praise.They added
sweetest and most harmonious dictions to the hymn, becauseits principle
is ordained to ministers from the heavens, and so the whole sequence is
also full of divine mysteries.301
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The prelate Sicard of Cremona (d. 1215) wrote of the Preface of the Mass (which
culminated in the Sanctus): “Then follows the Preface…which prepares our minds for the
mystery of Christ,” and “through the mystery of union and the Passion of God, men make
peace with angels; for in the Preface, men and angels all come together in singing praise
for the King. Thus we should sing with a high and delectable voice, because the praises
of angels are represented.”302 Sicard moreover understood the Preface as determining the
propriety of human praise, by describing the ways in which various orders of angels
worshipped God: for example, “Seraphim and cherubim celebrate together in exultation.
[…] And thus we represent theirblissful speechless shout.”303 Innocent III’s commentary
on the Preface—quoted at greater length in Chapter One—furthermore attests the angelic
administration on God’s behalf of sensible things, and the power of music to make the
inaudible audible, just as icons of angels visualized the invisible:
A vestige of the uncreated Trinity shines in all creatures—angels, men,
and in the world—the Trinity, whether spiritually in an angel, or
corporeally in the world, or spiritually and corporeally in men shows a
similitude to the divine Trinity.304
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The Psalms’ exhortations to praise God by many musical means (e.g., the “new
song” of Psalm 96, and the instrumentarium of Psalm 150) suggested that sung praise
was in general an effective representation of angels’ song, and ultimately sanctioned
musical practices such as polyphony, the Angelus, and—particularly in Tuscany—the
vernacular lauda.305 For example, Blake Wilson has observed that from the thirteenth
century, the lauda was regarded as “sung prayer” that “passed swiftly up the ladder of
carefully cultivated sacred connections, from deceased members, through the saints small
and great, to Mary and Jesus to join the eternal canto celestiale.”306
The “realism” of Trecento angel-musician imagery therefore had a certain
connection with the sonic representation of angels’ song, which also invoked or
manifested the ineffable. The idea that angels sing in concert with human beings qualified
the aforementioned separation of musica divina from other forms, so that the music of
angels and church chant as performed resembled that of the sacred image to its prototype,
both of which were context-dependent signs that manifested the absent.307 The Parisian
composer and music theorist Johannes de Grocheio (d. ca. 1320) qualified the singing of
the Sanctus as, indeed, an icon of the “sound” and “place” of heaven: “For this earthly
and militant Church is the sign and image (signum et imago) of the celestial and
triumphant one, in which angels and archangels sing without end, ‘Sanctus, Sanctus,’ et
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cetera.”308 That is, the church liturgy imitated the celestial liturgy in both image and
sound.
The musicologist Oliver Huck has argued that from the thirteenth century,
musical compositions featuring angels’ song articulated its effect with new sonorities,
aestheticizing these hymns as its sign.309 Composers started to adorn the sections of the
Gloria and the Sanctus that featured angelic singing by playing upon the musical
qualities of sine fine and una voce.310 The genre of polyphony was especially suitable for
creating angelic effects in and beyond the Mass and, in the fourteenth century, two
compositional strategies for expressing the music of the angels came to rank pari
passu.311 One was a proportional structure that articulated the consonance of musica
mundana and musica divina, expressing Bonaventure’s theory that the accentuation of the
musical structure clarifies the relationship between the sign (the musical composition)
and the signified (the song of angels).312 The other was the sweet sound of thirds that
emphasized effect, in accord with the friar Roger Bacon’s attention to the relationship
between the sign and the listener—in other words, this strategy privileged the
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composition’s angelizing impact above its transparency as a sign.313
An example of the first strategy is Marchetto da Padova’s Ave regina
caelorum/Mater innocence/Ita Missa est motet, composed for the consecration of the
Arena Chapel in 1305. His motet posited a structural imitation of angels’ song by
articulating the angels’ numbers and proportions.314 This approach accorded with
Marchetto’s application of the Aristotelian postulate “ars imitator naturam quantum
potest” to liturgical music in his Pomerium:
Inter cunctos ierarchicos actus, quibus militia caelestis exercitus et
supernorum alma spirituum ierarchia in sidereis choris ante thronum
deificae maestatis exultant, dulcisonae vocis actio, producens invariabilem
armonia. […] Vos igitur in hoc serenos illos principes imitantes,
gloriosissime principum, ex virtute, nec non ad idem genitoris sequentes
vestigia ex natura, musicales sonos ad superni regis saepti, modulatis
vocibus in sublime transmittitis exultantes, et interdum vero cordis affecto
et vocis ministerio personatis.315
The relation between the text of the motet and the singing of the angels would have been
mediated for the audience by Giotto’s fresco of the angel concert, which reified their
ineffable liturgy in a more affecting manner (Fig. 32).316
For an example of the second strategy, Huck identified the anonymous Trecento
Cantano gli angiollieti/Sanctus motet, which he believed was composed for the
Florentine guild church Orsanmichele.317 Possible occasions for the motet’s composition
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included the inauguration of Orcagna’s marble tabernacle in 1361, or the election of
Bernardo Daddi’s “super icon” of the Madonna and Child as protector of Florence in
1365 (Fig. 49). The text opened with a description of singing angels, followed by
excerpts from the Sanctus, and then a description of the singing of the angels in heaven
and earth. Huck pointed out that the referential relation between the angel-musicians of
the tabernacle and Daddi’s miraculous image was the same as that between the text and
in the music of the Cantano, which was an imitatio naturae of the singing of angels.318
The two upper voices would recite the same madrigal text accompanied by a tenor, texted
with the Sanctus.319 The composer highlighted the music of the angels by the number of
voices and by the arrangement of double leading-tone cadences and the parallel
progressions of thirds, reserved for the voices representing angels.320 In this case, the
imitatio of angels’ song focused on the effect upon the listener (substantiating the quality
of the intervals perception surpassed the proportions).

Truth and Consequences
The visual representation of angels’ song was conditioned by its intellectual view
as well as its musical materialization. Scripture and its exegesis delineated both a
vocabulary and a syntax for imaging angels, which had fixed points as well as space for
interpretation. The pervasive rainbow brightness of Trecento angel-musicians and new
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directives about proper angelic singing revealed another quality of mounting importance:
their sweetness. This quality surfaced in the instruments the angels played (mostly
strings) and in their “beautiful attitudes.”
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, there is further evidence that the images
engaged newly sociable ideas about angelic aesthetics in that contemporary mystery
plays and other ceremonial events staged angel-musicians in living color.321 The
chronicler Jean Froissart described a play performed above the gates of Saint-Denis, at
the entry of Queen Isabella into Paris in 1389, where the Trinity was seated in majesty
and surrounded by angel-choristers and musicians.322 Several slightly later plays
constructed paradisiacal scenes that likewise recall Trecento depictions thereof. A
Mystery of the Incarnation and Nativity (1474) called for a comprehensive mise-en-scène
ornamented with tapestries, pâpier-maché trees and blossoms, and sweet aromas wafted
from backstage.323 The figures of the Trinity occupied a rainbow-shaped throne wreathed
by a band of singing and instrument-playing angels, cherubim, and seraphim.324 Another
performance (1493) in the nave of the Church of the Annunciation in Florence featured
hundreds of candles encircling the throne of God, while children garbed as angels
produced music on cymbals, flutes, and harps.325 Yet another invigorated Paradise with
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machinery, such as an Annunciation scene that strapped twelve boy-angels to a burning
chandelier covered in cotton-wool, and had God the Father “fastened with iron [into a
moving mandorla] in such a manner that the heaven…with the numerous lights and sweet
music represented Paradise most realistically.”326 Edmund Bowles in fact posited a direct
contribution of such plays to the specific musical iconography of angel concerts:
Many of the details and arrangements…found in later medieval art were
based upon the usages of mystery plays…A perusal of musical details
found in illuminations shows that many of the traditional instrumental
groupings were borrowed directly from these plays. […] An example is
the prevalence of the organ in the orchestra of the mystery-plays; through
its ecclesiastical associations, it represented Paradise, and this symbolic
attribute was carried over into the illustrations. Moreover, harps, lutes, and
rebecs, so frequent in artistic representations of Paradise or the holy
family, were employed in the liturgical drama whenever the figure of
Jesus came forward to speak.327
In short, the representation of certain instruments endemic to Trecento angel
concerts might have referred to mystery plays (and, by implication, to the practices of the
laudesi confraternities that usually staged them). There are caveats in that the preferred
instruments had prior theological sanction, and that angel-musicians were not necessarily
mimetic. For instance, they play their instruments all at once, which would generate a
non-sweet noise if interpreted literally. They also kneel rather like laudesi members in the
friar-serviced Baroncelli altarpiece, but stand or hover in various works of art sponsored
actually commissioned by confraternities, such as the Orsanmichele tabernacle and the

menez cry espouventable; cessez, cessez, de par le deable, vostre chant s’accord trop mal.” Rastall 1994:
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Sant’Agnese laudario.328 Regardless, the paradisiacal aesthetic and its intended spiritual
consequences were common to pictures and performances featuring angel concerts. The
combination of theology and concretization which characterized this subject amounted to
a parabolic nesting of the anagogical in the literal: i.e., the actual performance of psalmic
instruments pointed to the proper music of angels.

Aesthetic Regulations
This premise that the aestheticization of angelic “appearance” and “sound” were
critical to the angelizing or parabolic capacity of angel-musician images is affirmed by
contemporary aesthetic regulations which sought the same ends (to demonstrate the
celestial mysteries) by the same means (by aestheticizing them, to invite an anagogic
response), in both liturgical and paraliturgical settings. The commonality stemmed simply
from the fact that the same metaphysical system governed all phenomena, but I believe
that angels exerted some causality on these regulations inasmuch as their involvement in
celestial worship cast them as ideal vehicles to model their ministries.329 Innocent III, for
example, listed the ways in which deacons resembled the angels of Revelations in their
liturgical duties: “They are the seven golden candles, they are the voices of thunder, who
announce peace, preach the Gospel, compose the altar table, offer the Eucharist, etc.”330
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Pertinent Trecento outcomes included the relatively systematic representation of angels
as clergy to manifest heaven within sacred settings, new ideas about the decorum and
power of images, and the multiplication of Gothic “tabernacles” to represent celestial
niches as framing devices. Images that show the enmeshment of Trecento angels into the
liturgy include the seraphim on the Chalice of Peter of Sassoferrato, and the musical
angel-deacons kneeling before Christ and Mary’s throne in the S. Pier Maggiore
Coronation altarpiece (Fig. 8, 47). An especially compelling image is Lippo Memmi’s
Madonna and Child with the nine angelic orders in a tabernacle made for an individual
Dominican friar (ca. 1350) (Fig. 59). In this case, the angels do not play instruments but
offer liturgical accessories such as candles, garlands, codices, and faldstools; the emptyhanded seraphim at the apex presumably sing the Sanctus.
That the liturgy should have an anagogical dimension was an ancient idea; the
Pseudo-Dionysius and his successors defined the church liturgy as an icon of the celestial
one performed by the angelic hierarchy.331 Yet he did not linger much on the
metaphysical technicalities of mystical ascent:
The Divine Institution of sacred Rites, having deemed it worthy of the
supermundane imitation of the Heavenly Hierarchies, and having depicted
the aforesaid immaterial Hierarchies in material figures and bodily
compositions, in order that we might be borne, as far as our capacity
permits, from the most sacred pictures to the instructions and similitudes
without symbol and without type, transmitted to us our most Holy
Hierarchy. For it is not possible for our mind to be raised to that immaterial
330

“Hi septem candelabra aurea, hi voces tonitruorum, qui pacem annuntiant, praedicant
Evangelium, mensam component, offerunt Eucharistiam, etc. Quae licet humiliter, tamen excellenter ad
eorum spectant ministerium.” De sacro altaris mysterio, V.
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Priests and laity shared in the contemplation of the liturgy by way of the feast cycle, which
represented the divine plan (oikonomia) to redeem the world through Christ’s Incarnation (e.g., Manuel
Philes, Carmina). The liturgy was both historical and anagogical; the anagogical approach also grew out of
Scriptural exegesis and flourished in the Dionysian corpus and revived to some degree with Nicholas
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representation and contemplation of the Heavenly Hierarchies, without
using the material guidance suitable to itself, accounting the
visible splendors as reflections of the invisible splendor; and the sweet odors
of the senses as emblems of the spiritual distribution; and the material lights
as a likeness of the gift of the immaterial enlightenment; and the detailed
sacred instructions, of the feast of contemplation within the mind; and the
ranks of the orders [of angels] here, of the harmonious and regulated habit,
with regard to Divine things; and the reception of the most Divine
Eucharist, of the partaking of Jesus, and whatever other things were
transmitted to Heavenly Beings supermundanely, but to us symbolically.332
The Dionysian attitude still prevailed in fourteenth-century Byzantium, and was
witnessed most explicitly in depictions and mystagogical commentaries on the Great
Entrance, whose “central symbolism—that the deacons bearing the unconsecrated gifts
symbolize the entrance of Christ escorted by the heavenly hosts that acclaim him with the
angelic chant—expressed the Dionysian concept of the earthly liturgy imaging forth the
heavenly.”333 A multitude of images were quite direct in expressing this concept by
showing the celebrant in persona Christi and the angels as deacons who mediated
between the clergy and congregation.334 Woodfin has noted an eloquent example in an
iconostasis curtain of 1399 from the Chilandar Monastery on Mt. Athos, which shows the
culmination of a Great Entrance procession with Christ vested as a patriarch, assisted by
two angel-deacons as well as Basil and Chrysostom as bishops.335 The curtain would be
drawn aside at the Great Entrance and Communion to display the altar and celebrant that
332
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the angels are deacons. See Taft 1975: 211, and Woodfin 2012: 193-4.
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simultaneously revealed and concealed the sacramental reality of Christ’s presence in the
Eucharist.336
In the West, beginning in the thirteenth century, canon law promulgated concrete
regulations that aimed at purity and intelligibility—not by presenting moments of the
Divine Liturgy as a series of icons, but by general principles that understood the aesthetic
in relation to both precept and materiality, and as fostering both affect and cognition.
Durandus asserted that the liturgy’s physical setting and choreography signified a higher
order of things, and required study and explication to be understood.337 Salient
stipulations included the decorous celebration of the Mass, the ordering of ornamenta as
something consequential to the ordering of the soul, the conservation of the Eucharist in
dedicated tabernacles, reverence for altars and the standardization of their colors, and
signposting important events (e.g., the moment of transubstantiation) with light, incense,
and bells.338 More specifically, the Mass was to be pronounced distincte et aperte, lights
had universal symbolic importance and helped the visibility of the elevated Host, its
elevation as well as the ringing of bells excited devotion, and altarpieces clarified an
altar’s dedication.339 Innocent III emphasized a distinction in colors to mark the liturgical
calendar, naming the colors white, red, green, and black as of general use, and violet as
occasionally employed.340 He also prescribed placing a cross with a candle to either side
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on the altar for festal Masses; Durandus extended Innocent’s words to apply to ferial
usage, and Grosseteste’s pastoral Templum Dei also refers to two lights in the section “De
sacramento altaris.”341 The Franciscans and Dominicans likewise adopted regulations that
were standard across both orders, and virtually identical to those propounded by the
ecclesiastical hierarchy. Most pertinently, the Dominican Master General Humbert of
Romans (d. 1277), designated the task of the “sagrista” of each monastery to decorate the
altar for chief festivals with “beautiful and decent” reliquaries, crosses, and images and
“other fitting decorations.”342

For Images
These legislations affected altarpieces to the greatest degree, but indirectly
nonetheless—it was not until 1310 that the Synod of Trier declared that every altar
should display some kind of image (whether a painting, sculpture, or otherwise) featuring
its patron saint, striking at the motive of intelligibility.343 But painted altarpieces were
immensely popular, and were regulated partly by local custom and primarily by canon
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law, e.g., Durandus’s synodalia (Constitutiones et instructiones).344 Though written for
the diocese of Mende, these “were swiftly known and disseminated in Italy, most
prominently in the synodalia of Papiniano della Rovere, sometime papal chancellor and
later bishop of Novara, and they can be traced soon after in legislation in both Bologna
and Florence.”345
The now-missing high altarpiece made by Ugolino di Nerio for S. Maria Novella
fulfilled the purposes of intelligibility, honoring the saints, and edifying the faithful.346 A
chronicle of this convent dating to 1586, by the friar Fra Modesto Biliotti, described the
painting as “…a golden panel in which is shown the most blessed, ever-Virgin Mary
holds the child Jesus, and also various angels and fathers of both testaments.”347 Joanna
Cannon has suggested that Dominic and Peter Martyr were among the saints, partly
because the necrological records of S. Maria Novella name the sub-prior Fra Barone
Sassetti (d. 1324) as the altarpiece’s patron (“…tabulam altaris sua procuratione fieri
fecit”).348 She argued that these heroes of the Dominican order would have been
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especially apt choices for a friar described as confessor magnus et predicator (though to
be sure, the necrology diligently recorded each deceased friar’s good qualities: for
instance, that he was intelligent, useful, or devotois conspectu angelicu).349 Ugolino’s
gold, iconic polyptych with the Hodegetria soon came into conversation with Jacopo
Cambi’s Gothicizing white paliotto of the Coronation, which features an ogee arcade and
angel concert (Fig. 46).350 Together, these objects represented the main threads of
Trecento aesthetics, aligned ornamenta to the structure of the soul, and encouraged the
decorous celebration of the Mass by generating reverence for the altar (like the Gothic
tabernacle of the Orsanmichele Madonna).
Private chapels were also furnished as appropriate settings to stage pastorally
effective rituals, to which images of angel concerts frequently contributed.351 Provisions
for images in these spaces emphasized beauty, honor, glory, ornament, sumptuousness,
and decorum. For example, the contract (dated April 15, 1285) for Duccio’s Laudesi
Madonna for the Società di S. Maria Vergine at S. Maria Novella required the painter
(Fig. 30):
…to paint a most beautiful picture, that is, to make a great panel for said
confraternity, for the honor of the blessed and glorious Virgin Mary.
[Duccio himself must] paint and ornament said panel with the figures of
the blessed Virgin Mary and her omnipotent Son and other figures, to the
will and pleasure of the confraternity, and he must gild and make every
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last piece, so that said panel will be as sumptuous and beautiful as
possible.352
The exceptionally detailed 1334 testament of Albizzo di Nardo Rucellai bequeathed 160
florins to the All Saints chapel at the foot of S. Maria Novella’s belltower, partly for
adorning the altar with paintings, altarcloths and other ornaments, a chalice, and other
decorative “necessities” such as altar frontals and liturgical vestments.353 This bequest
also provided for a fresco of the Coronation accompanied by angel-musicians (ca. 1335)
on the chapel’s entrance wall (Fig. 60).354 During services, a crucifix and two burning
candlesticks stood in front of altarpieces, and oil lamps (lampade) burned in the vicinity
of other venerated images (e.g., Ricuccio di Puccio’s 1312 testament left a yearly
donation to illuminate the Laudesi Madonna and Giotto’s Crucifix).355 Otherwise, chapel
decorations could include gilt stars suspended from the vault to celebrate the
Annunciation, Epiphany, Ascension, or Assumption: the stars could depict Mary or
Christ in the center, with painted seraphim or cherubim and sometimes lit candles
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suspended from its rays.356 Another option was polychromed and sometimes clothed
votive wax figures, e.g., of St. Peter Martyr associated with another laudesi company
based at S. Maria Novella.357
The insistence on beauty and decorum reveals that Duecento and Trecento sacred
images exerted a certain power related to their aesthetic qualities, which were based
substantially on Byzantine icons, physically and metaphysically. Even without accepting
any direct existential link between image and prototype, Trecento Christians believed that
the utility of images depended on both the immanent and transcendent dimensions of
their faith, and consequently that grace could be expressed materially and transmitted
thence to human beings. They understood Byzantine icons to have a special charisma in
this transaction, due apparently to their antiquity or at least their perpetuation of ancient
tradition (especially with respect to the miraculous and historical Hodegetria icon) (Fig.
4).358 The Dominican Fra Giordano of Pisa (d. 1310), preaching in Florence in 1306,
declared that “old pictures from Greece [are] as compelling as Scripture” in depicting the
saints “exactly as they appeared in real life.”359 This attitude had compelled first the
friars, and subsequently all types of patrons, to commission icon-like panels as agents of
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spiritual conversion. Examples included the Hodegetria copies in Duccio’s “Laudesi
Madonna” and Maestà altarpiece, in Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Massa Marittima altarpiece,
in the Orsanmichele “super icon,” in the high altarpiece of S. Maria Novella, and
evidently in the Gondi Chapel of the same church. The Necrologio noted, “Of Fra
Raineri, a brother [of S. Maria Novella], who received the Dominican habit in 1264, we
read that: ‘He was called the Greek…and went to his relations in Achaia, where he
entered the Order and then returned. He chose St. Luke the Evangelist as his patron, and
adorned his Altar [in the Gondi Chapel] as was fitting.’”360
At the same moment, theologians were revisiting their justifications of the
legitimacy of sacred images, pushing affect (i.e., the interior dimension of the aesthetic)
to the forefront of the issue. The tenet that the activation of sacred images involved
theories of participation prompted Aquinas and Bonaventure to cite John of Damascus
first with respect to veneration accruing to the prototype, and second to contend that
images should serve affectus or a state of mind (ad excitandum devotionis affectum)
alongside the traditional goals of edification and memory.361 To elaborate: Aquinas
described devotio as the conscious and willed turning of the mind to God (a rational act),
with the intended emotions (affectus) of joy at God’s goodness and sadness at man’s
inadequacy.362 It turns out that pictures of the Virgin and Child were ideal for stirring joy,
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reinforcing the argument that angel-musicians were intended to elicit this state.
Concerning edification and memory, angel-musician images analogized to the words and
structure of mendicant sermons as well as laude in employing a form of contemplation
synthesized from Scripture, similitude, and exempla which were often drawn from the
Golden Legend.363
Finally, sacred images—especially ones relating to the liturgy, such as Lippo
Memmi’s personal icon—were often framed in “tabernacles” that employed Gothic
microarchitecture. Victor Schmidt has explained that the designation “tabernacle” could
refer to several types of objects: a shrine with images of saints, the container for the
Eucharistic host, or indeed a diptych or triptych with either sculpted or painted panels,
usually used for personal devotion domestically or in a private chapel.364 Arguably, the
Gothic frames of altarpieces could also operate as tabernacles: the five cusped arches
constituting that of the Strozzi altarpiece stand out nearly two inches and project strong
shadows, suggesting the appearance of an altar baldachin (Fig. 50).365 Sarah Guerin has
recently explored microarchitectural tabernacles as postulating an idiom of enshrinement,
to encourage the ideal veneration modeled by angels (i.e., a contemplative state of
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immediate vision).366 Similarly, Mary Carruthers has discussed microarchitecture as a
mnemonic device as well as a platform for performing the interior liturgy.367

For Music
Aesthetic regulations also addressed music, according to the same concept that
literal properties contained vestiges of divine truth, and could parabolically generate
mystical union therewith. Innocent III foreshadowed the rationale with which Aquinas
and Bonaventure later justified sacred images by encouraging churchmen to sing
liturgical hymns with consonant and harmonious voices, in order to arouse devotion in
the audience’s souls (animos audientium ad devotionem Dei valent excitare), in imitation
of the cantors and musicians whom David had instituted to praise God.368 He elaborated
on the ways in which human beings ought to praise God, making reference to the various
angelic grades and the harps of Revelations:
The heavens are said to praise God, because in praise they stand above the
material. Thus the Prophet David: “Heavens of the heavens and the waters
which are above the heavens, praise the name of God” (Psalm 148). […]
The seraphim burn with charity…the angels praise the eternal and
indivisible Trinity, the dominations adore, the powers tremble, and with
them we add our voices. […] On which matter said John the Evangelist:
“And I heard the voice of harpists harping with their harps, and they sang
as it were a new song” (Revelation 14).369
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As I already stated, the angel-harpist who comforted St. Francis’s soul contributed to his
general embrace of secular melody as a means to approaching the divine.370 As for the
Dominicans: in 1256, Humbert of Romans issued a testament standardizing the order’s
liturgical music, conformed to the convent of St. Jacob in Paris.371 A Gradual from S.
Maria Novella (1270s) reveals substantial consonance with other trends in reiterating the
exultant, harmonious, and decorous singing of the angelic hierarchy. For instance, the
hymn for Dominic, celebrated on August 5, began: “In celesti hierarchica/ nova sonnet
armonica/ novo ducta cantico.”372 Likewise, a fourteenth-century antiphonary from the
same church designated the times for singing the hymns or verses Regina coeli, Salve
regina misericordie/Ave regina angelorum, and Exultet celum laudibus.373
Francis’s open-minded attitude toward vernacular music motivated scholastic
thinkers to ground instrumental allegory by exploring their actual sounds—and perhaps
friars to encourage laudesi practice in its full musical vibrancy.374 The Franciscans
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Robert Grosseteste, Roger Bacon, and Bartholomeus Anglicus linked vocal and
instrumental music, gestures, and the ornament of rhetoric in the care of souls. For
instance, Grosseteste recommended stringed instruments for the “sweetening” of beasts,
rocks, and young clerics; Bartholomeus Anglicus analogized heartstrings with the harp
“at the time when the heart was coming to be recognized as the seat of the affections.”375
Both in and beyond the Franciscan context, the vielle as an approximation to the cithara
“found its way into almost every area of intellectual life: the sermon; the music-treatise;
the psalm-commentary; the gloss upon Aristotle; the romance.”376 Johannes de Grocheio
contended that the vielle was the greatest of stringed instruments because it contained the
sounds of all other instruments and therefore had the greatest capacity “to move people’s
minds with sound.”377 Aquinas was relatively skeptical, noting, “such musical
instruments [as the flute and harp] move the soul to pleasure rather than create a good
disposition within it,” and “the Church does not make use of musical instruments such as
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harps and psalteries, in the divine praises, for fear of seeming to imitate the Jews.”378
Nonetheless:
…Whatever is useful in conducing [man’s devotion to God] is becomingly
adopted in the divine praises. Now it is evident that the human soul is
moved in various ways according to various melodies of sound, as the
Philosopher states [Polit. viii, 5], and also Boethius [De Musica,
prologue]. Hence the use of music in the divine praises is a salutary
institution, that the souls of the faint-hearted may be the more incited to
devotion.379
During the Trecento, the liturgical performance of musical instruments was
restricted to organs, bells, and exceptionally the trumpet.380 Of these, exegetes as early as
Gregory the Great had understood the organ to symbolize the praise of God, and
therefore represent Paradise generally. Aquinas affirmed it as an ecclesiastical
instrument, and Fra Simone de Salterelli (d. 1347) installed two organs in S. Maria
Novella: “Fecit etiam fieri organa in eclesia [sic]. Et campanile.”381 At the same time,
paraliturgical performances such as mystery plays and laudesi services engaged a much
wider repertoire of musical instruments inside the very same churches, whether in the
companies’ chapels or in the vicinity of the rood screen. All in all, the relatively realistic
depiction of angels playing vielles and other familiar instruments would have evoked the
experience of tangible sound, with some connection to actual performance and with
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effects subject to intellectual training.382 The circumstance of iconized sweet sound
prompted anagogic ascent and contributed to the angels’ aforementioned role of
demonstrating the ideal habitus for sacramental efficacy.

The Baroncelli Altarpiece
Giotto’s Coronation of the Virgin altarpiece for the Baroncelli Chapel of S. Croce,
Florence, presents the opportunity to gauge the parabolic effects of angelic aesthetics
within the holistic environment of a particular chapel (Fig. 43).
The Baroncelli Chapel was a family tomb chapel dedicated to the Virgin
Annunciate in the Franciscan church of S. Croce.383 It is beyond the scope of the present
project to delve into the holistic soundscape of this church; but in the chapel itself,
ceremonial was generally restricted to the performance of daily requiem Masses by a
single celebrant.384 Only the feast of the Annunciation would have occasioned a solemn
Mass attended by family members and other laypersons.385 The chapel’s altarpiece shows
an angel concert happily accompanying the Coronation of Mary, a perfect subject for this
feast day and for an altar (where bread and wine mystically became Christ’s body and
blood), because it honored Mary’s centrality to Christ’s Incarnation and therefore human
salvation. The altarpiece’s iconography alludes to Jacobus de Voragine’s account of this
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event, quoted at greater length in Chapter One.386 Christ summoned Mary to heaven by
quoting the Assumption liturgy, which was based on verses from Canticles: “the cantor
[Jesus] sweetly intoned, ‘Come from Lebanon, my spouse, come from Lebanon; thou
shalt be crowned.’” Then, the angels welcomed her into heaven with a joyful noise:
“Today the heavens welcome the Virgin joyfully, Angels rejoicing, Archangels
jubilating, Thrones exalting, Dominations psalming, Principalities harmonizing, Powers
harping, Cherubim and Seraphim hymning and leading her to the supernal tribunal of
divine majesty.”387
Thus some angels in the altarpiece sing blissfully with the throngs of the blessed
while others play stringed instruments (vielles, a psaltery, and a bowed gittern) as well as
trumpets, shawms, portative organs, and a bagpipe.388 Only the central gable survives,
featuring a bust of God the Father in a barbed trefoil holding a sprig from the Tree of
Life, and angels holding sunglasses to protect their eyes while they gaze upon his
ineffable brilliance (Fig. 61).389 The fact that some angel-musicians in the main panels
gaze at this sacramental representation of God and others at Christ and Mary suggests
that the angels not only embellish the iconography of the Golden Legend, but also
perform liturgical hymns in concert with the celebrant and any others present. They
would have concelebrated the Sanctus of the requiem Mass, and at least evoked other
passages of the same ceremony, such as the Lux aeterna (“Lux aeterna luceat eis,
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Domini,/ Cum sanctis tuis in aeternum…”) and In Paradisum (“In paradisumdeducant
angeli;/ In tuo adventu suscipiant te martyrus/ Et perducant te in civitatem sanctam
Jerusalem…”). They also arguably performed or summoned Marian hymns with germane
verses, most likely the Ave regina coelorum for the feast of the Annunciation: “Hail,
Queen of Heaven, hail mistress of the angels, hail root, hail gate through which the light
of the world arose! Rejoice glorious Virgin, more beautiful than all, fare well O most
graceful, pray for us to Christ!”390
The cooperation of music-making and visionary angels in the Baroncelli
altarpiece promoted mystical access to Mary and the Trinity in a manner that was
meaningful for both Franciscan friars and laypersons. This presentation was effective
inasmuch as friars and members of the Baroncelli family were keen to imitate these
essential angelic acts, due to the precepts of their Order or on their relatives’ behalf, but
with the same ultimate goal of achieving blessedness. To this end, the bodily senses
complemented cognition and performance in animating the altarpiece, as situated in its
architectural envelope. The sensuous depiction of light and music adhered to scholastic
notions about the apparitions and music of angels, and thereby opened the door for
viewers to translate these perceptions to the inner eye and inner ear. Those who entered
this realm could join the angels in the immediate vision and worship of God, in the
contemplative realm where the interior liturgy took place in mystical union with the
angelic one.
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Setting
The angelizing effects of the altarpiece emerged within S. Croce as a network of
functional spaces that blended and clashed (Fig. 62). The church served the Florentine
faithful in general, powerful families, and friars who were well educated and authoritative
in pastoral care, following a life modeled on the active and mystical ministries of the
angels.391 S. Croce was extremely large and rich for a mendicant church, but its Gothic
design accommodated its various functions and signaled what Trachtenberg has called
the “deep spiritual mode” of medieval Italian architecture—with the most
characteristically Gothic forms marking important loci of devotional focus.392 These
included the polygonal apse of the cappella maggiore, the rood screen (tramezzo), the
cusped gables of the Baroncelli Altarpiece, and Ugolino di Nerio’s multistoried high
altarpiece of the Madonna and Child in the company of angels, prophets, and Franciscan
saints (ca. 1325) (Fig. 63).393 Furthermore, S. Croce’s relic of the True Cross was set into
a crystal cross, signed by Bertuccio da Venezia, with quatrefoil and trefoil terminals
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imitating the embossed ornament on the main and second stories of Ugolino’s frame.394
This reliquary was carried in a procession and set upon the high altar on the feasts of the
Invention and Exaltation of the Cross, animating the altarpiece’s Hodegetria-derived
central panel as a symbol of the Eucharist and the ten spandrel angels as evidence that
angels manifested at the consecration (the other spandrels feature one angel only).395
The nave’s high and wide arcading rests on thin supports, promoting a visibility
once nuanced by the tramezzo that spanned the full width of the church in the fifth nave
bay (Fig. 64). This vaulted screen was high, deep, replete with chapels, and featured an
expressly Gothic façade composed of a series of gabled, trefoil-headed niches.396 It
preceded the enclosed friars’ choir and regulated access to the rituals and spaces behind,
namely the high altar, the Mass and Offices, and private chapels in which friars said
Masses for the souls of the wealthy.397 The church had ten private chapels by the high
altar, more at the transept heads, a timber-roofed nave that facilitated preaching by
amplifying sound, and a mostly-lost skin of frescoes.398 Color stands out as a distinctive
characteristic; Giorgio Gucci thus described the mosques (“churches built by sultans”) he
saw during his 1384 journey to the Holy Land: “The churches are large and of great work
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and building, as S. Maria Novella and S. Croce, and within they are all white without any
painting.”399
Otherwise, the Baroncelli Altarpiece was the first installment of a series of angelmusicians at S. Croce. The other extant ones form a set of three Marian frescoes in spaces
of varying accessibility, but all evidently commissioned by laypersons for intercessory
purposes. The first was a midcentury Coronation attended by angel-musicians, singing
friars, and a kneeling donor by Maso di Banco that had filled the northeastern bay of the
cloister walk, and whose bottom half was destroyed when Vasari constructed a portal
leading into the right aisle of the church (Fig. 44).400 Maso nearly copied Giotto’s figures
of Christ and Mary as well as the first angel-musician to their right. The next, by
Francesco di Michele, portrayed the Madonna and Child Enthroned between SS.
Benedict, Louis, John the Evangelist, another kneeling donor, and a pair of flying angelmusicians (the visible one plays a psaltery) from the basilica wall behind the second altar
of the right aisle (1387) (Fig. 65). Lastly, in the fifth bay of the left aisle, Pietro Nelli
depicted the Madonna of Humility nursing Christ (ca. 1390-5), accompanied by angels
playing a psaltery and lute as well as a final kneeling donor who has removed his red hat
out of respect for this mystical event (Fig. 66).401
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size, for its visibility from the transept, and for the projection of its tomb and decoration
into this space, broadcasting the family’s wish that Mary and the friars would help them
to resurrect among the blessed (Fig. 67).402 The chapel’s south-facing stained-glass
window lit the privileged space of the friars’ choir and high altar throughout the day.
Outside the chapel, on the transept wall, prophets loom above the entrance with scrolls
foretelling the Incarnation, initiated by statues of Gabriel and Mary directly below.403 The
wall tomb to the right of the entrance arch presents the optimistic ensemble of a Deesis
relief, a screen framed by roses, a Virgin and Child under a cusped gable carved with
more roses, and a fresco of Christ’s vacated tomb above. To the left of the entrance arch,
at eye-level, a life-size angel wearing a stole and pink guarnello (a type of gown) holds a
situla in its left and extends its right; a starburst-like design above its head might be
vestiges of an aspgergillum used to sprinkle holy water. Marco Bussagli associated
guarnello-wearing angels, which he termed “angeli con lo sbuffo” (“angels with the
puff”), with the early- to mid-Quattrocento, but the message of angelic intervention in the
liturgy is apropos to the chapel’s program.404
The rose-framed image of the Virgin and Child prefaces the Coronation scene of
the altarpiece, which is set off by similar ballflower to designate Mary as Christ’s
mystical bride. The altar itself echoes the tomb’s relief sculpture, displaying a
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thematically germane composition of roses, a seraph, and the sacrificial lamb in place of
the Deesis group.405 The consonance between the chapel’s exterior and interior ornament
continues with the Annunciation and Adoration scenes on its south wall. Standing saints
fill the lancets of this wall’s aforementioned window, and numerous virtues line its
frame. Its crown shows Christ, in the guise of a loving seraph, piercing the hands and feet
of St. Francis with stigmata. It was probably the friars who urged linking Francis with
Mary as another somatic and mystical participant in the divine.406
So noted, the Coronation altarpiece completed the mystical and narrative themes
of the Baroncelli Chapel’s program.407 The altarpiece, the altar relief, and the window
crown jointly expressed an overlapping set of subjects: Christ’s mystical marriage to
Mary as a symbol of the liturgy, the wounding love of bridal mysticism, the human blood
and divine water of the Holy Spirit that poured from Christ’s wound to become the
Eucharist, the same substances that composed Mary’s breast milk, and the concelebration
of the Mass by humans and angels.408 Francis himself addressed Mary in Eucharistic
terms, in his Salutation of the Blessed Virgin: “Hail, O Lady, Holy Queen, Mary, holy
Mother of God, Who are the Virgin made Church…Hail his palace! Hail his tabernacle!
...And hail all You holy virtues which are poured into the hearts of the faithful through
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the grace and enlightenment of the Holy Spirit.”409 He echoed St. Bernard of Clairvaux,
who had commented additionally on Mary’s role as queen of the angels: she “ascended
even to the angelic choirs [and even beyond them]…For she must needs mount beyond
the heavenly host in order to draw that living water…to pour down upon men.”410 In the
altarpiece, the angels’ joyous acclamation of Mary enlightens the chapel’s dedication to
the Virgin Annunciate and its primary function for requiem Masses. The reason and
cosmology of the angels’ ceremony reinforces the possibility that the altarpiece
instantiated the angelic joy associated with hymns of redemption to drive home the
Baroncelli family’s hopes for joining the company of the blessed who surround her.

Vision and Illumination
This wish for salvation is the juncture where the intention of the designers and the
agency of the Baroncelli altarpiece as an object came together. Part of the object-subject
discourse concerned current understandings of Gothic visual culture and the power of
sacred images. I stated above that Gothic architectural forms were desirable on a small
scale (e.g., the frame of the altarpiece) as a method to invite contemplation and the
adoption of the “beautiful attitudes” of angels, which also had something to do with
postures observed in laudesi practice or mystery plays.411 Likewise, painted panels with
hieratic figures and a multiplicity of gold haloes had an essential affinity with Byzantine
icons, affirming Bonaventure and Aquinas’s novel opinions on the power of holy
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images.412 If the Baroncelli Altarpiece invited decorous modes of looking and liturgical
performance, its power emerged to a high degree in the parabolic strategies by which it
presented vision as a function of light, and music as a related means of mystical ascent.
Angels stood at the heart of both phenomena.
First, light was fundamental to vision and a common denominator for angelic
deeds both in and beyond the liturgy. Along with the scintillating gold of the haloes and
background, the angels’ bright colors also manifested God’s light, which (as stated
above) Dante described as shining through their hierarchies as a “rainbow from
rainbow.”413 During the Mass, candles would have spotlighted their crowded haloes
alongside liturgical vessels and a Crucifix, suggesting the angels’ concelebration and
involving them in the aesthetic regulations governing the decorous celebration of the
Mass.414 The altarpiece’s gable dispelled any doubt that the colors and candles pointed to
primordial light and the angels’ revelation thereof. Their sunglasses show an
understanding of this light as refractive, the same principle by which sunlight penetrates
the window to enact Francis’s stigmatization by the Christ-seraph, and seems to backlight
the frescoed angels who hail the Virgin and shock the shepherds from their sleep. Each of
these scenes reified the longstanding association of spiritual illumination with the angelic
hierarchy. Scholastic theologians and Dante additionally agreed that vision, beatitude,
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love for God, and joy generated one another (though they disputed the directionality of
the relationship).415 According to Dante, angels reflected divine light like mirrors:
So I say that God causes this love to take on his own likeness to the extent
that it is possible for it to resemble him. And the nature of that causation is
indicated by saying As it does into an angel that sees him. Here we must
further know that the first agent, namely God, instills his power into things
by means of direct radiance or by means of reflected light. Thus the divine
light rays forth into the Intelligences without mediation, and is reflected
into the other things by these Intelligences which are first illuminated.416
Music
The meanings of the music performed by the angels in the Baroncelli Altarpiece
concerned the cosmology of liturgical chant and the psalmic idea that the faithful should
praise God with every conceivable instrument, as well as the jubilation warranted by
Mary’s Coronation. The iconized “sound” of their concert advanced the altarpiece’s
purpose of instilling affectus and devotio, in terms of the inherent qualities of angels’
song and their quasi-realistic representation by a hierarchy of vocal and instrumental
music.
In addition to summoning the Sanctus and Marian hymns to mind, the angelmusicians depicted in the altarpiece offered a scaffold for mystical immersion in angels’
silent song. Both exegetical and aesthetic modes of engagement were necessary to
engender spiritual ascent from their rather literally rendered acts of music-making. On the
one hand, there was a Neoplatonic element analogous to the progressive illumination of
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the angelic choirs, and rooted in the concept of musica divina and exegeses of the
Sanctus, the harp-playing Elders of Revelations, and the Psalms of Praise. The
altarpiece’s nine groups of angel-musicians (one in front of the throne, and two in each
side panel) seem to articulate “the union of an idea of the ineffable, divine harmony of
the spheres.”417 Their arrangement displays a hierarchy of type and volume, with singing
and strings closest to the center, and portative organs as well as trumpets and shawms
toward the sides. Numerous contemporary comparanda support this reading: for example,
the manuscript of 1317 from Saint-Denis shows the Pseudo-Dionysius gazing upward to
the nine angelic choirs “rimming the arcs of the spheres underneath the Trinity,” as Gill
has described (Fig. 26).418 Björn Tammen has moreover shown that the instruments
played by the angels in this miniature cleave to a hierarchy of percussionalia, inflatilia,
and tensibilia, including drums, portative organs, and vielles, of which the latter category
was most privileged insofar as a seraph plays it.419 There is an even closer parallel to the
Baroncelli Altarpiece in the Sienese Niccolò di Ser Sozzo’s frontispiece for the Caleffo
dell’Assunta, to which he applied a similar understanding of the angel choirs’ musical
cosmology to the Assumption, evidently on the basis of the Golden Legend (Fig. 38). In
this case, the higher orders sing and only the lowest two orders—angels and archangels—
play a double-flute, fiddle, lute, and psaltery.420
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The angels’ motive of affectus and their convincing (if not wholly realistic)
performance suggest that this discourse depended to a considerable degree on the
altarpiece’s aesthetics, but not as the result of designating any one genre of musical
performance in the Baroncelli Chapel. First, there is no positive evidence for the
liturgical use of instruments in the chapel. Nor was it the site of a laudesi company or
mystery play, in which kneeling singers and the gentle sounds of stringed instruments
signaled the presence of Christ, Mary, and the angels.421 Second, while Emanuel
Winternitz attributed “the enormous invasion of Trecento angel concerts” ultimately to
polyphonic Marian hymns—which were a related technical development if not an
explanatory factor—monophonic chant was normative in this space.422 Third, the
composition of the instruments problematizes the general question of the angel concert’s
“realism.” That they involved significant realism is undeniable: for instance, the trumpetplaying angels imitated their earthly counterparts who accompanied coronations and
certain ecclesiastical events, both of which were pertinent to Mary as Queen and Church.
Vasari described the lifelikeness of the angels’ music-making in Pietro di Puccio’s
Coronation fresco (ca. 1390) in the Camposanto, above the entrance to the Aulla
Chapel:423
In that Campo Santo, then, following as the lesser evil the method used by
the others, [he] made in fresco, over the principal door and on the inner
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side, a Madonna borne to Heaven by a choir of angels, who are singing
and playing so vividly that there are seen in them all those various
gestures that musicians are wont to make in singing or playing, such as
turning the ears to the sound, opening the mouth in diverse ways, raising
the eyes to Heaven, blowing out the cheeks, swelling the throat, and in
short all the other actions and movements that are made in music.
Even so, Howard Mayer Brown rightly highlighted the ultimately dissonant effect by
which “the loud sounds added to normally soft angel music emphasized the splendor of
the ceremonial of the heavenly court.”424
Thus bearing in mind the artificiality of the Baroncelli Altarpiece’s angel concert,
the voices and instruments comprising the “normally soft angel music” point to certain
basic ideas undergirding the vocal and instrumental music of the liturgy, laude, or
mystery plays. They include the conceptualization of angels’ song as ineffable vis-à-vis
the frequent description of the music of heaven as “sweet” and the exploration of the
ways in which the sensory properties of voices and instruments could serve pastoral
needs. Contemporary ideas about the purposes and sounds of music suggest that the
angel-musicians of the Baroncelli altarpiece should—along with their revelation of
light—be understood as a deployment of the parabolic sense that exposed meaning in the
angels’ musical instruments, voices, and radiant faces and bodies. Their concert did not
reflect sublunary musical practice so much as transmute it into celestial jubilation.

Sweetness
A defining quality of angels’ song (per se and in its ciphers) was the
comprehensive concept of sweetness.425 The version of sweetness called dulcedo
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usually—but not exclusively—involved knowledge gained experientially, by the
senses.426 Its typically more intellectual form, suavitas, often concerned rhetorical
persuasion and had more of a social dimension.427 I do not mean to suggest that this
quality is the interpretive key to representations of angels’ song, any more than scholastic
or Dionysian philosophy. But Carruthers’ analysis of the broad reach of sweetness over
the five outer and inner senses could shed light on the devotional exchange that transpired
between angel-musician images as objects and the subjects who engaged them.428
The verse Psalm 33:9, “Taste and see that the Lord is sweet” (“gustate et videte
quoniam suavis est Dominus”) had claimed sweetness as an essential predicate of Christ
since the patristic era.429 Venantius Fortunatus (d. 609) applied this quality to his Good
Friday hymn Pange lingua gloriosi lauream certaminis, “sung to the glory of a
triumphant God, whose body was stretched on the Cross”: “Faithful Cross, among all
others a unique unchanging tree/ No woodland brought forth such a leaf, flower, shoot;/
Sweet tree sustaining a sweet burden with a sweet nail.”430 St. Bernard amplified the
association in his Sermons on the Song of Songs (e.g., “Jesus is honey in the mouth,
425
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melody in the ear, a jubilee in the heart”431) and in his hymns, appropriately including the
one to be sung for Lauds of the Most Holy Name: “Jesus, glory of the angels/ You are a
sweet canticle in the ear,/ Wondrous honey in the mouth,/ Heavenly nectar in the
heart.”432A statement by Innocent III is representative of its extension to both the ideal
manner and effects of liturgical celebration generally:
There are three facets of [liturgical] comportment: gesture, action, and
affect. There are three types of speech: oration, modulation, and lection.
There are three material components, that is, ornaments, instruments, and
elements. All of these things are full of the divine mystery and
overflowing with celestial sweetness (“singula coelesti dulcedine
redundantia”).433
Additionally, Jacobus de Voragine specified the premise to liturgical music and its
pastoral repercussions:
The altar is consecrated for the singing of the chant, as is indicated in
Ecclesiasticus 47:10-11: “He gave him power against his enemies; and he
set singers before the altar, and by their voices he made sweet melody.”
According to Hugh of St. Victor, this melody is of three kinds, for there
are three kinds of musical sounds, namely, those that are produced by
striking, by blowing, and by singing. The first pertains to stringed
instruments, the second to the organ, and the third to the voice. This
harmony of sound may be applied not only to the offices of the church, but
to the harmony of morals; the work of the hands is compared to the
striking or plucking of the strings, the devotion of the mind to the blowing
of the organ, and vocal prayer to the singing voice. Hugh goes on to say:
“What good is the sweetness of the heart? You train your voice, train your
will as well; you maintain the concord of voices, maintain also the
harmony of virtue.”434
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Sometimes painters even depicted angel-musicians to translate specific mystical
experiences of angelic singing, such as Orcagna’s student Niccolò di Tommaso painted a
portable icon portraying St. Bridget’s vision of the Nativity (ca. 1373-7) for her ardent
supporter, Lord Nicola Orsini of Nola (Fig. 52).435 Angels playing a psaltery and
portative organ accompany the angelic hymn Gloria (the verses of which emanate from
the mouths of the seraphim) into the mystical sound that Bridget heard during her vision:
The Virgin appeared to me kneeling with great reverence, standing with
her eyes fixed on Heaven as though suspended in ecstatic contemplation,
inebriated with divine sweetness. And then she turned in prayer to her son,
who radiated ineffable light and splendor. And then I heard the song of
angels, of miraculous sweetness (suavitatis) and of great sweetness
(dulcedinis).436
In the context of Trecento Florence, Dante’s Paradiso is especially pertinent for
rhapsodizing the sweetness of their song as a “vehicle of affective ascent and cosmic
harmony” through their nine choirs.437 For instance, he set Mary’s Coronation amidst
angels singing the Easter hymn Regina coeli “with such sweet sound within me the joy is
still ringing” (Canto 28).438 Then, he versified Aquinas’ argument that vision and love
intertwine, after which revelation “the heaven wholly filled with sweet song,” the Sanctus
434
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(Canto 26). Evidently sweetness functioned not only as something perceptible, but also as
an active force that struck the mind and heart together, parabolically engendering the
angelic state of spiritual sweetness.439 That is, the angelizing process was set into motion
by aesthetic sweetness and then generated spiritual sweetness, to achieve a state of grace
in the presence of God (i.e., sweetness was inherently parabolic). The depiction of angelmusicians sweetly performing their song was comprehensively effective for touching the
“bodily imagination” in order to render the soul angelically sweet.
Therefore one way to grasp the way in which the conversion from the aesthetic to
the supersensible transpired is by considering the ways in which sensory perception
activated the angels’ musical performance, in the chapel’s staged environment of
illumination. Evidence from objects, liturgical practice, and intellectual culture makes it
possible to posit the terms in which a friar or a Baroncelli conceived of the mechanics of
the senses. Regarding objects, the light refracting through the angels’ sunglasses, the
window, and the south wall indicated both divine light and its optical transmission. As for
liturgical practice, in the chapel and in S. Croce generally, the regulated use of images,
candles, liturgical colors, rhetoric, bells, and fragrances engaged the full sensorium in
order to ensure sacramental efficacy and make the presence of the angels tangible.440 The
experience of sweetness joined the angels, music, Mary, Christ, the typology of the
altarpiece, and the sacrament of the Eucharist. Images of angel-musicians forged paths
from the eyes and ears of the body to those of the heart and mind, the locus of the interior
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liturgy. Depicting the angels revealed God’s light with colors, candles, and joy at
humanity’s return to grace; presenting their music visually shifted its signification from
sound to celestial silence. Both phenomena reified angels’ characteristic sweetness,
operated by the mechanisms of aesthetic perception, and culminated in mystical
concelebration.

Conclusion
Images of music-making angels enacted the “parabolic sense” by embodying
aesthetic qualities associated with angelic “aspect” and “sound,” in order to impress
viewers’ inner senses therewith. Light, rainbow or jewel colors, and sweetness were the
principal traits that defined the nature of angels and angels’ song in literature and art.
Stringed instruments best represented the sweetness of angelic music, and other
instruments depicted had psalmic or ceremonial associations, but the concerts were also
clearly artificial and signaled that viewers should engage their inner ear. Trecento
pictures of angel-musicians also synthesized facets of Byzantine and Gothic visual
culture to achieve beautiful and decorous effects, most importantly clarity, affective
impact, and eliciting some manner of divine presence. The human mind was thought to
capable of converting these sensory data into a spiritual format, and thereby to assimilate
to the angelic hierarchies and perceive and participate directly in spiritual realities. The
aesthetics of angel-musicians were therefore critical to their utility in the effective
performance of ecclesiastical, personal, and vernacular iterations of the liturgy.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PERFORMING THE CELESTIAL LITURGY
“As we are to deal with meaning, let us begin with a paradigm: viz. that sacred symbols function
to synthesize a people’s ethos—the tone, character, and quality of their life, its moral and
aesthetic style and mood—and their worldview—the picture they have of the way things in sheer
actuality are, their most comprehensive ideas of order.”
--Clifford Geertz, “Religion as a Cultural System” (1965).
“For God meant that we should be thus free from passion, and this is indeed the mark of a mind
absolutely void of passion. Yea, He meant us further to be free from care and to have but one
work to perform, to sing as do the angels, without ceasing or intermission, the praises of
the Creator, and to delight in contemplation of Him and to cast all our care on Him.”
--John of Damascus, On the Orthodox Faith, II.11.

Medieval people and their institutions evolved imagery and performative
practices which engaged the idea that angelic ministry was a fundamental mimetic
concept of spirituality.441 St. Stephen remarked that the faithful “…have received the law
by the disposition of angels” (Acts 7:53). The Early Byzantine monk Maximus the
Confessor (d. 662) described the eschatological consequences of observing an “angelic
life” in terms of eternal concelebration:
The unceasing and sanctifying doxology by the holy angels in the
Trisagion signifies, in general, the equality in the way of life and conduct
and the harmony in the divine praising which will take place in the age to
come by both heavenly and earthly powers, when the human body now
rendered immortal by the resurrection will no longer weigh down the soul
by corruption and will not itself be weighed… In particular it signifies, for
the faithful…the splendor of life equal to the angels, so far as this is
possible for men, and the persistence in the theological hymnology; for
those who have knowledge, endless thoughts, hymns, and movements
concerning the Godhead which are equal to the angels, so far as humanly
possible.442
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Bernard of Clairvaux—in spite of his famous outbursts of censorious rhetoric—likewise
conceived his religious vocation as an angelic life of praise and love: “And so then it is in
God that we can love his angels affectionately, as our future fellow heirs, in the meantime
established by the Father and set before us as guides and teachers.”443 And according to
Aquinas, “by the gift of grace men can merit glory in such a degree as to be equal to the
angels, in each of the angelic grades; and this implies that men are taken up into the
orders of the angels.”444
In this chapter, I discuss the techniques by which music-making angels acted as
“guides and teachers” for late medieval monastics, ecclesiastics, and laypeople by
modeling the ideal enactment of the celestial liturgy in several functional object types and
performative scenarios. Musician angels abounded because they were able to animate
spiritual values by physical means, to translate through to emotional and mental faculties.
Their exemplary status was highly important inasmuch as the visible rituals of the
sacraments channeled God’s grace to those who received him with the proper habitus.
The following objects show the mimetic strategies by which music-making angels
aided the anagogical participation in their liturgy, in the course of performing variants of
the earthly one. I begin with the Byzantine pictures of the Divine Liturgy, in which angelclergy assist Christ as the priestly celebrant of the eternal Mass, because this material is
valuable for gauging the exemplary and metaphysical properties of angel-musicians in
Trecento sacred art. Then, I consider Jacopo di Cione’s high altarpiece of the Coronation
for the Benedictine convent S. Pier Maggiore (1370-1), a personal icon of the Madonna
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and Child Enthroned by Spinello Aretino (ca. 1385-90), Bernardo Daddi’s “super icon”
of the same subject for the guild oratory of Orsanmichele (1347), the laudario
(hymnbook) of the S. Agnese confraternity by the Master of the Dominican Effigies and
Pacino di Bonaguida (1340s), and Spinello’s processional banner for the Mary
Magdalene confraternity of Borgo San Sepolcro (ca. 1395). The majority of the Trecento
images depict either the Coronation or the Madonna and Child Enthroned, because both
scenes signified the unity of the celestial and earthly liturgies: the first by symbolizing the
convergence of the heavenly and earthly churches, and the second by symbolizing the
mystery of the Eucharist.

The Byzantine Divine Liturgy
In Chapter One, I addressed a set of songs that angels were believed to sing with
reasonable certainty in Byzantine art, including the Trisagion, Cherubikon, Alleluia,
Doxology, Christmas hymns, parts of the Akathistos, and the Psalms of Praise. Here, I
expand on my discussion of Late Byzantine scenes of the Cherubikon and Trisagion
performed by angel-clergy, because they demonstrated the celestial enactment of the
Divine Liturgy in spaces and objects that were implicated in its earthly reenactment.445
These images of angels’ song, like Trecento ones, showed a spiritual reality that only the
most elevated could see and hear mystically, not physically. Also, East and West, the
angelic hierarchy guided the process of divine ascent by the conventional steps of
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purification (analogized to deacons in the ecclesiastical hierarchy), illumination (priests),
and divine union (bishops and the Eucharist).446 The Pseudo-Dionysius explained:
…It is meet that those [orders of angels] who purify should bestow upon
others from their abundance of purity their own holiness: those who
illuminate, as possessing more luminous intelligence, duly receiving and
again shedding forth the light, and joyously filled with holy brightness,
should impart their own overflowing light to those worthy of it.447
I attribute differences in the metaphysical manner in which Byzantine depictions of
angels asserted themselves as exemplars to the fact that in Byzantium, angels per se, their
hymns, and their icons were vestigial “imprints” of God, linked by the purpose of
praising him.448 So were human beings, even if “weighed down” by their bodies. This
“great chain of images” denoted an essentially direct path from images of hymning
angels to “equality in the way of life and conduct and the harmony in the divine praising
which will take place in the age to come by both heavenly and earthly powers.”449

The Cherubikon/Trisagion
The Cherubikon accompanied the Great Entrance procession of the Eucharistic
elements from the sanctuary into the nave and back, in which deacons carried the bread in
veiled patens and priests carried the wine in chalices.450 After the procession, the
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celebrant secretly said the consecration prayer, and then the clergy, congregation, and
angels all sang the Trisagion.451 Byzantine artists normally iconized this moment as
seraphim, cherubim, and thrones singing the hymn while flying around the heavenly
altar—whether on an altar veil, an altar canopy, or the heavenly altar depicted on a vault
or dome.452 There are examples on the Thessaloniki epitaphios (ca. 1300) as well as the
Mourphou ciborium (ca. 1500), the superstructure of the Peribleptos Church of Mistra
(ca. 1350-75), and a complete redaction in the ceiling of the Probota Monastery in
Romania (1529) (Fig. 1, 3, 57).453
These images concretized the angelic participation of the Trisagion or Cherubikon
in objects and spaces that promoted the mystical concelebration of these ceremonies. In
so doing, the scenes deputized the parallel and liminal roles of real angels in the liturgy.
And liturgy—so often a bridge between form and meaning—was a direct and vital artery
to gaining the bliss promised by depictions of angels’ song. Depictions of the Cherubikon
and Trisagion functioned especially transparently as icons of the celestial liturgy, for
which they were so often a synechdoche. First, the pictures imaged forth these hymns’
liturgical directions: e.g., Symeon ofThessalonika, Contra haereses, PG 155: 340. At Mistra, the blue veils
seem to me to represent the liturgical color “bright,” and the red ones “dark.”
451
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themes of concelebration leading to theosis.454 Both had aesthetic components suggesting
angels’ song, namely continuity layered with silences. The Cherubikon intoned:
We who mystically represent the cherubim and sing the thrice-holy
hymn…let us lay aside all worldly care to receive the King of All escorted
unseen by the angelic hierarchy. Alleluia. […] Let all mortal flesh be
silent, and stand in fear and trembling…for the King of Kings and Lord of
Lords comes forth to be slain and given as food to the faithful. The choirs
of angels go before him, with all the principalities and powers, the manyeyed cherubim and six-winged seraphim, faces covered, and proclaiming
the hymn: Alleluia!
Now the powers of heaven worship with us unseen, for behold the King of
Glory enters…In faith and love let us approach in order to become sharers
in eternal life. Alleluia.455
And the Trisagion:
…It is very meet, right and befitting…that we should…sing unto you…O
Lord…of all creation, visible and invisible…to serve you and pour forth
an unceasing hymn of glory: angels and archangels, thrones, dominions,
principalities, powers and virtues, and the many-eyed cherubim praise
you; about you stand the seraphim…crying one unto another, with
continuing voice unstilled songs of praise…exclaiming: “Holy, holy, holy,
is the Lord of Hosts: heaven and earth are full of your glory.”456
Also, the entire Great Entrance transpired as a sequence of veiling and unveiling,
shifting between spiritual and physical realms while moving through spaces of greater or
lesser sanctity.457 To expand on my brief statement above, the clergy sang the
Cherubikon to themselves as they prepared the Eucharistic gifts, while a deacon censed
everything in sight. Then a series of priests and deacons processed the gifts through the
nave, singing the Cherubikon all the while. They met the celebrant at the iconostasis
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doors, from where he took the gifts to the altar, and said the silent consecration prayer
invoking “thousands of archangels and myriads of angels, with the cherubim and sixwinged seraphim, many-eyed, sublime, winged…singing, crying, exclaiming the hymn of
victory.”458 At this point the whole church resounded with the Trisagion.

Throughout the ceremony, depictions of angels following the liturgical rubrics
and performing the hymns revealed their actual presence, their status as sublime versions
of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and the power of concelebration to elevate the faithful to
their ranks. In the bema of the Peribleptos Church in Mistra, for instance, angel-deacons
approach the altar bearing veiled patens on their heads, and angel-priests follow with
chalices (Fig. 57). I mentioned in Chapter One that deacons imitated the mediating
competency of angels, and had the Trisagion stitched onto their oraia. Chrysostom wrote
that when the priest presented the sacrifice, the angels actually burst into the church:
“Angels surround the priest; the whole sanctuary and the space around the altar are filled
with the heavenly hosts, worshipping him who lies upon the altar.”459 Hence the dome of
the Serbian church of Gracanica (after 1320) portrays “myriads” of angels, presided over
by a seraph holding rhipidia, flocking the consecrated Host (Fig. 68). Consecration
converted the bread and wine into the body and blood of Christ to sanctify the faithful,
who (according to Nicholas Kabasilas) “gain…the inheritance of the kingdom of heaven,
and similar good things.”460 The resonant soundscapes of domed churches promoted
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another expression of the ineffable, bridging human and angelic worshippers sonically as
they sang the Cherubikon and Trisagion, among other hymns.461 The effect was
cooperative but not quite equal, because humans followed the “pure angelic model,” as
Theodora Palaiologina (d. 1303) wrote in the typikon of the Lips Monastery,
Constantinople:
All the nuns in this sacred precinct should seek after the same
piety…especially the nuns who are involved with the holy sanctuary and
the divine hymnody, inasmuch as they have been assigned to venerate the
suprasubstantial and totally impassible God, and have received a pure
angelic model. For the angels above sing in an inspired fashion, while the
human choirs below sing in a more solemn manner, and the former sing
without pause, the latter continuously, the former serenely, the latter
purely.462
The Cherubikon/Trisagion as Icons
Thus angels themselves, icons of angels, and angelic singing each contributed to
angelization. To return to the notion that the angels themselves cooperated in this process
as links in an essentially liturgical chain of images emanating from God, it is important to
understand that the church liturgy itself was not just an index, but an “icon” of the
heavenly one. The Pseudo-Dionysius thought that the iconization of the heavenly liturgy
made it observable mystically, as I discussed in Chapter Two.463 Kabasilas concurred that
images and their mental equivalents prepared the mind to celebrate and receive the
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Eucharist, and to bring the faithful to theosis.464 John of Damascus shed further light on
the goal of assimilating to the angels, saying: “It seems to me that…the life in the soul is
passed in a [sublime] place…where God makes His home, and where He wraps man
about as with a most glorious garment, and robes him in His grace, and delights and
sustains him like an angel with the sweetest of all fruits, the contemplation of
Himself.”465 Finally, the patriarch Germanos specified the concept of liturgy as icon to
the Great Entrance, assimilating its material and mystical facets:
By means of the procession of the deacons and the representation of the
fans, which are in the likeness of the seraphim, the Cherubikon signifies
the entrance of all the…righteous ahead of the cherubic powers and the
angelic hosts, who run invisibly in advance of…Christ, who is proceeding
to the mystical sacrifice, borne aloft by material hands. […] In
addition…the choirs of angels, who have seen…the victory over
death…with us exclaim Alleluia.466
Noting Germanos’s identification of numerous angelic choirs, it seems
appropriate to comment that in depictions of the Divine Liturgy, the “minister” angels
who relayed divine truths to humans were bound to be more exoteric than the “assistants”
whose cosmological locus was singing endlessly around the heavenly altar. The angels
gathered in the roof of the St. Mamas ciborium demonstrate the distinction elegantly. Its
ceiling wreathed the priestly Christ with seraphim, cherubim, and thrones. The
inscriptions glossing these numerous and ineffable angels are the Trisagion plus the
exclamation: “The incorporeal nature, the cherubim, glorify you with ceaseless hymns!
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The six-winged creatures, the seraphim, exalt you with endless voices!”467 But facing
outward, four angel-deacons with censers and candles responded subtly to Trecento
ideals of sweetness and interactivity: they arrest the viewer’s attention, point to the Host,
and model a gesture of veneration.468 I believe that they offered purification and
illumination; and the actual singers, unification.469

Compared to Angel-Musicians
Images of angels enacting the Cherubikon and Trisagion were mimetic and
anagogic tools of angelization: suspended between the immanent and transcendent, and
inseparable from their performative contexts. The formulation seems simple—and yet
Trecento and Northern Gothic pictures of music-making angels serve as a reminder that
the iconography of angels was never determinate, and that there was no fixed way of
depicting angels’ song. I have described Western angel-instrumentalists as an exegetic
synthesis of the seraphic hymn in Isaiah, the instruments populating the Psalms of Praise,
and the harps played by the apocalyptic Elders for the celestial liturgy of Revelations.
Angel-musicians were meant to provoke the faithful to mystical participation in their
liturgy by cognitive, aesthetic, and mimetic means. In Spinello’s altarpiece for the
Florentine church S. Felicità, they celebrate the Coronation of Mary with exuberant
energy (as a rough analogue of the Byzantine Divine Liturgy); or in the Cloisters
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reliquary, they play a sweet tune to honor the sacramental reality of the Eucharist
symbolized by the Nursing Virgin; or rejoicing and praising Mary as an intercessor to
Christ, as stated by their musical scroll in the Gaudeamus omnes window from the
Beauchamp Chapel at St. Mary’s in Warwick (“Gaudeamus omnes in domino diem
festum celebrantes sub honore Marie virginis de cuius Assumptione gaudent angeli et
collaudant filium Dei”) (Fig. 69, 28, 25).470
These Gothic pictures could be considered as Dionysian theology in its negative
sense, revealing what Byzantine angels were not: that is, instrumentalists or active
singers, and outwardly happy. The Gothic angel-musicians therefore generate questions
concerning the metaphysical and existential positions of their Byzantine peers: why did
Byzantine angels not even appear to sing, let alone play instruments? And were
Byzantine angels by nature gloomy?
About musical performance, frescoes of singers copied choral practice, but these
images had a prescriptive rather than iconic relation to the liturgy.471 Also, David’s pile
of instruments in the Hamilton Psalter confirms that instruments existed in Byzantine art;
but these are striking for being inert, and the angelized David leaves them behind when
the bigger angel spirits him away after his final Psalm of Praise (Fig. 14). In Chapter
One, I proposed that angel-musicians were absent from Byzantium because the Byzantine
liturgy, unlike the Western one, did not have Revelations to vindicate giving instruments
to angels. I would add that the sociability of Gothic art tended to be a way to compensate
for its essential exclusion from transcendental realities, unlike Byzantine art. In other
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words, the Byzantine path from image to angelization was clearer because icons mediated
the celestial and sublunary in a determinate fashion, obviating the need for the anagogical
effect of the angel concerts that proliferated in contemporary Western art, to draw its
audiences to a similar state of mystical integration. Yet the very late, Post-Byzantine
painter-monk Dionysius problematized my theory by recommending “a crowd of angels
holding harps” to illustrate Revelations, and for the Second Coming, Christ and Mary on
a throne of Cherubim “accompanied by psalms and hymns and many organs with the
great glory of angels.”472 That notwithstanding, I can find no record of angelinstrumentalists in medieval Byzantine texts, or in objects from any period of Orthodoxy.
To confront the issue from the other end, Western artists almost never showed angels
performing the actual celestial liturgy, i.e., in heaven with Christ as priest.473
As for the emotional life of Byzantine angels, John of Damascus remarked, “[The
angels] are above us for they are incorporeal, and are free of all bodily passion, yet are
not passionless: for the Deity alone is passionless.”474 Evidence from art does give the
impression that angelic misery was prominent. They underwent storms of weeping from
the 1100s, a passion that flourished particularly in epitaphioi, the enormous Eucharistic
veils used for the Great Entrance on Good Friday (Fig. 3).475 But did Byzantine angels
experience joy? They did, albeit mostly verbally, and—as in the West—it always had to
do with the process of regaining Paradise for humanity, as attributed to Christ’s statement
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in Luke 15:10 (“Even so, I say unto you, there is joy in the presence of the angels of God
over one sinner that repents”).476 It surfaced in various hymns that I quoted in Chapter
One, such as calls to rejoice with the angels for Christ’s Nativity. Chrysostom wrote
moreover of the Trisagion:
Above, the hosts of angels sing praise; below, men form choirs in the
churches and imitate them by singing the same doxology. […] The
inhabitants of heaven and earth are brought together in a common
assembly…one shout of delight, one joyful chorus.477
Rarely, Byzantine artists actually fashioned happy angels, like the eight exulting
in the Annunciation miniature in the Homilies of James of Kokkinobaphos (ca. 1130-50)
(Fig. 70).478 Their motivation is the homily’s statement that when Mary consented to the
will of God, “all the intellectual powers exulted...” and “heaven on high rejoiced
exceedingly.”479 And yet depictions of angels performing hymns register as passionless,
beyond joy or sorrow. The trait is most marked in the theologically happiest upper triad.
Even noting that their essential joy could break out in musical tones, in sermons, and so
on, there must have been something purposeful to their dispassion as depicted, in light of
the angels’ exemplary nature as well as the animation of angels or singers in other
contexts—and again I believe it concerned their position in the liturgical chain of images.
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They were inherently anagogic, meaning direct conduits to mystical concelebration. John
of Damascus explained that “figures…of invisible and immaterial things in bodily form
[lead to] a clearer apprehension of God and the angels,” and elaborated that “an image is
expressive of something in the future, mystically shadowing forth what is to happen” as
well as “a hymn of praise, a manifestation.”480

The S. Pier Maggiore Altarpiece
The church of S. Pier Maggiore had been established ca. 1067, under papal
protection that persisted through the Trecento.481 Its Gothic iteration was begun ca. 1300
and apparently completed by 1352. This church no longer stands, but its plan and
elevation were similar to that of S. Maria Novella and S. Croce, with a faceted
termination featuring large stained-glass windows.482 The fabrication of the three-storied
altarpiece is documented in accounts from 1370-1 listed in a volume of Ricordanze kept
by its likely designer, the chaplain Ser Taddeo.483 While Ser Taddeo did not name Jacopo
di Cione, but he is accepted as the principal master on the basis of comparison with
documented works such as his Coronation for the Zecca (1372-3).484 The altarpiece’s
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main panel displays the Coronation amidst fourteen adoring and music-making angels on
a white gabled, traceried throne (Fig. 47). A Christological cycle constitutes the second
story, and the Trinity (adored by another sixteen angels) the third. In essence, Jacopo’s
altarpiece enriched the Baroncelli schema of the Coronation to flesh out the event’s
mystical and ecclesiological elements and to accommodate the fullest set of angel bands
of any extant Trecento commission: they also celebrate the Nativity, Ascension, and
Trinity (Fig. 71).485 No previous scholar has remarked on the angel-musicians’
abundance or agencies. I argue that on one level, those who accompany the Coronation
embodied and projected the angels’ jubilation for human restoration to Paradise. Their
state encouraged two versions of mystical marriage that this altarpiece helped to elicit in
its audiences: the personal vow of the nuns, and a ceremony performed by the abbess and
bishop. On another level, the angel-musicians occupying the altarpiece’s middle and
upper stories mediate the proper performance of the liturgy as a mystical and historic
enactment of the story of salvation.
In the Coronation scene, Christ offers Mary a conical crown adorned with eightpointed stars; she bows her head and crosses her arms. Both of them wear pink robes
covered by white mantles embellished with gold birds, hearts, and flowers. Two adoring
angels dressed in red and crowned with the flame of the Holy Spirit stand to either side of
the throne. Below, six music-making angels wear jeweled diadems and play an organetto,
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a harp, a gittern, a vielle, a psaltery, and bagpipes while they smile, sing, or seek eye
contact with the viewer.486 Their music and bodily signswitness their gladness at the
spiritual fulfillment of bridal mysticism, signified by the stem of roses filling Mary’s halo
(Canticles 2:1).487 Four of the angel-musiciansactually seem to be feminine on the basis
of their gonella-like vestments.488 Given the female monastic context of S. Pier, these
angels arguably expressed Christ’s gender-inclusive pronouncement of the angelic life in
Matthew 22:30, that “…in the resurrection [women and men] neither marry nor are given
in marriage, but are like angels in heaven,” singing the celestial liturgy in Christ’s
presence. Other, ultimately germane concepts included the antique philosophical
rapprochement of divine messengers and souls, and the recent scholastic invention of the
donna angelicata such as Dante’s Beatrice (the line of thought was that the human virtues
of nobility, humility, and courtesy participated in the nature of love, which led to
equating “angelic intelligence” with virtuous ladies as intermediaries between God and
men).489 Within Jacopo’s altarpiece, SS. Catherine and Agnes wear similar gowns, as
does each member of the angel choir in Bartolo di Fredi’s contemporary altarpiece of the
Adoration (1374) for S. Domenico, Gimignano (founded 1326).490 Bartolo’s work is
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instructive because it was made for a chantry chapel for the prior Francesco’s mother, the
widow Bilia di Ghetto di Bindoccio, who sought angels’ song for comfort and divine
union in a manner similar to the nuns:
…wished to be buried in the sepulcher of our church in the habit of a
penitent of St. Dominic and that a chapel be built in honor of St. John the
Evangelist, with the obligation of a daily celebration of a Mass. […] In
order to build said chapel she left one hundred ducats and fifteen ducats to
buy a chalice, twenty to purchase a missal, thirty for vestments, a
chasuble, that is, a dalmatic, tunicle, surplices, and other things necessary.
Fifteen florins were used to purchase an altarpiece.491
The two central angel-musicians of the S. Pier altarpiece are vested liturgically, in
the albs, dalmatics, and stoles of deacons.492 If the feminine-looking angels can be
understood as asking the nuns to fix their scrutiny onto them as models for achieving the
personal version of bridal mysticism, Jacopo’s music-making angel-deacons are legible
as assisting its liturgical and corporate one. They shared in sublimating the ceremony of
installing the newly elected bishop of Florence, who, in the person of Christ, “married”
the abbess as the figure of the local Church (the convent’s Rule referred to the ceremony
as the “sposalizio del vescovo coll’abbadessa”).493
The ceremony presented as the earthly copy of Jacopo’s Coronation and, as such,
the harmonious union of the heavenly and earthly churches (more or less like Byzantine
images of the Great Entrance). On his days-long procession toward the cathedral, the
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newly elected bishop would enter the piazza of S. Pier Maggiore with a mitre, crozier,
and baldachin. Then, he would process to the high altar to the draped throne covered in a
magnificent golden canopy—an ensemble probably replicating the altarpiece’s—where
he awaited the abbess.494 Once she had joined him on the throne, the head of the powerful
Albizzi family (a consortium of whom probably commissioned the altarpiece495) guided
the bishop in placing a diamond ring on her finger, at which point she thanked him for his
“amorevolezza” and “umanità” and symbolically married him.496 As the ceremony
progressed through the Florentine topographies of heaven and earth, the bishop led a
Mass in S. Pier Maggiore, and continued onward to lead another at the altar of St.
Zenobius in the cathedral.497 Angel-musicians shaped the topography of his axial journey
through the cathedral, as well. One reading of Gaddo Gaddi’s Coronation mosaic referred
to the point at which the new bishop took possession of the cathedral.498 In addition,
Daddi’s intricate “S. Pancrazio” high altarpiece portrayed angel-musicians performing for
the Madonna and Child Enthroned and for the Nativity, and behind it, the altar of St.
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Zenobius was maintained by a laudesi company who participated in angels’ song by
playing musical instruments (Fig. 72).
The saints attending the S. Pier Coronation reveal intricate connections between
music-making angels, the celestial liturgy, and the marriage of the S. Pier abbess to the
Florentine bishop. In particular, Carl Strehlke and Gail Solberg discussed the extent to
which the episcopal ceremony determined the selection of the forty-eight saints kneeling
and standing in the two side panels.499 On the left, John the Evangelist presents a codex
inscribed with Apocalypse 7:9: “I saw a great crowd which no one could number
standing before the throne in the sight of the lamb clothed in white stoles.”500 Strehlke
found that this verse was read in 1383 for the enthronement of the bishop (in persona
Christi, at the altar as the locus of Christ’s throne, in the company of a congregation who
assimilated to the angelic multitudes by singing the Sanctus). In addition, the Florentine
saints Zenobius (a bishop) and Reparata join a select Benedictine population, including
Benedict’s sister Scholastica on the edge of the right panel.501 Yet the most prominent are
the titular St. Peter and his fellow Roman patron saint, Paul. Peter kneels by Christ’s right
side, holding the papal processional cross and balancing a model of the church on his
knee. Paul, in the opposite position, displays an excerpt from 2 Corinthians 3:18 that
bespeaks the process of angelizationas one of mirroring their light, as they mirrored
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God’s: “We all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed
into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord.”502 Otherwise,
the assembly of saints represents a complex network of relationships identifiable by the
Golden Legend. Some pairings were the Baptist and Evangelist, Francis and Dominic,
Benedict and his biographer Gregory, Stephen and Lawrence (deacons who were buried
together), the female mystics Mary Magdalene and Catherine of Alexandria, and
Augustine and Jerome.
The convergence of heaven and Church was underlined by the altarpiece’s
installation amidst a recursive celestial ambience achieved by its shrine-like Gothic
frame, its protection by a red-and-gold curtain, and the starry blue vault covering the
chapel.503 Ser Taddeo’s Ricordanze state that in 1371, the altarpiece was installed in the
raised cappella maggiore and protected by a curtain painted with orpiment and red
lead.504 The curtain presumably imitated a golden textile that, I believe, might have
matched the dalmatics worn by the two central angel-musicians (as agents in unveiling
divine mysteries) in the main panel of the altarpiece as well as the golden canopy
covering the bishop’s throne.505 The conceit was completed by the chapel’s quadripartite
vault, which Tuccio di Vanni painted blue with gilded quatrefoils within the arch (“diedi
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a Tuccio per colori per l’archo della cappella,” and “IIc pezzi d’oro per le compassi
dell’arco della cappella”).506 There are again resonances in the altarpiece, in the vault
behind the throne’s gables and in the cloth of honor, gilt with facing birds and a floral
motif.507
As part of this ambience, the angel-musicians occupying the upper stories of the
S. Pier altarpiece connected the belief systems of the Mass—whether performed by the
bishop-elect, or not—the historical narrative of salvation, and human-angelic
concelebration. The angels play instrumental music for the Nativity and Ascension in the
Christological cycle of the middle story.508 In the Nativity, nine angels brightly dressed in
green, red, and blue hover above Mary and Christ where they repose inside the stable.
Two perform the Gloria in excelsis on a lute and an organetto while others gesture in
prayer and adoration. They sing the “superior chord” of this hymn in concert with the
celebrant and nuns, and simultaneously show the manner in which the news of Christ’s
birth repercussed through the hierarchies of Creation, as the Golden Legend reported:
The birth of the Lord was made known in a multiplicity of ways. To begin
with, it was made manifest through every level of creatures…some have
reason, as human beings do; and some creatures have understanding, and
these are the angels. […] So the angel of the Lord appeared to the
shepherds, announced the birth of the Savior, and told them how they
could find him, whereupon a host of angels sang: “Glory to God in the
highest and peace to men of good will.”509
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Then in the Ascension scene, an angel quartet plays an organetto, a gittern, a
vielle, and a psaltery to celebrate Christ’s entrance into their realm: “…In nature’s triple
frame,/ Each heavenly and earthly name/ And things in hell as well/ May now bend the
knee….”510 The presence of two earthbound angels, clad in white, signals that Jacopo
mostly followed the version of this event as described by the Apostle Luke (Acts 1:9-11):
[Christ] was taken up; and a cloud received him out of their sight. And
while they looked steadfastly toward heaven…two men stood by them in
white apparel; which also said, “Ye men of Galilee, why do you stand
gazing up into heaven? This same Jesus…shall so come in like manner as
you have seen him go into heaven.”511
But Jacopo arguably responded to the Golden Legend’s culmination of other biblical
allusions to the Ascension (Psalm 47:5, Ephesians 4:8-10) plus a long series of
commentaries thereupon by merging the angels’ “joyous choirs” with a cosmic
meditation of their capacity to mirror divine light, “by reason of their dignity and
excellence.” In this, the angel concert evoked Paul’s quotation of 2 Corinthians hand-inhand with the Dionysian idea of angelization via purification, illumination, and divine
union:
[Christ] went up joyfully, because angels were jubilant, wherefore Psalm
47:5 says: “God ascended with jubilation.” Augustine: “As Christ ascends,
the whole heaven quakes, the stars marvel, the heavenly hosts applaud,
509
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trumpets sound and blend their dulcet harmonies with the joyous choirs.”
[…] [Regarding the manner in which Christ ascended] the text [Ephesians
4:8-10] says: “above all the heavens” because there are several heavens—
the material, the rational, the intellectual, and the supersubstantial—
beyond which he ascended. The material heaven is multiple…The rational
heaven is the just man, who is called a heaven by reason of the divine
indwelling…The intellectual heaven is the angel. Angels are called heaven
because they are like heaven by reason of their dignity and excellence. Of
this dignity and excellence Dionysius, in the fourth chapter of his book On
the Divine Names, says: “The divine minds are above all other existent
beings…they understand above all sense and reason, and, more than all
other existences, they desire the beautiful and the good and participate
therein.” Secondly, they are most beautiful by reason of their nature and
glory. Of this beauty Dionysius in the same book says: “The angel is a
manifestation of the hidden light, a mirror pure, brilliant…receiving the
beauty…of God.” The supersubstantial heaven is equality with divine
excellence.512
The potential of divine union via concelebrating with the “excellent” angels
emerges in the final exhibition of their song in the top story of the S. Pier altarpiece, in
Jacopo’s approximation of the celestial liturgy. In the central panel, God the Father holds
a bleeding Crucifix and makes a gesture of blessing beneath the dove of the Holy Spirit.
On each flanking panel, four baby-faced blue cherubim and red seraphim cross their
arms; two angel-deacons in white carry censers and incense boats; and two more in green
and pink play the lute and organetto, to the left, or a fiddle and double recorder, to the
right.513 These angels did observe precise liturgical directives, as their Byzantine
contemporaries did, but they did demonstrate cognitive and affective means by which to
mirror God’s grace and open up the fissure between the terrestrial and celestial liturgies.
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The Angelic Life
The S. Pier altarpiece attests that the liminality of angels was critical to their
images’ potential both to manifest ineffable mysteries, and also to guide their celebration.
Jacopo’s placement of the angel-musicians in Coronation scene frames them as a
threshold to apprehending this mystical event, and the angels in the top story modeled the
proper veneration of the Eucharist. They therefore administered Aquinas’s remark that
“…men are enlightened by the angels not only concerning what is to be believed, but also
as regards what is to be done,” to repeat a quote from Chapter Two, and Bonaventure’s
comment that “…in prayer we speak to God, hear Him, and converse with the angels as if
we were living an angelic life.”514 Additionally, the exemplary status of angels was
valuable in sacred art because the visible rituals of sacraments—of which the Eucharist
was most important—were “full of divine mystery and overflowing with celestial
sweetness,” as Innocent III had written, and channeled God’s grace to those who receive
him with the proper disposition, to be “changed into the same image from glory to glory.”

Angelic Action in the Mass
Besides translating historical events of angels’ song and acting as vehicles for
mystical union therein, the S. Pier angel-musicians stood in for the angels that were
believed to be present and exemplary in the liturgy. Western liturgists, like Byzantine
ones, thought that the Mass summoned crowds of angels and literally transformed the
church into the Heavenly City. Gregory the Great wondered who could doubt that at the
moment of Transubstantiation, “the voice of the priest opens the heavens” to unveil
514
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“choirs of angels present in the mystery of Jesus Christ,” and to unite “high and low,”
“terrestrial and celestial,” and “visible and invisible.”515 Michael Rimmer reported a
delightful representation of this belief in Late Gothic England: “St. Margaret, King’s
Lynn, had a set of angels that descended from the roof at the elevation of the Host and
retracted at the end of the Mass.”516 To the same end, three angels in the S. Pier
Coronation scene gaze outward to illustrate the verse “in the sight of the angels, I sing to
you” (Psalm 137:1), which Bonaventure applied to the tenet of concelebrating the
Sanctus.517 He and Jacobus de Voragine also affirmed that the liturgical action of
censing—performed by the angel-deacons in the top story—helped to transmit prayers to
God on the basis of Revelation 8:3-5, which related that an “angel…stood at the
[heavenly] altar with a golden censer; and he was given much incense to mingle with the
prayers of all the saints.”518 Rimmer again shared a wonderfully literal English
contraption, where “at Norwich Cathedral in 1401, an angel was installed in the roof that
swung down during the Mass to cense the congregation.”519 Otherwise, the consecrated
Host was believed to be the “bread of angels” (Psalm 78:25), and thus a shared
communion with them. Because of this, priests would request in the Supplices of the
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Mass that an angel bear the sacrifice from the altar on earth to the altar in heaven,
highlighting the necessity of angelic intermediaries for making the work of the Mass
effective.520 Bonaventure therefore listed “association with the angels” among the
benefits of the Eucharist in his handbook On How to Prepare for the Celebration of the
Mass.521
In celebrating the Mass, ministers accordingly assumed the actions and attitudes
of angels who, as noted above, were sometimes literally present in the performance.
Liturgical habitus implicated vestment, singing, and general good conduct, per the
aesthetic regulations discussed in Chapter Two. The twelfth-century Instructio sacerdotis
advised that priests should approach the altar piously and innocently, like the angel in
front of Christ’s sepulcher on Easter morning.522 Catherine of Siena stated that God’s
human ministers were like angels because both infuse virtue and inspire spiritual ardor,
providing Christians with “good and holy inspirations.”523 The medieval vested angel
actually symbolized the Mass, on the authority of Maurice McNamee, by presenting as
subministers of a solemn high Mass (as in Byzantium, chasubles were worn only by the
celebrant, as the embodiment of Christ).524 With respect to singing liturgical hymns:
Jacobus de Voragine specified the pertinence of angelic worship to priests in the last
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chapter of the Golden Legend, “On the Dedication of a Church.” On chanting the Mass,
he wrote, “The Kyrie eleison and Christe eleison…are repeated nine times to signify that
we are to enter the company of the nine orders of angels.”525

Habitus
Various saints depicted in the S. Pier altarpiece had commented extensively on
the angelic life, and consequently indicate some of the ways in which their portaits would
have reminded educated viewers to emulate the angel-musicians as spiritual exemplars.
For instance, Augustine predicted that in the Heavenly City, “there will not be two
societies of men and angels, but only one; because the beatitude of all is to cleave to God
alone.”526 Furthermore: “And so it has pleased Divine Providence, as I have said, and as
we read in the Acts of the Apostles [Acts 7:53] that the law enjoining the worship of
one God should be given by the disposition of angels.”527 Benedict’s Rule instructed,
“Let us consider how it becomes us to behave in the sight of God and His angels, and let
us so stand to sing, that our mind may be in harmony with our voice.”528 According to
Gregory the Great, “clearly there are ways of human life that coincide with single orders
of angelic bands.”529 To Bernard, the exemplary monk was angelic in his asexuality,
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worship, and obedience to God’s will; angelization amounted to an embrace of the
Bridegroom and dwelling in joy with God.530 Aquinas agreed: “The Lord says of the
saints that, ‘they will be as the angels of God’…by the gift of grace men can merit glory
in such a degree as to be equal to the angels, in each of the angelic grades; and this
implies that men are taken up into the orders of the angels.”531 Bonaventure summarized,
“According to the theologians…there is attributed to [angels] the rule of the universe in
accordance with the power of the supreme God with respect to the work of reparation,
wherefore they are called ‘ministering spirits’ [Hebrews 1:14], sent to minister to them
who shall receive the inheritance of salvation.”532
Aquinas, Bonaventure, and other scholastics clarified and filled out the dynamics
of angelization with the Aristotelian or Ciceronian idea of habitus, which regarded the
body as the simulacrum of the soul, and its externalization, motus, which referred to
gesture, bearing, emotion or affect, and impulse.533 Their modes of thinking underline the
importance of bodily decorum in pictures of angels—particularly liturgical ones.
According to Hugh of St. Victor, well-controlled bodies were the image of good habitus:
Why do you suppose, brothers, we are commanded to imitate the life and
habits of good men, unless it be that we are reformed through imitating
them to the image of a new life? For in them the form of the image of God
is engraved, and when through the process of limitation we are pressed
against that carved surface, we too are moulded in the likeness of that
same image…We long to be perfectly carved and sculpted in the image of
good men, and when excellent and sublime qualities…stand out in them,
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which arouse astonishment and admiration in men’s minds, then they
shine forth in them like the beauty in exquisite statues, and we strive to
recreate these qualities in ourselves.534
John of Garland went so far as urging his students at the University of Paris to
model their bodily comportment on statues of angels in churches.535 Durandus
called angels “co-associates in eternal glory” and stated that “when the forms of
external objects are drawn into the heart, they are as it were painted there, because
the thoughts of them are their images.”536 Walter Hilton concurred that “the more
[the soul] is reformed by grace to the image of its Creator here, the more joy and
bliss shall it have in heaven.”537 In the Coronation scene of the S. Pier altarpiece,
the angel-musicians’ immediate proximity to the celebrant, their direct eye
contact with him, and their vestment as ministers amounted to a direct exhortation
within the living theater of the liturgy.538 The adoring seraphim and cherubim
conveyed the same message.
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Love and Joy
The smiles of Trecento and Gothic angels revealed their unspeakable joy at
humanity’s salvation and, by extension, the joy of those who mystically joined their
ranks. To depict angel-musicians as smiling essentially invigorated Dionysian theology
with an Aristotelian literalism sanctioned by contemporary pastoral concerns.539
The angelic jubilation of Luke 15:10 was affirmed in the Vere dignum of the
Mass, which immediately preceded the Sanctus and celebrated the promise of restoration
to Paradise.540 The Pseudo-Dionysius commented on the same passage, writing that the
angels experienced “the good and generous delight at the providence and salvation of
those who are returned to God. They are unspeakably happy.”541 Likewise Bonaventure,
in a sermon on Luke 15, considered the angels’ celebration as a sign that the salvation of
sinners helps restore their harmonious hierarchies.542 Elsewhere, he argued that the angels
possess an essential and immutable joy through their confirmation by grace, as well as an
accidental joy from the goodness and beauty of Creation that can increase in intensity and
extent thanks to the angels’ hylomorphism.543 In addition, Dante pictured himself gazing
on the enthroned Virgin attended by hierarchical swarms of angels, in the company of St.
Bernard: “I saw on outstretched wing more than a thousand angels jubilant, distinct in
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radiance and functioning. Their gladsome sporting and their festive chant diffused, it
seemed, a loveliness so gay that joy was in the eyes of every saint.”544 Finally, the music
theorist Johannes Tinctoris explained,“When painters want to designate the joy of the
blessed, they depict angels playing diverse instruments. For the Church would not
[otherwise] permit this [invention].”545
A documented work of art intended to display angelic joy concerned the English
King Henry III’s “two cherubim of joyous and cheerful countenance” (“duos
scherubimos cum hyllari vultu et jocoso”), mentioned in Chapter One, to complement the
Crucifixion on a rood screen in a chapel within the Tower of London.546 This group
synthesized the seraphic cry of Isaiah 6:3 with God’s instructions in Exodus 25:18-22 for
adorning the Ark of the Tabernacle with two cherubim (“And I will commune with
you…from between the two cherubim”), and Matthew 27:51’s record that at the moment
of Christ’s death “the veil of the temple was rent from the top to the bottom.” Hence the
cherubim-decorated Ark typologically foreshadowed the New Covenant revealed in
Christ, and his presence in the consecrated Host. What was unusual about Henry’s
cherubim was projection of the joy associated with the angelic liturgy onto the angels’
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faces.547 In this, the king’s request probably responded to the brightly smiling angels
occupying the buttresses of Reims Cathedral (the coronation church of his famously
saintly relative, King Louis IX), and might have resembled the slightly later smiling
seraph from the ceiling of Henry’s own painted chamber at Westminster (1260s) (Fig.
73).548 The distribution of small-scale courtly monuments from England and France to
Italy evidently accounts for the smiles of Trecento angel-musicians (Fig. 27, 37).549
Love was also fundamental to the angelic habitus, and it is less straightforward
than joy to identify in art, but seems to have been designated by the color red (usually for
seraphim) as well as the flame of the Holy Spirit, which appears on the heads of many
angels in the S. Pier altarpiece and elsewhere. Love was associated with joy, anyway, on
the testimony of the seraph that Dante had met in Paradiso 23: “Of the angelic loves am
I, and wind circling the joy sublime breathed from the womb where once abode our hope
for mankind.”550 In brief, love was identified with God, its seat was in the (rational) will,
angels were rational creatures capable of knowing and therefore loving God, and the
seraphim were defined as burning with fiery love for God because of the Hebrew
meaning of their name.551 As for Scriptural sources, the verse Romans 5:5 (“The love of
God is poured forth in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost”) suggested that love is either
547
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identical with or closely related to the sanctifying grace in which angels were steeped.
Augustine cited this verse in addressing the question “Whether the Angels, Besides
Receiving from God Their Nature, Received from Him Also Their Good Will by the
Holy Spirit Imbuing Them with Love”:
If good, then already they had a good will. And who made this will, which
already they had, but He who created them with a good will, or with that
chaste love by which they cleaved to Him, in one and the same act
creating their nature, and endowing it with grace?...We must therefore
acknowledge, with the praise due to the Creator, that not only of holy men,
but also of the holy angels, it can be said that ‘the love of God is shed
abroad in their hearts by the Holy Ghost, which is given unto them.’ And
that not only of men, but primarily and principally of angels it is true, as it
is written, ‘It is good to draw near to God.’ And those who have this good
in common, have, both with Him to whom they draw near, and with one
another, a holy fellowship, and form one city of God—His living sacrifice,
and His living temple.552
The Pseudo-Dionysius stated moreover that “Love is a name of God,” and Abbot John
Klimakos of Sinai wrote in his monastic treatise The Ladder of Divine Ascent (ca. 600),
“Love, by its nature, is a resemblance to God, insofar as this is humanly possible. Men
who have attained this angelic state reveal the love of God in his body, as if in a
mirror.”553 St. Bernard spoke of the extent of this light within the seraphim, and again
intimated that angelic love involved grace and knowledge:
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God, who is Love, has so drawn and assimilated [the seraphim] to
Himself, so filled them with the ardor of affection that burns in Himself,
that they seem to be one spirit with God, just as fire that flames into the air
imparts its own heat and color to it and the enkindled air becomes part of
the very fire…The seraphim love Him because He is Love…and desires
all men to be saved and come to a knowledge of the truth.554
With the scope of angelic love settled, later medieval writers explored its
physiognomy and fleshed out its expression. For Bonaventure, God established the
angels’ will and judgments so that they, according to their own free will, were able to
love God above all things.555 Aquinas decided that the seraphim’s heated nature had a
metaphysical potentiality referring to the way in which they rise to God, as well as the
light by which they move other angels and people toward their state of exaltation.556 He
also argued that because love results from knowledge, and because angels have natural
knowledge, they must also experience natural love as a property of their (intellectual)
will:
We must necessarily place natural love in the angels. In evidence of this
we must bear in mind that what comes first is always sustained in what
comes after it. Now nature comes before intellect, because the nature of
every subject is its essence…But it is common to every nature to have
some inclination; and this is natural appetite or love…Consequently, in the
intellectual nature there is to be found a natural inclination coming from
the will…Therefore, since an angel is an intellectual nature, there must be
a natural love in his will.557
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So by the 1300s, writers had established and interlocked the love and joy of
angels in treatises, sermons, and literature. The Pseudo-Dionysius, Bonaventure, and
Dante had articulated that these emotions were necessary to celebrating the liturgy in
such a way as to receive grace. In addition, Aquinas’ testimonial about the natural love
experienced by angels witnesses a distinction between medieval and modern emotions—
medieval ones consciously involved the intellectual will, and are perhaps more properly
called affects.558 His idea about the seraphim’s motivating light reveals the transitive
capacity of their love as shone from intellect to intellect, while the ringing of the
seraphim’s sweet song within Dante’s person suggests a complementary sensible
component. In short, angelic love and joy were both ideal states as well as affectible by
mental and aesthetic means; theologically expressive images of angel-musicians could
have agency in both realms.
Hence the angel-musicians in the S. Pier altarpiece and elsewhere are legible as
modeling smiles of joy, love, and innocence in the context of the Mass, a ritual that
signified God’s presence and channeled his grace to those who received him with the
proper disposition. Images were essential to the manner in which angels worked as
behavioral models, able to direct the celestial and terrestrial liturgies and to imprint the
heart. The angel-musicians’ gentle smiles constituted an important sign of their ideal
affectus. The viewer’s gaze did not pass through this type of image—as through an
icon—but fixed onto it, as a mirror for assuming the same sublime smile.
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“Personal Icons”
Theologians from the Pseudo-Dionysius to the scholastics agreed that the liturgy
of the Church was a vestige or “icon” of the liturgy celebrated in the contemplative soul,
a performance that was functionally equivalent to the celestial liturgy. Small-scale
“personal icons,” normally designated in the Trecento as “tabernacles,” were good
devices for achieving this mystical act outside of a traditional liturgical context as the
combined result of their iconic and tabernacular capacities.559
Personal icons usually reproduced the imagery of monumental paintings—
including the critical signs of angelic affectus and habitus—in an intimate format. Most
show the Madonna and Child Enthroned, sometimes expanded by angel-musicians and
saints for whom the commissioners had a special veneration. If they had flanking panels
or shutters, these tended to refer to the Incarnation and Passion.560 There were variations
on this theme that could be very meaningful to an individual, such as Lord Nicola
Orsini’s aforementioned triptych icon showing St. Bridget’s vision of the Nativity by
Niccolò di Tommaso, who even inscribed the words of the Gloria as coming from the
seraphim’s mouths (Fig. 52).561 But a letter of 1373 from Francesco di Marco Datini, a
merchant of Prato, suggests that the iconography of personal icons also could be rather
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impersonal. He instructed his agents to find one in Florence to resell at Avignon,
requesting:
…A panel of Our Lady on a background of fine gold with two doors, and
a pedestal with ornaments and leaves, handsome and well carved, making
a fine show, with good and handsome figures by the best painter with
many figures. Let there be in the center Our Lord on the Cross, or Our
Lady, whomsoever you find—I care not, so that the figures be handsome
and large…and the cost no more than 5.5 or 6.5 florins.562
Still, unlike monumental paintings, and no matter their subject, personal icons could be
opened and touched, phases of the devotional act that shaped a private and meditative
approach to the picture.563 Women often used them in bedrooms, in candlelight.564
Members of religious orders are likely to have used them in connection to prayers said
during the canonical hours, usually concentrating on Mary or the Passion, and they could
be carried in procession and placed on an altar or in a ciborium until their next outing.565
Spinello Aretino, for instance, painted a personal icon whose main scene—set off
by a trilobed arch—shows the Virgin and Child Enthroned in a mandorla borne by four
angels (ca. 1385-90) (Fig. 74).566 Above the mandorla, four flying angels play a rebec,
psaltery, lute, and fiddle.567 The assembly of saints comprises a fitting assortment of
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apostles, martyrs, and apocalyptic witnesses, except for Julian, who I assume indicates
the painting’s patronage. A smaller, heartrending scene of Christ’s Crucifixion at
Golgotha takes place in the painting’s pointed gable. Spinello, in short, presented Christ’s
sacrifice as the cause of human restoration and angelic jubilation in a flexible format that
supported both somber and glad prayers and affects. The shrinelike frame set the
paramaters of contemplative devotion; the iconic panel suggested the affecting presence
of child and mother. The painter elaborated on this theme by eliding the iconography of
the Virgin and Child with the Assumption, as Ambrogio Lorenzetti had done in the Massa
Marittima altarpiece some decades prior (Fig. 40).
This conceit merged Mary’s identities as mediatrix and Church with her
Eucharistic competency; the angel-musicians would have applied themselves more
directly to the latter two meanings if the icon ever served as an altar retable. Also,
because Mary’s gift of flesh to Christ caused her to become Queen of Heaven with her
the power to rescue people from the fetters of death, medieval authors glorified her as a
figure raised mankind and angels alike, who transmitted personal as well as corporate
prayers to heaven.568 Aquinas, for instance, entreated her: “O most blessed and sweet
Virgin Mary, Mother of God, filled with all tenderness, Daughter of the most high King,
Lady of the Angels, Mother of all the faithful: on this day and all the days of my life, I
entrust to your merciful heart my body and my soul….” Spinello’s musician angels
translated the sweetness and gladness of the heavenly host’s song for the individual
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spiritual ear, with a high and thin quality that was meant to enhance the effect.569 As
Henk van Os wrote of Lippo Memmi’s personal icon of the Assumption featuring a circle
of angel-musicians (ca. 1340) (Fig. 41):
The Virgin…seems to be moved by an invisible inner force which makes
it impossible to restrain her from ascending to heaven…The impression is
intensified by a circle of angels, who are singing and playing their
instruments, so that the Virgin may already hear the sounds of heaven.
[Lippo Memmi] has managed to express…that on her way to the heavenly
bridegroom Mary will leave behind and rise above this heavenly host as
well.570
The functionality of Spinello’s icon in private devotions would have moreover
relied on the interpretation of Mary as the individual Christian soul as the Bride of Christ.
Bernard had articulated this idea in his sermons on Canticles, and Bonaventure expanded
it in his Third Sermon on the Assumption. In this instance, he denoted the possibilities of
celebrating an interior liturgy of reverence, honor, joy, and love by praising Mary as a
“palace of a holy indwelling”:
It must be believed totally and doubted in no way that today the Virgin,
ascending in solemn procession, is met not only by the King but also by
the whole heavenly court. The Angels fly ahead to see their Lady; the
Patriarchs come down to see their daughter; the Apostles run to see their
teacher; the Martyrs hurry to see the one who encouraged them; married
women and widows move eagerly to look on their companion and sister;
religious sisters come together to see their prelate and abbess. […]
Whatever reverence the creatures may show it is as nothing compared to
the most excellent honor given to her by the Creator. The whole Trinity
meets her, not by moving from one place, but by a favorable effect, by a
wonderful joy and godlike glory. For the whole Trinity knew you, Mary,
spouse of chaste love, palace of a holy indwelling, center of a wonderful
work.571
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Christology/Mariology
The primacy in personal icons of the Madonna and Child, attended by musicmaking angels, warrants considering the angels in relation to the theological subjects of
Mariology and Christology. Up to this point, I have been working to describe the
ministries of angel-musician imagery within the economy of salvation, with the intent
that all creation might worship God in immediate proximity to him. The potency of
angels as devotional tools could also be conceptualized by reference to John 1:51, in
which Christ said to Nathaniel upon adopting him as an Apostle, “Verily, verily, I say
unto you, Hereafter ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending and
descending upon the Son of man.”572 This verse underlines that as much as angels could
point to Christ, he was the final expression of the celestial hierarchy, and he alone
consummated the spiritual projects of sanctification.573 As per St. Bernard:
God loves in the seraphim as charity, knows in the cherubim as truth, is
seated in the thrones as equity, reigns in the dominations as majesty, rules
in the principalities as principle, guards in the powers as salvation, acts in
the virtues as strength, reveals in the archangels as light, assists in the
angels as piety.574
Bonaventure quoted this passage in Soul’s Journey into God, and added that the love
identified with the seraphim was the door to divine integration:
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Journey into God, IV.4.
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The six wings of the seraph can rightly be taken to symbolize the six
levels of illumination by which, as if by steps or stages, the soul can pass
over to peace through ecstatic elevations of Christian wisdom. There is no
other path but through the burning love of the Crucified, a love which so
transformed Paul into Christ when he was carried up into the third heaven
(2 Corinthians 12:2) that he could say: With Christ I am nailed to the
Cross. I love, now not I, but Christ lives in me (Galatians 2:20).
The blessed were expected to fill “the clefts of the rock, the nooks of the wall”
(Canticles 2:14) in the Heavenly City from which the evil angels had been expelled, and
consequently to achieve parity with the good ones. But the incarnational dimension of
Christianity unsettled the relative blessedness of angels and human beings. The scriptural
sources of this question included Psalm 8:5, “You have made [human beings] a little
lower than the angels and crowned them with glory and honor,” and its application to
Christ in Hebrews 2:7-17:
But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the
suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor…For both he that
sanctifies and they who are sanctified are all of one…For verily he took
not on him the nature of angels; but he took on him the seed of Abraham.
Wherefore in all things it behoved him to be made like unto his brethren,
that he might be a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to
God, to make reconciliation for the sins of the people.
Augustine commented on Psalm 8:5, “by reason of the very weakness of the flesh…and
the humiliation of the Passion, it is justly said [of the son of man], You have made Him a
little lower than the angels. But that glorifying is added, in which he rose and ascended
up into heaven.” John of Damascus pushed the premise a little further:
The Son of God in person did not take the nature of the angels: He took
the nature of man. The angels did not participate in the divine nature, but
in working and in grace. Now, men do participate, and become partakers
of the divine nature when they receive the holy Body of Christ and drink
His Blood. For He is united in person to the Godhead, and two natures in
the Body of Christ shared by us are united indissolubly in person…How
are we not greater than the angels…? In itself our nature is far removed
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from the angels, on account of death and the heaviness of the body, but
through God’s goodness and its union with Him it has become higher than
the angels. For angels stand by that nature with fear and trembling, as, in
the person of Christ, it sits upon a throne of glory.575
The ideas that angels “ascend and descend upon the Son of Man” and that their
ministries are truly emanations of God’s reinforces their status as intermediaries rather
than the end goal of divine union. The qualification to this statement is that angels offered
a spiritual destination as co-participants in the celestial liturgy, of which the Godhead was
the celebrant and object of praise. In medieval art, angel-musicians always performed in
relation to the divinity, and never appeared as independent characters. Gabriel’s
salutation of Mary in Luke 1:28, in which he hailed and revered her as Mother of God
while sharing the news of the Annunciation, eventually encouraged praising her as Queen
of the Angels.576 Bonaventure and Aquinas were particularly ardent in framing
sacramental themes as bridal mysticism, lauding Mary as the ladder to heaven as well as
the Queen of Heaven and the Angels. By the fourteenth century, the Ave Maria prayer—
composed from Luke 1:28—had become a daily event with the ringing of the Angelus
bell.577 The imaginative grip of this hymn was such that Dante conceived it as part of a
sublime musical tapestry in Paradiso 32, when Bernard led him to the Virgin, “And that
same Love [Gabriel] who first flew down to her, singing there, ‘Hail Mary, full of grace,’
Now spread his wings out wide in front of her. From every side the blessed court
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responded so warmly to the canticle of heaven that with the song each face grew more
serene.”
The most important expression of angelology was consequently as an inner
element of Christology and, by extension, Mariology. The human body—which human
beings shared with Christ via his mother—was critical as a site for the workings of
salvation. But even though the incarnational dynamics of soteriology excluded the
bodiless angels, their ideal habitus, mediating role, and accompaniment of Christ, Mary,
and sometimes other saints in liturgical and paraliturgical art objects and in every type of
theological, mystical, and didactic text reveals their (and their images’) instrumentality as
luminaries in thinking, feeling, and acting in divine presence.

The Laudesi Companies
Laudesi companies used “super icons” of the Madonna and Child, banners, and
hymnbooks—all featuring angel-musicians—to participate in the celestial liturgy in a
communal and secular environment. Members considered themselves concelebrants with
the angels, and this devotional act is what persuaded Mary and other saints to become
present as intercessors and miracle-performers, via the companies’ cult objects.
Blake Wilson has defined laudesi companies as “groups of laymen (and
sometimes laywomen) organized primarily under the auspices of the Dominican,
Franciscan, and other mendicant orders to receive religious instruction, provide charitable
services for the poor, and above all to conduct their own liturgical services that featured
the devotional activity of lauda-singing.”578 In some cases, the companies maintained
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chapels as patron and chaplain within mendicant institutions: those of St. Peter Martyr
and S. Croce conducted their services at altars in S. Maria Novella and S. Croce,
respectively.579 They nearly always hired friars to perform the Mass, Offices, and
sermons for their services, even in the independent oratory-cum-grain market of
Orsanmichele (begun in 1336).580 But the laude performed by these companies counted
unto themselves as angelic and “strong spiritual currency,” and the custom of singing at
the same time as the monastic office of Compline (ca. 7-8:00 p.m.) deepened the
liturgical aspects of devotion.581 Wilson explained that “as sung prayer [laude] passed
swiftly up the ladder of carefully cultivated sacred connections, from deceased members,
through the saints small and great, to Mary and Jesus to join the eternal canto
celestiale.”582 A lauda for the Assumption, in a Trecento laudario from Pisa, articulated
this corporate self-understanding:
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There was a celestial song/ And very great joy/ When the supreme mother
was/ Received into heaven with great joy. One could not fully recount/
The great exultation that was in paradise/ When the light of Jesus/ Arrived
there with his mother, a shining face./ He was seated among the clusters of
glorious angels/ And virtuous saints, all/ Singing with spiritual voice./ Just
imagine what a song/ When that great choir gathered,/ And what
happiness in that noble court/ When the voices sang so strongly./ As the
queen entered the gate of heaven,/ The divine crowd all together/
Performed a celestial song.583
This lauda’s remarks on celestial exultation and the blessed singing together in a
“spiritual voice” are familiar from liturgical chant. But laudesi companies departed from
liturgical practice by using vernacular lyrics and musical instruments, e.g., the rebec,
vielle, lute, organetto, and harp.584 So, despite the practical exclusion of instrumental
music from the liturgy, the ordained clergy helped to conduct services in consecrated
spaces where it was performed, and these events would have asserted a certain
consonance with the pictures of angel concerts on churches’ altars, walls, windows, and
hymnbooks. Although instrumental accompaniment was most prominent with the large
companies of Orsanmichele and St. Zenobius, based in the cathedral, by the later
Trecento even the relatively reserved company of S. Peter Martyr habitually hired
trombadori and pifferi for the main feast of their patron saint and some others, such as
Dominic, Aquinas, the Assumption, Christmas, and Easter.585 In general, the feasts of
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their patron saints constituted the companies’ most public occasions, whereupon they
bestowed their altars with a repertoire of ornament familiar from contemporary panel
paintings: flowers, painted candles, oil-lamps, painted silk and linen hangings (for the
altar, lectern, and walls), and an array of escutcheons.586

The Orsanmichele “Super Icon”
The most important ornament of a laudesi chapel was what Victor Schmidt has
called “super icons” of the Virgin and Child Enthroned, usually modeled after the
Byzantine Hodegetria icon and surrounded by adoring angels. In contrast to small-scale
panels, they were very big and meant for communal devotion.587 Giovanni Villani (d.
1348) recounted the circumstances in which lauda-singing arose in conjunction with the
Orsanmichele Madonna, which survives in its third iteration by Bernardo Daddi, set into
the marble tabernacle by Orcagna (Fig. 49):
In that year [1292], on the 3rd of July, there began to be manifested great
and obvious miracles in the city of Florence by a figure of the Virgin Mary
painted on a pilaster of the loggia of Orto San Michele, where the grain is
sold…but the friars preachers and minors, out of envy or another reason,
did not believe them, wherefore they have fallen into great disgrace with
the Florentines…out of custom and devotion, a number of laity sang laude
before this figure, and the fame of these miracles, for the merits of Our
Lady, so increased that people came from all over Tuscany in pilgrimage,
just as they come now for all the feasts of Our Lady, bringing various wax

participated in “the aggressive intellectual climate surrounding [this church’s] great studium”: officers
included several friars who were masters in theology or grammar. Wilson 1992: 56, 109-16; D’Accone, ‘Le
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shown in the same artist’s “Verification of the Stigmata” fresco in Assisi’s Upper Church (the other “super
icons” in this fresco are a Crucifix and the Archangel Michael standing upon a cloud).
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images, for great miracles accomplished, wherefore a great part of this
loggia, and around this pilaster, is crowded with wax images.588
Villani’s report relates the quasi-Byzantine belief that devoutly conducting laude
to this super icon, in relation to Mary, would activate the icon’s individual miraculous
potential. This formulation clarifies the links between image veneration, musical
performance, and the angel-musicians dispersed throughout Orsanmichele’s Trecento
image program.589 These expressed the belief that laudesi practice was a “sanctified form
of persuasion” that shared “in the celestial singing of the angelic choir.”590 First, in the
tabernacle, eight carved angels draw the white-and-gold marble curtain away from the
icon, much like those unveiling Arnolfo’s “glass-eyed” Madonna statue on the cathedral
façade.591 Some sing and offer lilies to Mary, some play the “celestial music” of the
biblical psaltery and cymbals, and the one bowing a vielle stood in for the company’s
professional vielle-player.592 Orsanmichele’s instruments included vielles from 1361,
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organs from the 1370s, and a rebec from the early 1400s.593 The company’s records of
1388 announce:
The pifferi [shawms, bombards, pipes, bagpipes, and also percussion] and
sonatores [brass in general, most likely] of the said commune, with their
trumpets, bells, and instruments, are obliged to come to the said oratorio
on each solemn feast-day, the solemn vigils of the Virgin Mary, the
Paschals [of Christmas and Easter], and every Sunday morning to play
devoutly while the image of the gracious Mother of God is unveiled.594
In addition, from 1387, the composer-banker-poet-politician Franco Sacchetti (d. 1400)
devised a program of frescoes and stained-glass windows, in which flocks of saints and
angels joined in the adoration of the Virgin.595 The intradoses of the arches just above the
tabernacle once displayed frescoes of musician angels, recalling their multiplication
above altars; angels playing psalteries and gitterns remain barely visible on two pilasters
of the northwest wall (Fig. 75).596 Sacchetti named a single function for all of
Orsanmichele’s angel-musicians: “Around [the tabernacle]…and above, in the vaults
covered with stars, all around, and in the pillars, too, your angels are playing instruments
and harps to adore you.”597
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In essence, therefore, the Orsanmichele company reconstructed their church’s
sublime ornamental tableau of angel-musicians, as purposefully as the ministers of the
Mistra Peribleptos or S. Pier Maggiore, the contemplative souls who prayed before
personal icons, or the Parisian students of John of Garland who were supposed to model
their habitus on statues of angels.598 Various devices mediated their devotional exchange
with their super icon, by effecting a degree of mystery and requiring a ritualistic
approach. Orsanmichele’s statues of 1333 indicate that the version of the icon preceding
Daddi’s was covered with a silk veil except on “the Sundays and feast-days deemed
appropriate by the rectors and captains.”599 Daddi’s iteration was normally shuttered in
Orcagna’s tabernacle, to be revealed only during services, and the sculpted angels who
perform the act of unveiling suggest the reverence with which the company members
approached their super icon.600 According to the 1297 statues, members were to
“…conduct the solemn vigils of lauda-singing before the figure of the Virgin, each
member present [holding] a lighted candle as long as the lauda-singing lasts, each
evening of the vigils of these feasts [a list follows].”601 A very similar scene recurs before
Daddi’s Madonna in a stained-glass window by Niccolo di Piero Tedesco and Giovanni
del Biondo under the guidance of Sacchetti, installed in the oratory ca. 1395.602
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The Sant’Agnese Laudario
The confraternities’ hymnbooks, laudari, were loosely modeled on ecclesiastical
service books and, like them, sought an immersive angelizing effect according to their
typology.603 The act of singing inherently united worshippers with the angels’ liturgy; the
decorous aesthetics of their miniatures and melodies were meant as anagogic. The most
magnificent extant laudario was illuminated ca. 1340 by Pacino da Bonaguida and the
Master of the Dominican Effigies, for the Company of Sant’Agnese based in S. Maria del
Carmine, Florence.604 The intention motivating its splendid ornamentation was probably
the same combination of beauty, decorum, and honor witnessed in the contract for
Daddi’s super icon, quoted in Chapter Two. Another such indication survives from the
company of St. Zenobius’s decision in 1339 to acquire another:
…book for singing laude, which should be large, written in large letters,
noted, and storiated…and the entire company agrees that the book should
be made as beautiful as possible, and it was submitted to the captains to
appoint the three best men of the company as officials to make the said
book…and to spend whatever is necessary at the expense of the company
and others who would like to give some help to make the said book.605
The decorous splendor witnessed in the S. Agnese laudario was one component of this
company’s material and performative environment in the Carmine, in which the company
enacted their version of angels’ song before a super icon of the Madonna at the altar
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dedicated to St. Agnes in the north aisle, in the second bay from the west.606 Statues of
1289 suggest that their super icon was also responsive to singing and candles, in the
requirement that an officer who had missed a previous gathering “must hold a lighted
candle in hand before the painting of Our Lady, while the laude are sung.”607 The same
concept was expressed by the laudario’s numerous marginal portraits of female and male
members praying before Christ and the saints, anticipating the stained-glass scene of the
Orsanmichele members before their icon.
The Sant’Agnese laudario contains a cycle of temporal and sanctoral laude
beginning just before Advent, and four miniatures feature angel-musicians, whom
Christine Sciacca has denoted as symbols of singing. These angels were tangential to
Sciacca’s actual project of determining the sequence of the Sant’Agnese folios so, to fill
out her statement, I would add that Pacino and the Master of the Dominican Effigies
painted angels only with textual or hymnographic sanction. The events were uniformly
happy ones that praised the prospect of reaching Paradise as co-residents with the angel
choirs. In the meanwhile, the illustrations of jubilating musical angels next to the notation
of the laudario’s angelic hymns reminded the singers that their laude were a cosmic and
sanctifying act, and a promise of things to come.
The first miniature in the sequence, by Pacino, shows St. Agnes enthroned above
her hymn’s opening words, “Sancta Agnesa da Dio,” accompanied by two angels playing
a vielle and psaltery as well as two seraphim facing inward from the lateral margins (Fig.
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76).608 In the Golden Legend, Agnes’s relatives at her vigil “saw a choir of virgins in
robes of gold…and she said to them: ‘…rejoice and be glad with me; for I have been
admitted henceforth to sit in the midst of this company of light!’” Next, Pacino’s
Ascension page displays the verse “Laudate la Surrec[tione]” below an image of Christ in
a mandorla resting upon a cloud (Fig. 77).609 He is surrounded by four hovering adoring
angels, the leftmost of whom seeks the viewer’s gaze; two marginal angels play a
psaltery and lute in implicit harmony with the seraph at the top of the page.610 In the
Trinity miniature, also by Pacino, Christ sits on the arc of heaven, holding an open codex
with the letters “AO” (Revelation 1:18), and flanked by sprays of roses and lilies that
signal the divine union of bridal mysticism (Fig. 5).611 Two angels play a psaltery and
vielle to represent the lauda beginning “Alta Trinita Beata”; the marginal decoration is
populated by a seraph and two other angels standing on tiptoe. Finally, the Master of the
Dominican Effigies created the All Saints page, inscribed “Facciam laude attutti” (Fig.
78).612 At first glance, the scene seems to evoke a Coronation, excepting Mary’s lack of a
crown and the marginal angel-musicians’ lack of clothes. The depiction of Christ and
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Mary sharing a wide throne makes sense inasmuch as the lauda praised them in addition
to all holy women and men.613 The nude angelic figures playing vielles and horns seem to
have been a playful motif favored by the artist; they also appear in the Nativity and in an
initial N for the feast of St. Zenobius.614 Similar All Saints scenes with conventionally
clothed angel-musicians include an anonymous fresco outside the Rucellai Chapel of S.
Maria Novella (ca. 1335), and the historiated G (“Gaudeamus Omnes”) in Don
Silvestro’s Gradual for S. Maria degli Angeli (1371).

Spinello Aretino’s Magdalene Banner
Spinello Aretino’s large bilateral canvas banner (ca. 1395-1400), made for the
confraternity of Mary Magdalene in Borgo San Sepulcro, offers a near-summa of the
concepts and functional object types that I have presented heretofore (Fig. 11).615 Mary
Magdalene participated in the celestial liturgy, by virtue of her contemplation, love, and
self-effacement. The laudesi company likewise joined the celestial liturgy through these
acts as well as sung performance, sometimes in conjunction with a vivid paraliturgical
imitation of Christ’s sacrifice: they carried their banner through town on Good Friday,
lashing themselves between singing laude.616 Its imagery announces their goals of
penance, contemplation, and singing the celestial liturgy. On its back, two scowling
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henchmen flog a sweet-looking Christ.617 The front shows four brothers, hooded for
humility, kneeling in prayer before the enthroned Magdalene. Above them, absorbed in
contemplation, she holds her pyx and a bleeding Crucifix. Eight music-making angels
surround her. At top are a cherub and seraph dressed in blue and red, respectively, who
should be understood as leading a silent litany. The others accompany them on a
psaltery, vielle, double recorder, bagpipe, shawm, and organetto.618
To date, there have been only summary statements on the premises and uses of
the banner as a devotional object.619 The inquiry is complicated due to the ways in which
it was a liminal object mediating between settings, and between embodied and angelic
modes of worship. Despite its portability and medium, it was normally an altarpiece in
the confraternity’s oratory, instituted in 1334 as the “ecclesia disciplinatorum Sancte
Marie Magdalene.”620 The brothers would have flagellated themselves while gazing at the
Flagellation, and would have sung like angels while gazing at the angel-musicians. The
Crucifix held by the Magdalene was another prop that they would place on the altar or
bear in procession—and the focus of her, and their, contemplation. She had been a sinner,
penitent, contemplative, companion of the angels, and even a virgin restored.621 And of
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course, the pictorial invention of the angels’ concert defied their essential immateriality.
The banner’s proper iconography and uses readily demonstrate the angel concert as the
reward of the Magdalene’s devotions, and stirred the brothers to imitate her.
Additionally, its strong ties to local depictions of the Virgin Mary and to Byzantine icons
progressively illuminate the strategies and effects of the angels’ operations.622

Iconography
Spinello fashioned the banner’s iconography primarily from the Meditations on
the Life of Christ and the Golden Legend. The former accounted for the Magdalene’s
Crucifix and her pairing with the Flagellation in its touching descriptions of her devotion
to Christ throughout his Passion and death, during which time her penance and grief
strengthened her compassion and love. Upon the Deposition, for instance:
She held the feet. She seemed to faint with sorrow, and what she once
moistened with the tears of remorse she now washed with the much more
copious tears of sorrow and compassion. She gazed at the feet, so
wounded and bloody: she wept with great bitterness. For as Truth itself
testified, “She loved much” [Luke 7:14]…her heart could hardly remain in
her body for sorrow.623
Then on Easter morning, she was so perturbed by Christ’s empty tomb, and so distracted
by her love for him, as to dismiss the glad tidings of the angels attempting to tell her of
his Resurrection.
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Once more looking into the tomb…she saw the two angels, who said to
her, “Woman, why do you weep? Whom do you seek?” And she said,
“They have taken my Lord away, and I do not know where they have laid
him.” See the wonderful workings of love…her soul was not here but
there, where her Master was…she cried and paid no attention to the
angels.624
Likewise the GoldenLegend demonstrated her blessedness as “part of penance, part of
contemplation, and part of heavenly glory.”625 Following Christ’s Ascension:
Mary Magdalene, desirous of sovereign contemplation, sought a right
sharp desert…and abode there thirty years without knowledge of
anybody…And every day at every hour canonical she was lifted up in the
air of angels, and heard the glorious song of the heavenly companies.626
The angel-musicians of Spinello’s banner interwove this passage with the
conventional scriptural justifications for angel-musicians (the Sanctus of Isaiah 6, the
musical instruments of the Psalms of Praise, the harps played by the Elders in the
celestial liturgy of Revelations) as well as the responsibility of sacred images to move
and edify—in this case, to summon the joy of Paradise and greater love in contemplative
proximity to Christ.627 As for love—in addition to sources I named above—Walter Hilton
suggested that the means of hearing angels’ song were the Magdalene’s very virtues of
love and contemplation:
When a soul is purified by the love of God, [and] illumined by
wisdom…then the eye of the soul is opened to see spiritual things. [It] is
able to feel the touching, the speaking of good angels [which] is spiritual
and not bodily. For when the soul is lifted and ravished out of the
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sensuality…then in great fervor of love and light [it] may hear and feel
heavenly sound, made by the presence of angels in loving God.628
The banner’s angel-musicians basically stood in for their song, but their resonances were
greater because of the banner’s functional typology, and the fact that Spinello adapted his
composition from Trecento pictures featuring angel-musicians with the Virgin Mary
(themselves normally derived from the Byzantine Hodegetria icon).

Confraternity Banners
There is a wealth of evidence attesting that banners like Spinello’s directed the
acts of compassion and contemplation modeled by the Magdalene, and requisite to
achieving union with Christ via his saints and angels.629 In a Florentine manuscript of
Giovanni Villani’s Nuova cronica (ca. 1350), for example, a miniature of a flagellant
procession shows three members gazing at a banner of Christ’s Flagellation, which their
leader carries on a pole surmounted by a cross (Fig. 79).630 The overlap between object
and action would have been even greater with the Magdalene banner, whose figures are
nearly life-size. Another, anonymous Florentine verified that flagellants would “go
through the whole city with many images of Our Lady…and many Crucifixes and the
panels and banners of the companies.”631 The Company of St. Michael Archangel in San
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Godenzo al Poggiolo mandated that on major holidays, the brothers should carry banners
about while “disciplining” themselves as well as singing “with the greatest possible
devotion.”632 The Modenese company of St. Mary of the Snows explained:
On the standard of the admirable congregation is depicted for
contemplation the image of our savior Jesus Christ flagellated on the
column, in memory of his harshest Passion, for the Company of the
flagellated Christ…so that with the strength of iron they can beat
themselves.633
The purpose of the Magdalene banner’s imagery of contemplation and restoration
to the angels comes into focus by analogy to the funeral procession of a certain Bishop
Mamertus in the Golden Legend, in which participants carried crosses and banners, rang
bells, and sang hymns. The banners represented the victory of Christ’s Resurrection and
Ascension, according to Jacobus, and the hymns “signified the songs and praises of
angels, who…led Christ into heaven with many praises.”634 He referred to ecclesiastical
banners, but a miniature (ca. 1300-30) from the rulebook of a Venetian flagellant
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company applied the same concepts to their banner and laude (Fig. 80).635 The brothers’
risen souls, gathered in a hammock supported by angels, hold their banner aloft as they
praise Christ amidst the heavenly hosts. Taking their and the Magdalene brothers’ white
robes into account, it is perhaps noteworthy that Durandus had understood this color as
angelic, attributing its use “upon the Feast of the Resurrection [to] the Angel…who
appeared ‘clothed in a white garment,’” and its signification to “the glory and joy of
Resurrection and immortality, and a pure heart adorned with good works.”636 This
interpretation could construe the brothers in the Magdalene banner as the ninth order of
angels who accompany the other eight in their hymns.
Otherwise, the ferial display of confraternity banners on altars or in tabernacles
enhanced their devotional utility, in such a way that they overlapped functionally with
“super icons.” The good condition of Spinello’s banner suggests its likely protection by a
curtained tabernacle. The effect of enshrinement can be gauged by Orcagna’s angeladorned Orsamichele tabernacle or, e.g., a statute of 1335 for the company of S. Zanobi
establishing that “…on the pilaster of St. Bartholomew in the said church of S. Reparata
in the middle of the nave, where Our Lady stands, there is to be made a wooden
tabernacle as honorably beautiful as possible.”637 Adding to framing devices such as
microarchitecture, bells often embellished tabernacle curtains because, according to
Durandus, “The reason for…ringing bells is this: that by their sound the faithful may be
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mutually cheered on towards their reward; that the devotion of faith may be increased.”638
Regardless, Spinello’s banner served as the oratory’s altarpiece for Masses
performed by hired Franciscan priests.639 The Magdalene presumably faced outward,
insofar as a widow, Simona di Angelo di Pirro Dini, commissioned a stained-glass
window for this edifice showing her figure as in the banner: “She wishes and commands
that a figure of St. Mary Magdalene is painted in that window of the oratory of St. Mary
in said Borgo [San Sepolcro], as in the banner of the said Society.”640 Celebrating the
Mass therefore emphasized the Eucharistic dimension of her Crucifix and likely her pyx
and throne, whose opus cosmati inlay evoked opulent shrines, tombs, and altars such as
the one in the confessio of San Prassede in Rome.641 The angel-musicians served as
transcendental devices in this context insofar as angels were believed to participate in the
Mass in addition to human devotion generally. On the authority of Durandus: “One
should piously believe…that the angels of God assist as companions those who pray and
stand before them. […] And so we always have them as participants in prayer who are
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co-associates in eternal glory.”642

Marian “Icons” and Icons
Spinello developed the composition of his Magdalene banner from Trecento
Marian “icons,” including his own small-scale panel and the Orsanmichele “super icon.”
These Marian images reveal a richer set of the texts, aesthetic potency, and ability to
sanctify the secular that premised the angel-musicians in the Magdalene banner. One
connective thread is that angel-musicians owed much of their popularity to the
Franciscans (like those who performed the Magdalene brothers’ Masses), who were
devoted to the Virgin, had accepted vernacular music as angelic, and had enthusiastically
appropriated Byzantine-style icons as tools of conversion.
Spinello’s banner accordingly bears a striking resemblance to the typology and
iconography of Byzantine bilateral icons, as the source of Trecento Marian “super” and
“personal” icons. The most famous was the Hodegetria from Constantinople, which had
the Virgin and Child painted on the front and a Crucifixion added to its back at some
point (Fig. 4).643 Though mutilated in 1453 upon the Ottoman conquest of
Constantinople, its composition survives in more or less faithful copies. Perhaps the best
known is a variant on this theme, the Hodegetria/Man of Sorrows from Kastoria, Greece,
which was processed and given voice on Good Friday by the recitation of the Virgin’s
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lament.644 The impact of such icons on Italian sacred art is well stated in their
transposition to a diptych of the Hodegetria/Man of Sorrows by Allegretto de Nuzi in
Fabriano (ca. 1366), one of countless Duecento and Trecento personal icons bearing this
combination (Fig. 81).645
Comparing this diptych to the Magdalene banner shows that its Byzantine
ancestry was both undeniable and complicated by other factors, most obviously the
Gothic subject of angel-musicians. The banner certainly had parallels with bilateral icons
engendered, to some degree, by the fact that Western confraternities imitated older
Byzantine ones, including that which bore the Hodegetria to its destinations.646 The
causality in the relationship mostly concerned icons’ flavor of authority, plus an
interactive emotional power that Byzantines called “ensoulment.”647 Durandus apparently
admired icons for their ethical quality, as well: “The Greeks employ painted
representations, painting, it is said, only from the navel upwards, that all occasion of vain
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thoughts may be removed.”648 Hence the poignancy of Spinello’s Christ facing the wrath
of his tormentors, or being crucified in the Magdalene’s lap, which stirred compassion
and helped viewers connect the historical event and his “real presence” in the Eucharist.
Yet Christ’s animation also underlined the Magdalene’s contemplation as a distinct mode
of engaging the banner. The roles of the angels in icons versus the banner are more of a
commonality, but the equivalence of Byzantine iconology and angelology raises the
question as to how exactly Spinello’s angel concert forged its path between image and
angelic worship.
The Hodegetria itself is instructive because its attribution to St. Luke had
recommended it to Western copyists, it might have sparked the genre of bilateral icons,
and it anticipated the banner in fusing human and angelic ceremonial plus its ferial
enshrinement.649 There is a clue to this setup in a portrayal of the Hodegetria’s normal
setting in the Hodegon Monastery, in the Hamilton Psalter (Fig. 82).650 The curtain, the
lamps, and the supplication by the angels in the icon and the laypeople before it all paint
familiar contours of the forms and goals of devotion. Further, the Triumph of Orthodoxy
icon (ca. 1400) shows the Hodegetria carried by the brotherhood clad in red and
identified as cantors by their huge red hats—and as angels by their wings. Their rendition
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as such elevates them and the feast to a “heavenly” level celebrating the historical event,
and its inner meaning, and its eternal reenactment.651 As I discussed at the beginning of
this chapter, the angelized Hodegetria-bearers had extensive company in the angel-clergy
who sublimated human ritual in ornamenta and churches throughout Byzantium. Again,
the Byzantine analogy of angels, icons, and humans was direct, immersive, and shaped
by typology; such scenes explicated the church and its rituals as a microcosm of the
Heavenly City, realized as an interior liturgy on the highest rung of contemplation. The
Byzantine iconization of angels to visualize the meanings and reenactment of sacred
history applies to the angel-musicians of the banner, as does the belief that the angel
hierarchy mediated and paralleled the human ascent to the divine through the rungs of
purification, contemplation, and mystical union.652

Sublimation
By what means did the angel-musicians in Spinello’s Magdalene banner achieve
the same effect? A modification of the “parabolic sense” described in Chapter Two
pertains especially well to the banner’s aesthetic implementation of angelic habitus.
Vasari’s Life of Spinello even attests the capacity of angel images to assert themselves in
the material world: apparently Spinello died from fright of the vengeful apparition of his
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own painting of Lucifer, who was upset that the artist had rendered him as ugly.653 But
Spinello’s unfortunate end also suggests a more agreeable kind of agency whereby his
images of angel-musicians could embody and “stamp” not only the brightness and
sweetness of good angels and their music on the souls of the confraternity brothers, but
also their self-comportment as a tangible model for human behavior. Spinello’s angelmusicians sublimated the confraternity members as participants in the celestial liturgy,
due to the quasi-iconic power of the image and its function in stationary and processional
performances. The provision of a tabernacle would have stressed the message inasmuch
as microarchitecture was a mnemonic platform for conducting the interior liturgy. Yet to
imitate the Magdalene was to contemplate notwithstanding, and the company’s oratory—
like any church—was mystically and liturgically the image of heaven.654 In this model—
informed and clarified by Marian and Byzantine images—the banner’s angel concert
instilled an understanding of itself as the reward of the Magdalene’s penance,
compassion, and contemplation; and an incitement to the joy and love that imitation
generated in the brotherhood’s processions, their oratory, and finally their angelized
souls.
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Conclusion
Pictures of musical angels were instrumental for the angelizing process that
culminated in liturgical concelebration. Byzantine programs depicted angel-clergy who
performed their liturgy in the heavenly domains of church superstructures, in tandem
with their human peers at ground level. They also decorated ciboria and liturgical
implements to communicate their presence at the heavenly altar, as well as curtains,
aëres, and epitaphioi to convey their function of veiling and unveiling divine mysteries.
Their images multiplied to indicate events when they were supposed to physically
manifest in the church, and the exalted status of the seraphim, cherubim, and thrones was
conveyed by their lack of ministerial vesture and tendency to congregate in higher
architectural zones. The relative remoteness of Byzantine liturgical angels—as compared
to Gothic or Trecento ones—probably concerned the fact that they inherently imaged
forth the celestial liturgy.
In the Trecento, the casuistry by which angel-musicians effected the goal of
concelebration involved the specular role of angel imagery, which connected to the belief
that angels were exemplary both spiritually and in liturgical action. The angels’ affectus
was both subject to and also generative of will and intellection.655 In other words, the
bodily and facial dispositions of angels—their habitus—exposed their affectus and
imprinted it upon the faithful. Joy and love were the two principal and reciprocal affects
that angels experienced while worshiping God as nuns, priests, individuals, or
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confraternities. They were also the necessary results of human restoration to the angels,
brought about by celebrating the Mass in front of an altarpiece, performing the interior
liturgy by using a personal icon, persuading the Virgin Mary to manifest by singing
angelically in front of a super icon, immersing oneself into the angelic music inscribed in
laudari, or becoming worthy of their communion by cultivating the Magdalene’s traits of
penitence, contemplation, and love in relation to a processional banner.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MULTIPLICITY (S. MARIA NOVELLA)
“…Various people will place for themselves different backgrounds, those indeed which move
them more. For some will place a church, from having turned their mind to churches…[a mind]
should not be spread excessively by traversing through imaginary spaciousness…but the ‘place’
is ‘small scale’ when the soul at once flies swiftly around its corners seizing the images hidden
away in them.”
--Albertus Magnus, De Bono, IV.2.

In the foregoing chapters, I have considered a series of hymns that music-making
angels were depicted as performing, the miracles that they celebrated, the types of
monumental and portable objects that they occupied, the silent and sweet nature of their
music, their interventions in the physical realm—including irrupting into churches for
Mass, and demonstrating the habitus of celestial bliss—and the purposes of their
involvement in rituals through which the faithful sought divine union. Because angelmusicians multiplied in Trecento sacred art, in this last chapter I will consider their
extraordinary number as a topic unto itself, via the seven Trecento images of angel
concerts that survive from the eminent Dominican church of S. Maria Novella.
The multiplicity of angel-musicians was complicit in the goal of mystical
concelebration, because great number signaled the presence and perfection of angels.
Scripture promised, “You are to come unto…the Heavenly Jerusalem, and to an
innumerable company of angels” (Hebrews 12:22), and Thomas Aquinas figured that
angels proliferate because “…the more perfect things are, in so much greater an excess
are they created by God.”656 The seven angel bands of S. Maria Novella enveloped
greater or lesser sets of viewers in a series of three-dimensional environments animated
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Aquinas, ST I-I.50.3, citing the Pseudo-Dionysius, Celestial Hierarchy, XIV.
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by the High Mass and Offices, requiem Masses, laudesi performances, and sermons. Four
of them accompany a Coronation: Jacopo Cambi’s embroidered paliotto for the high altar
(1336), possibly commissioned by Fra Jacopo Aldobrandini; an anonymous fresco
fronting the Rucellai family’s All Saints chapel in the belltower (ca. 1335-40); Bernardo
Daddi’s altarpiece for the Castiglione’s chapel of St. Peter Martyr, located in the ponte
(ca. 1340-5); and Andrea da Bonaiuto’s stained-glass rose window for the church’s west
façade (1365), paid for by Tedalino de’Ricci (d. 1365). The other compositions are Nardo
di Cione’s fresco of Dante’s Paradiso for the Strozzi Chapel (1350s), dedicated to
Thomas Aquinas; his brother Orcagna’s altarpiece of Christ in Majesty, for the same
chapel (1357); and Bonaiuto’s Ascension in the vault of the chapterhouse (ca. 1365-7),
funded by the merchant-theologian Buonamico de’Guidalotti (d. 1355).
Each of these scenes contributed, on its own, to a discrete salvific program
animated by its proper liturgical hymns, all having marked focus on the song of angels.
No one has connected the chapels’ angel-musicians with their proper hymns, even though
they appeared only in association with hymns that invoked heavenly music. The angels
accompanied the Mass and Offices on a daily basis in the cappella maggiore and, later,
the chapterhouse. In the private chapels, they enlivened frequent requiem Masses plus
more elaborate ceremonies on the dedicated feast days. Yet the traditional concept of
“program” (a conceptual unity, governed by a patron’s wishes) fails to encompass the full
set of angel-musicians dispersed throughout S. Maria Novella, in different patronage
scenarios and quasi-serial, functional settings. To describe the overarching program that
they formed unto themselves as a transcendent theme, I take my cue from the angelology
of the “Angelic Doctor” Thomas Aquinas, encouraged by the guiding intellectual and
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artistic visions of Frari Remigio de’Girolami (d. 1319), Jacopo Passavanti (d. 1357), and
Jacopo Talenti (d. 1362) as well as the parallel abundance of Aquinas portraits
throughout the church. So, here are some ways to think about the angel-musicians’
program: multitude as evidence of angelic blessedness and eschatological hope; hierarchy
as emulative and anagogical, conditioning the depiction of angels as exoteric or remote;
the hierarchical sequences of liturgy and church topography; and angelization as the goal
of sequence.

Setting
An older version of S. Maria Novella had been built in the ninth century and was
enlarged in 1094, under the patronage of the cathedral canons.657 The Dominican
chronicler Gerard of Frachet described this edifice as, unfortunately, a “place of great
filth” and “house of demons” until the Dominicans acquired it in 1221, two years after St.
Dominic himself had sent Blessed John of Salerno to Florence.658 In 1242, the friars
decided to erect the present building, and the “cornerstone” laid in 1279 by the
Dominican cardinal Latino Malabranca Orsini probably constituted an official
dedication.659 The entire church was virtually completed in the early fourteenth
century.660
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Orlandi 1980: 7.
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Gerard of Frachet, Vitae fratrum, qtd. in Orlandi 1980: 79-80.
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Orlandi 1980: 7: In 1246, Innocent IV granted an indulgence to anyone who helped the friars
build the new church. See Brown 1902: 56.
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S. Maria Novella preceded S. Croce in adapting the vaulted, aisled basilican
design to mendicant needs, and assuming the “deep spiritual mode” of Italian Gothic
architecture, with consistently pointed arches (Fig. 83).661 The slim supports, the tallness
of the aisles, and the wide but narrow bay-shapes that diminish in length from the façade
to crossing give “unprecedented airiness and spatial unity to the design.”662 The church
emulated Italian Cistercian foundations such as Rivalta Scrivia and Fossanova in its
short-headed, cruciform plan with its straight-ended choir (lit by tall triple lancets), four
flanking chapels, and square bays for its crossing and transepts.663 Also like S. Croce,
Vasari completely overhauled its furnishings and ornament during his interventions of the
1560s.664 John White stated:
Originally, only the vertical supports were plain and all the ribs and arches
carried a bold zebra patterning…here acquiring special Dominican
significance. The smooth shafts would have borne a canopy of color,
drawing the attention upwards…towards another world, vibrant with
meaning, setting off the coloristic riches of what were then seen as the
veritable vaults of heaven.665
The “Dominican significance” of the zebra striping was because their habits were black
and white, engendering a kind of spiritual allegory where they were embodied in the
church, and the church in them. A restoration project begun in 1962 revealed the other
660

White 1993: 27. Although the church is actually oriented north-south, I will refer to the
liturgical east as “true” east, for the sake of convention. The Trecento congregation entered from the side
portal at the top of the south aisle (present entrance).
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See Trachtenberg 1991.
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White 1993: 27-8.
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White 1993: 27-8. “Alternatively, the plan can be regarded as the grafting of certain Cistercian
features onto that of S. Francesco at Assisi.”
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Orlandi 1980: 10. Starting in 1565, Vasari removed the bridge, the five wall altars, and most of
the frescoes.
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White 1993: 27-8.
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world to which they pointed in paintings of holy figures that had escaped Vasari’s
industry, on the soffits of the five transverse arches of the nave (Fig. 84).666 Of these, the
second from the west bears the full angelic hierarchy in a series of niches, evidently
performing the celestial liturgy for the Lamb at the vault’s apex.667
Furthermore—again, like S. Croce—S. Maria Novella incorporated two major
internal divisions: a deep rood screen (ponte) and a detached choir opening into the
cappella maggiore (Fig. 85).668 A verbal description of both survives in Vincenzo
Borghigiani’s (d. 1766) eighteenth-century Cronaca Annalistica del Convento di S.
Maria Novella, copied from an eyewitness account of 1556.669 Marcia Hall determined
that the ponte was a huge two-story structure over 11.5 feet high, plus a parapet “half the
height of a man,” that spanned the entire width of the church.670 The structure rose just
after the steps in the fourth nave bay and extended halfway across the fifth, making it
about 26.5 feet deep.671 There were four chapels on each of its stories.672 Hall posited that
its façade was made up of “more or less solid wall punctuated with three doors [which
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Lando Bartoli, “La chiesa di Santa Maria Novella e il sentimento delle proporzioni nella società
del xiv e xv secolo,” in Santa Maria Novella: la basilica, il convento, i chiostri monumentali, ed. Umberto
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aligned with those of the church façade], also apparently solid, and decorated, probably in
a handsomely random fashion, with coats of arms and family imprese. Its resemblance to
a ponte must have been more from the back where the three open arches resembled the
arches of a bridge.”673 Unless the middle doors of the ponte and choir enclosure were
both open (both were on the same axis as the façade’s central door), the ponte would
have concealed most of the east end’s decoration, so the congregation’s attention would
have fixed on the screen and its ornament, especially Giotto’s Crucifix (1288-9) atop the
rood beam.674
Beyond the ponte, the U-shaped friars’ choir featured two tiers of wooden choir
stalls that surrounded the cappella maggiore, which was dedicated to the Virgin of the
Assumption (as was S. Maria Novella itself).675 The chronicler of 1556 wrote:
Esciti di sotto al Ponte per la Navata di mezzo, andando verso la Cappella
maggiore, si passava tanto spazio…e si arrivava alla porta del Coro, larga,
ssfogata, adorna di belli stipiti di marmi e d’imposte di noce…e metteva in
mezzo del Coro, dritto all’Altar grande. Il Coro era quadrangolare
comprendeva tutta la prima Arcata della Navata di mezzo, cinto di muro
alto, piu di un’uomo. […] In mezzo alla Crociata, di contro alla Navata
maggiore, e dirimpetto al Coro succede la Cappella grande de
Tornobuoni… Lo Altare stave in mezzo alla Cappella. […] Torno torno
v’erano le panchine di noce con le spalliere alte, che ricorrevano per tutta
la Cappella.676
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This arrangement at once united and isolated S. Maria Novella’s two main loci of
mystical concelebration. So noted, in the choir were two lecterns, one for chanting the
Mass and the Antiphons and another for reading the lessons.677 The former would have
been the site of display for the two extant Trecento hymnbooks (both Antiphonaries):
Corale H, produced by the Master of the Dominican Effigies and Pacino di Bonaguida,
and Corale N.678 Otherwise, the Tornaquinci family paid for the chapel to be frescoed
with scenes by Orcagna from the lives of the Virgin and Baptist (finished by 1348).679
The Liber Novus by Fra Zanobi Guasconi (d. 1391) attests that Passavanti, who was
related to the Tornaquinci family, directed the chapel’s image program: “Fra Jacobus
Passavanti, operaius of the church, had the cappella maggiore painted at the expence of
certain Tornaquincis, who nonetheless do not have the right to be buried in said
chapel….”680 Passavanti’s design most likely anticipated the Ghirlandaio’s display of
Mary’s Assumption in the central lancet followed by her Coronation on the wall above.
A few other chapels within S. Maria Novella stand out as sites of angelic
concelebration, even without displaying angel-musicians in fixed pictorial form. The
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(Florence, 1981): 163.
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rightmost on the east wall had been under the patronage of the St. Peter Martyr laudesi
company until being acquired in 1333 by the Bardi, who retained the dedication to
Gregory the Great.681 The Gaddi Chapel (leftmost on the same wall) was dedicated to St.
Dominic with secondary dedications to St. Michael and All Angels.682 The hymns for
Dominic, for Michael, and for the other angels pivoted on the act of singing in concert
with the angels and the promise of joining the celestial hierarchy. Corale M, a Gradual of
the 1270s, gives the hymn for the feast of Dominic, on August 5: “In the celestial
hierarchy/ a new harmony sounds,/ led by a new song./ The melody of our choir/
concelebrating God/ concords with it, in this life.”683 Hymns for the Archangel Michael
announced: “Christ, splendor of the Father,/ Life and virtue of the heart,/ in the presence
of the angels/ we psalm with our voice:/ in alternating chorus/ we give songs with our
voices,” and “Christ, glory of saints and angels,/ author and king of humankind,/
mercifully grant for us/ to climb up to eternal heaven./ […] Here, Mary Mother of God/
and the entire chorus of angels/ will always be near us,/ with the whole assembly of the
blessed.”684 Fra Girolami—a disciple of Aquinas, and Dante’s teacher—was buried here.
Likewise, the comprehensively angelic Fra Thomas (d. 1348) was a priest in this
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chapel as well as captain of the laudesi company: “Fra Thomas, a priest of the archangel
and a preacher. He had an angelic aspect and a most pure mind, loving to be a quiet
spectator of the communion.”685 Lastly, the present sacristy had originally been a Chapel
of the Annunciation patronized by Donna Andreola di Jacopo Acciaiuoli after 1380.686
No angel-musicians occupied Giovanni del Biondo’s Annunciation altarpiece (1380-5)
for this space, but there may have been a few in the glass designed by Niccolò di Pietro
Gerini (1386-90), and Fra Angelico certainly introduced some in the 1430s, in an
Assumption and a Coronation (now at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum and S.
Marco, respectively).687
Philosophical study at S. Maria Novella worked hand-in-hand with art and with
successive acts of singing and silence as means for reaching the contemplation of divine
truths, as well as to nourish apostolic activity.688 Like all Dominican houses, it
incorporated a studium that was open to lay students (e.g., Dante) as well as friars. In the
early Trecento, the aforementioned Fra Girolami had taught Aquinas’s doctrine so
ardently that the school gained the prestigious rank of studium generale.689 John Paoletti
noted the persistent preeminence of Aquinas within the Dominican Order, well after his
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death in 1274: “The ongoing assertion of the centrality of the Thomistic corpus to
Christian belief culminated in 1346 when, at a general chapter meeting of the Dominicans
at Brives, Clement VI mandated that no member of the order was to depart from the
teaching of St. Thomas in his preaching.”690 Further, on the authority of Stefano Orlandi,
“The construction of the sacred building was considered as a combined unit of shape and
space, because…the Florentine ecclesiastics saw a correlation between aedificare domum
and componere mores. […] Contemplation, prayer, administration of the Gospel and
sacraments…become walls and spaces for faith and grace.”691 Orlandi highlighted the
contributions of Frari Giovanni da Campi (d. 1339) in addition to Passavanti and Talenti.
The Necrologio wrote of Campi: “He was a good carpenter and industrious in
constructing buildings…he was elected as the principal and unique architect of all of the
works.”692 Of Passavanti: “…On account of his industry, he was made operaius of our
church, which…he magnified and decorated in many ways.”693 And of Talenti: “He was
a good master of stone and building… A great part of S. Maria Novella was built by
his…counsel. And the chapterhouse. And many principal works in the convent.”694 In
addition, Guasconi (prior until 1366) was responsible for carrying out their artistic
690
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visions and, in 1363, conceded to the cathedral-based laudesi company of S. Zanobi “the
lower part of the schoolhouse which is next to the door of our convent, along the street”
to use on various days, including the Ascension, Corpus Christi, John the Baptist, Peter
and Paul, the Assumption, the Exaltation of the Cross, Michael, All Saints, and the
Nativity.695

Coronation fresco, All Saints Chapel (ca. 1335)
A very abraded fresco of the Coronation is situated above the door leading into the
little All Saints Chapel in the base of the belltower (Fig. 60). This structure was originally
dedicated to St. Michael, probably because its great height seemed proper to an angel.696
Albizio di Nardo di Giunta Rucellai (d. 1335) was buried in front of this space, and the
doorframe bears the Rucellai coat of arms.697 The same Albizzio also provided for the
untraced altarpiece of the Madonna and Child (1336) in his will of March 24, 1335.698
Angelo Tartuferi believed that the Coronation dated to ca. 1335, on the basis of its
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affinity with the frescoes inside of the chapel.699 The sixteenth-century source copied
by Borghigiani seemed to agree:
Seguita la Cappella di tutti i Santi, posta sotto al Campanile, attenete alla
famiglia de Rucellai…con altre pitture a fresco per la muraglia…e sopra la
porta di fuori sul muro, vi era, come ora, la Madonna dipinta, con molti
Santi. Vedi all’anno 1334.700
The Rucellai Coronation must have been an early impression of the Baroncelli
altarpiece, judging from the highly similar treatment of Christ and Mary as well as the
attendant throngs of heavenly company. On the other hand, the fresco’s unified picture
field and its placement of the pair of kneeling angel-musicians recalls the Massa
Marittima altarpiece (ca. 1335) by the Sienese painter Ambrogio Lorenzetti. In the
fresco, one angel remains fully visible to the immediate left of the throne, singing and
playing a prominent organetto. Another, comparable pair of white-robed knees remain
under a missing patch to the arch’s right; this presumed angel plays a stringed instrument.
Of the saints stacked in rows behind them, some evoke those of the Baroncelli altarpiece
in being transfixed by the miracle (two even grasp the imposts of the throne), while
others discuss this holy moment. Peter’s keys render him legible to the right of the
throne, and his complement is probably John the Evangelist, the supposed author of
Mary’s Assumption legend. Three Dominican friars in the front row also stand out, by
virtue of their black-and-white habits. The one to holding the red book is Dominic, and
the other two are almost certainly the revered figures of Peter Martyr and Aquinas, whose
portraits reiterated throughout the Trecento decoration of S. Maria Novella.
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I would add that the Rucellai Coronation moreover bears an affinity with the
slightly later miniature for the All Saints hymn (November 1) in the Sant’Agnese
laudario (ca. 1340), by the Master of the Dominican Effigies (Fig. 78). The miniature’s
rectangular picture field, stacks of saints, and the figures’ range of gestures are similar
enough to posit that the artist had derived oblique inspiration from the fresco, perhaps
when he produced Corale H with Pacino during the same years. Regardless, I believe the
Sant’Agnese miniature strongly suggests that the verses of the hymns for All Saints Day
justified the composition as the frontispiece for the Rucellai Chapel. On this feast, the
chapel would have come alive with colorful ephemera and the extra voices and
paraphernalia of a High Mass. The song of the friars and the music of the organ
projecting from this space would illuminate the Coronation fresco (with its angelorganist) as an image of current concelebration as well as future bliss amongst the saints
and angels depicted therein.701 The hymns invoked “all citizens of the heavens,” naming
assemblies of angels, Peter with his keys, choruses of martyrs and monks, and the
Virgin and Christ, all for the purpose of freeing the faithful from the prison of sin
(which was also the main cause for endowing tomb chapels):
…All the armies of angels/ and batallions of patriarchs,/ and hosts of
prophets/ pray for our remission./ The Baptist, forerunner of Christ,/ and
the ethereal key-bearer,/ with the rest of the Apostles,/ free us from the
chains of crime./ The holy chorus of martyrs,/ the confession of priests,/
and the chastity of virgins/ loose us from sins./ The prayers of monks,/ and
all the citizens of heaven/ assent to our vows of supplication,/ and request
for us the reward of life!702
701
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“…Coetus omnes Angelici,/ Patriarcharum cunei,/ Et Prophetarum merita/ Nobis precentur
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criminis./ Chorus sacratus Martyrum,/ Confessio Sacerdotum,/ Et Virginalis castitas/ Nos a peccatis
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Jacopo Cambi, Coronation Paliotto (1336)
The splendid paliotto for S. Maria Novella’s high altar is inscribed with its author
and date: “IACOBUS CAMBI DE FLORENTIA ME FECIT MCCCXXXVI” (Fig.
46).703 Its magnificence and secure attribution notwithstanding, the paliotto has featured
quite lightly in scholarship. Orlandi named the patron as Fra Aldobrandini Cavalcanti (d.
1367), which I understand to mean that Aldobrandini had given guidance to the
conversus Fra Matheus (d. 1369), who “commissioned a very beautiful and large silver
cloth. And silver candelabra. And reliquaries and many other things.”704 The Necrologio
remembered Aldobrandini himself as “a very gracious priest and preacher,” who
“planted a spiritual seed in many places” and “followed vestiges of our Savior not only
in mind, but wanted devoutly to kiss him bodily” and who had even become prior of
Nicosia on Cyprus for a spell (“Nam ciprum pergens statim ut potuit Jerusalem se
contulit loca sancta devotissime cuncta visitans. Et ciprum rediens factus est prior
niccosiensis”), until he returned to Florence for “rest after his labors.”705

abluant./ Monachorum suffragia,/ Omnesque Cives caelici/ Annuant votis supplicum,/ Et vitae poscant
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Perhaps accordingly, the paliotto presents as an admixture of local and
international designs, including the opus anglicanum “Bologna Cope” (ca. 1300) that was
kept in that city’s great Dominican church of S. Domenico, and a white opus cyprense
antependium of the Coronation made for Pisa Cathedral (1325) (Fig. 21, 36). Jacopo
Cambi depicted eight angels (two presenting roses and lilies, and six playing shawms,
vielles, a tambourine, and cymbals) as accompaniment to the central Coronation. They,
Christ, and Mary congregate in the wide central arch of an ogee arcade that had close
comparanda in English embroideries such as the “Bologna Cope” or the Coronation
chasuble at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (ca. 1330-50) (Fig. 21). Twelve flanking
saints stand under individual arches that bear the normal purposes of Gothic
microarchitecture: to signify the multiple mansions of heaven, and to focus devotion.
Peter and the Baptist immediately bookend the Coronation group; also prominent are
Dominic and Abraham to the right, and to the left Peter Martyr and King David, who
plays a psaltery to unite his act of psalmody with the friars’ and angels’. The spandrels
display praying and adoring demi-angels in red, blue, yellow, and green, again evoking
parallels in English embroidery. Likewise, the style and disposition of the Virgin, Christ,
and angels shows that Jacopo used drawings from the school of Giotto and Bernardo
Daddi, but similarly to Pacino invigorated them with a greater degree of Gothic
inflection.706
The stylistic choice probably related to the embellishment of clerical
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vestment as the Divine Office had become more elaborate. For instance, since the central
act of the Mass took place with the priest turned away from the congregation, the cope as
a bearer of imagery assumed greater relevance to the ceremony and, as a consequence,
was decorated with a greater number of angels as a sign of their presence and cooperation
in the liturgy. The paliotto’s angels would have been legible as bearers of the Host placed
immediately above them, on the altar.
Jacopo’s intricate embroidery must have been intended for festal use when the
liturgical color was set to white—which signified joy and innocence and all but
encompassed the occasions on which angels led or were invoked in hymns. Its display on
the altar essentially restricted its viewership to friars performing the liturgy, and—their
other resonances notwithstanding—anchored the angel-musicians to honoring Mary’s
centrality to the sacrament of the Eucharist, via her role in the Incarnation. This
association would have further resolved in juxtaposition with the instruments and
elements of the Mass as well as the Madonna and Child altarpiece of the 1320s.707 In this
ambience, the angel concert celebrated Mary as their Queen, rejoiced for the possibility
of human salvation, and harmonized with the friars’ singing of the Mass and Offices. The
key hymns would have been the seraphim-led Sanctus (joined by “all the hosts of the
heavenly army”) that followed the consecration of the host, Psalm 150’s call to praise
God with the very musical instruments played by the angels, and the Marian Offices
contained in S. Maria Novella’s Corale N, including the Regina caeli and the sequence
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Ave regina angelorum.708 In addition, the hymn for the Assumption hymn intoned, “Let
us all rejoice in the Lord, celebrating this feast day in the honor of the blessed Virgin
Mary, for whose Assumption the angels rejoice.”709
The doctrinal authority of Aquinas at this church—in conjunction with his fellow
Dominican Jacobus de Voragine, and also Dante—gives particularly good cause to
contend that sweet-sounding music and beautiful images of angels engaged the
“parabolic sense” to act as proxies of angels themselves, in order to make Christian souls
angelic, and therefore worthy of salvation and concelebration. Likewise, to evoke the
poise of French figural art and the Gothic microarchitecture of English clerical vesture,
and even the manner in which laudesi confraternities sang before super icons helped the
community of friars (all of whom were priests) to behave like angels in order to secure
the efficacy of this most important sacrament. The recursive and immersive environment
would have amplified after 1348, when Orcagna finished glazing and frescoing the
cappella maggiore with scenes from the lives of Mary and the Baptist.710 It is almost
certain that his paintings and the stained-glass windows had depicted an Assumption and
Coronation, whether in the pattern of Ghirlandaio’s program of the early 1490s, or
making use of the three blinded oculi that remain visible from the exterior. The northfacing windows would have cast subtly rainbow-colored light on the friars as they sang
the Psalms of Praise for the morning office of Lauds in harmony with the paliotto’s
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music-making angels, just as candles would have flickered across their metallic contours
when the friars praised Mary as Queen of Angels at Compline during the evening.
In consideration of Fra Aldobrandini’s tenure on Cyprus, I think that the
paliotto’s functional dynamics become even clearer by comparison to the nearly
contemporaneous opus cyprense antependium of the Coronation in Pisa, with which
Aldobrandini was very likely familiar. Another friar who definitely would have known
the Pisa antependium was the philosophically disposed Fra Salterelli (d. 1347), whom I
already mentioned had installed the church’s two organs while he was prior, and who
went on to become the Archbishop of Pisa in 1323.711
John of Conti, the Archbishop of Nicosia on Cyprus and another Dominican, had
given this object to the cathedral of his native city in 1325 on behalf of his mother’s soul:
“<Hu>nc pannum dominus frater Ioha(n)es archiepiscopus Nicosiensis dedit ecclesie
Pisane pro anima domine Iacobe m<atris sue>/ Anno Domini MCCCXXV.”712 The
Assumption was the primary feast of Pisa, as it was at S. Maria Novella, and Conti’s
antependium deployed the essential factors of Trecento art as witnessed in the paliotto.
The starry Coronation scene recalls a French ivory group presumably because it was an
exclusively Western subject, and the seven crocketed canopies are likewise broadly
Gothic, but Mary’s intercessory gesture and the attendant scenes of her life are of
Byzantine derivation. In this way, they had an affinity with “super icons” and most other
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Trecento panels of the Virgin and Child and Crucifixion. The angels in the antependium
swing censers, act as messengers, and adore Christ and Mary, but they do not perform
music.
Conti was in many ways typical for a Trecento Dominican art patron of high
status. He had entered the religious life at S. Domenico in Bologna, studied in Paris,
supervised the Dominican province of “Rome” (extending from Sicily to Bologna), and
served as Archbishop of Pisa.713 He regularly gave donations to S. Domenico and other
Dominican houses, including S. Maria Novella (for celebrating the feasts of John the
Baptist’s birth and martyrdom), and would have relied on the Golden Legend for
preaching.714 The major distinction of Conti’s artistic productions on Cyprus is that he
drew from a truly free market of Gothic design and icon power, witnessed in his
antependium and—on a monumental scale—in the architectural construction and
furnishings that he contributed to Nicosia Cathedral (begun ca. 1192). There, he
demonstrated an understanding of Gothic as embodying the language of sacred kingship
for Cyprus’s French Lusignan dynasty, as well as a scaffold for the right ways to view
and interact with images, which were often Byzantine icons. The cathedral’s porch
provides a prominent site for this stimulating juxtaposition (Fig. 86). Conti designed
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its architecture on the model of the French coronation church, Reims Cathedral.715 The
censing angels who remain in the corners of the central tympanum probably knelt before
the Coronation, as at Reims.716 Nevertheless, Conti outfitted the jambs not with statues
but with specially fitted icons, for which several hooks remain under the sculpted
crowns borne down by angelic hands. They evidently functioned as focal points of
devotion for particular feast days, causing the porch to resemble an externalized
Byzantine iconostasis with its direct links to divinity.717 The archbishop refurbished his
cathedral’s interior as a similar synthesis of panel icons, a blue starred ceiling evoking
the royal Sainte-Chapelle in Paris, and numerous Trecento-style furnishings, including
bells to enhance the honorable performance of angelic praise.718 He even erected a large
chapel dedicated to Aquinas on the upper story of Nicosia Cathedral, accessible from the
south aisle at the second arch span.719 Its mural decoration and glazing probably
resembled contemporary family chapels in Florence—in the fifteenth century, the
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Dominican pilgrim Felix Fabri described it as “storie del santo dottore mirabilmente
dipinte.”720
Conti’s commissions illustrate that critical elements of Trecento visual culture
came into being through the demands of elite patrons with scholastic education and
international horizons, their creative fulfillment by the comparably worldly artists who
worked for them, and the omnipresence of angels as sublimating figures. His legacy is
consequently salient for exposing the dynamics of idea and form that made the angelmusicians in S. Maria Novella’s paliotto useful for liturgical devotion. The prescient
dedication of a chapel to Aquinas and his unfettered access to Gothic and Byzantine
artistic idioms suggests Conti accepted the dictum that images should excite the affectus
of devotio, where both states are rational acts of turning toward God; and that Gothic
“tabernacles” enshrining either Gothic or Byzantine figures accomplished this end. In
particular, the analogies between Conti’s antependium and the paliotto buttresses the
argument that Jacopo Cambi created his microarchitectural arcade vis-à-vis his

Coronation in order to identify the composition as a physical church writ small, and as a
set of celestial niches that would receive the blessed amongst the angels in times to come.
Regarding the contributions of artists, even though the year 1325 predated the explosion
of Trecento angel-musicians that followed Giotto’s Baroncelli altarpiece (or Lippo
Memmi’s Caleffo dell’Assunta), the example of the Pisa antependium serves as a good
reminder that they were not necessities so much as powerful accessories for stirring up
mystical concelebration, and artists evolved their designs in local workshop settings.
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Conti either did not have any images of angel-musicians that his embroiderers could
copy, or he contented himself with Byzantine images of angels, which operated according
to different precepts.

Bernardo Daddi, Coronation altarpiece (ca. 1345)
Bernardo Daddi’s altarpiece shows a third local Coronation being celebrated by
crowds of saints and six kneeling angels, four of whom play musical instruments (two
organetti, a vielle, and a psaltery) (Fig. 45). The front row of saints includes Peter Martyr
with a knife in his back, Dominic carrying lilies and a red book, Aquinas holding an open
book, John the Baptist wearing a liturgical cope over his hair shirt, and John the
Evangelist, Bartholomew, Peter, and Paul with their normal attributes. Abraham and the
young Isaac flank the left of the throne (they are ancestors of Christ and prefigurations of
his sacrifice), joined on the right by King David, who again plucks a psaltery. This time
his instrument actually mirrored the angel’s to a positive statement of receiving their
illumination, according to a passage by Dante that I quoted in Chapter Two, that typifies
the medieval concept of mirroring the divine: “…the first agent, namely God, instills his
power into things by means of direct radiance or by means of reflected light. Thus the
divine light rays forth into the Intelligences without mediation, and is reflected into the
other things by these Intelligences which are first illuminated.”721 The Gothic frame
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Dante, Convivio 3, 14, 2-4. The Pseudo-Dionysius had written, “The angel is a manifestation of
the hidden light, a mirror pure, brilliant…receiving the beauty…of God” (On the Divine Names).
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incorporates two thin spiral columns to partition the Coronation and angels from the
saints; and five steep cusped arches showing Christ in Majesty in a barbed trefoil in the
central gable, being adored by seraphim and cherubim in the four lateral ones.
Daddi was a student of Giotto and (like Jacopo Cambi and the painter of the
Rucellai Coronation) emulated the Baroncelli altarpiece, with the angels kneeling before
the raised and draped throne, the general disposition of Christ and Mary, crowds of
saints, and cusped arches.722 Even so, the arrangement of the angels derive from Daddi’s
own altarpiece for Florence Cathedral, some saints interact with one another (as in the
Rucellai fresco), the Virgin’s face is in pure profile, and Christ leans more closely toward
her. Daddi also developed Mary’s submissive pose so that it is ambiguous as to whether
she kneels or sits, allowing her to fill both of her roles as the enthroned Bride of Christ
and the Mother of God.723 Dillian Gordon took special care to emphasize that her golddecorated white garments as well as “the smile hovering around her lips” had stemmed
from thirteenth-century French ivories, such as the Louvre Coronation noted in Chapter
One (Fig. 37).724 The connection is more striking than the model that Giotto had
provided, because Daddi somewhat dematerialized his figures and enhanced the gold
starburst and floral designs on their cloaks. Dante seems to have described this “French
perfects its participants in the holy image of God like bright and spotless mirrors which receive the ray of
the Supreme Deity which is the Source of Light; and being mystically filled with the Gift of Light, it pours
it forth again abundantly, according to the Divine Law, upon those below itself” (Celestial Hierarchy,
III.2).
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smile” in his Convivio, in terms that resonate with the effects that Aquinas had sought for
sacred art:
On her descends the same divine power as upon angels in God’s very
view… Things in her aspect ever I detect, that show us ecstasies of
Paradise—I mean, in her sweet smile and in her eyes, which Love left here
as in their proper home.725
Mary’s halo is furthermore decorated with a stem of roses and leaves, because the roses
had a particular significance for the Coronation and for Marian devotion in general.
Mirella Levi d’Ancona cited lines from the Psalter of the Blessed Virgin Mary attributed
to Bonaventure: “Thou art gone up…crowned with roses and lilies” (Psalm 47), and from
a fourteenth-century Scala Coeli: “Gaude rosis coronata” (“Rejoice [O Mary] crowned
with roses”).726
The program of Daddi’s Coronation as a Dominican-inflected vision of the
heavenly liturgy (and the paths leading to mystical concelebration) is apparent, but its
provenance has not entirely been resolved. Initially, a few authors had confused this
painting with Ugolino da Siena’s high altarpiece of the 1320s. For example, Orlandi had
accidentally transposed the year 1324 in the pertinent record to state, “In 1342 Fra
Sassetti had the Coronation attributed by Vasari to Ugolino da Siena placed in the
Cappella Maggiore.”727 Offner posited what I think is the correct attribution in 1947,
when he noticed the prominence of Peter Martyr directly to the right of Mary—in the
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same position as Aquinas in the Strozzi altarpiece—and accordingly suggested that
Daddi’s Coronation had come from the chapel dedicated to this saint in the ground floor
of the ponte.728 This was the second chapel from the west, founded in 1298 by the
Castiglione family: “…al Pilastrone di verso l’Organo lo Altare di S. Pietro Martire della
famiglia della Castiglioni, voltati di contro l’uno all’altro” (the last phrase seems to imply
that the head of the chapel was oriented laterally, toward the north).729 Walter Paatz
proposed alternatively that the altarpiece could have originated in the second chapel of
the left aisle, dedicated to the Coronation, but this attribution would neglect the
altarpiece’s primary focus on the Dominican saints.730
I would moreover point out that the hymns for Peter Martyr’s feast day on April
29 were entirely appropriate to premise and animate Daddi’s crowds of the blessed,
foregrounding celestial gladness, heavenly courts, and crowns of roses.731 They included
the verses “A day of great gladness/ has illumined us from heaven:/ Peter Martyr has
come upon/ the throne of glory,” “A noble triumph is nigh,/ and we bring a feast to the
courts of heaven:/ wherein a sweet rose/ is offered to the king of glory,” and “Refulgent
with bright stars,/ let Mother Church rejoice:/ Peter Martyr offers/ new joys into
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heaven.”732 About twenty years after Daddi finished this altarpiece, Andrea da Bonaiuto
appropriately depicted the angelic hierarchy on his rendition of Peter Martyr’s tomb in
the chapterhouse frescoes.733 Meanwhile, the soft tones of requiem Masses and the
jubilant music of this saint’s High Mass would resonate outward in both directions from
the ponte, telegraphing the triumph of this famous Dominican into the aethere of the
caeli curiae painted onto the vaults of mater Ecclesia.

Strozzi Chapel: Christ in Majesty Altarpiece, Paradiso Fresco (ca. 1350-7)
The lofty Strozzi Chapel, dedicated to Aquinas, is adjacent to the Rucellai Chapel
but elevated about ten feet above the transept floor and served by a steep flight of stairs
(Fig. 87).734 It was constructed from ca. 1340-48 and decorated in the 1350s, forming part
of the building phase directed by Talenti.735 The tomb chamber under the stairs bears the
legend “Sepulcra Filiorum Rossi de Strozzi Eorumque Descendentium et Uxorum” (“The
tomb of the sons of Rosso de Strozzi and their descendents and wives”).736 Kathleen
Giles Arthur has taken this designation to signal that “no single member of the family,
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with the possible exception of Fra Pietro Strozzi (d. 1359) who was Master of Theology
and prior of the convent…had an especially strong role in building the chapel,” meaning
its architecture specifically.737 However, the banker Tommaso di Rosello Strozzi possibly
commissioned Orcagna’s altarpiece of Christ in Majesty to aid in expiating his sin of
usury (Fig. 50).738 Also, is likely that Rosso’s grandson Jacopo di Strozza Strozzi (d.
1351) commissioned the fresco decoration from Orcagna’s brother Nardo di Cione.739 To
quote the Cronica Annalistica, “…Nardo made the walls according to the poem of the
famous Dante,” depicting the Paradiso on the left wall, the Last Judgment on the altar
wall, and the Inferno on the right wall.740 Nardo additionally designed the superimposed
stained-glass lancets showing the Virgin and Child above Aquinas (both framed by
Gothic baldachins).741 The figure of Aquinas holds a model of S. Maria Novella lit by
rays emanating from a sun in the palm of his hand, quoting Pope John XXII’s encomium
used for this saint’s canonization in 1323: “…After the apostles and first doctors, this
glorious doctor illuminated further the church of God.”742 Portraits of Aquinas repeat in
the altarpiece, the Paradiso fresco (where he ranks with the doctors of the Church), and
each segment of the quadripartite vault (with the theological and cardinal virtues).
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The Strozzi altarpiece represents a variant of the traditio legis in which Christ in
Majesty, nimbed by a radiant mandorla of seraphim and cherubim, hands the keys of
papal authority to Peter and an open book to Aquinas, as the guardian of Church doctrine.
John the Baptist and Mary stand behind them, as mediators of grace.743 Hagiographical
motives seem to have governed the choices of the other saints present: Catherine was the
patron of scholars and philosophers, Aquinas was devoted to the intellectual Paul, and
Michael and Lawrence participated in the eschatological premises of the chapel’s
program.744 Lawrence stands to the right, next to the Inferno fresco, because he was
believed to rescue a soul from Purgatory each Friday; Michael stands to the left, not only
because he led souls into Paradise, but also because the belltower (forming the Strozzi
Chapel’s west wall) had been dedicated to him.745
In the altarpiece, the left page of Aquinas’s book reads, “Dignus es accipere
librum et solvere signacula eius” (Revelation 5:9); and the right, “Dedi tibi cor sapiens et
intelligens” (I Kings 3:12).746 The former quotation is the first line of the “new song”
sung by the twenty-four harp-playing Elders to the Godhead. The hymn continued, “[the
Lamb] has made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the Earth,” and
then an enormous number of hymning angels joined:
And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many angels round about the
throne: and the number of them was ten thousand times ten thousand, and
thousands of thousands; saying with a loud voice, “Worthy is the Lamb
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that was slain…” And every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth,
and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them,
heard I saying, Blessing, and honor, and glory, and power, be unto him
that sits upon the throne, and unto the Lamb. (Revelations 5:10-13)
The Revelations verse in Aquinas’s book (alongside the function of the altarpiece as the
scaenae frons for the Mass) explains the presence of the angel-musicians, who play an
organetto and bagpipe, and nearly copy the postures and an instrument of the Rucellai
angels next door. The angels act as a threshold to the main scene of the theophany, and
the quote from II Kings indicates the means by which Aquinas achieved this privileged
vision. The predella scene showing him in ecstasy during the Mass illustrated his
experience of coming face-to-face with Christ and his angels as it might have appeared to
a witness.747 In addition, the Gothic frame worked in concert with the angels to demarcate
layers of sacred space and thus telescope ascending levels of vision, on the authority of
Gert Kreytenberg: “The music-making angels mark off the apparition from the outer
sections of the altarpiece, at the same time masking the demarcation. It is precisely the
denial of spatial structure that transforms Christ’s appearance into a divine vision.”748
Tangible hymns arguably underwrote the musician angels of the Strozzi
altarpiece, too. The Antiphonary Corale H contains the Office of Aquinas, introduced
into the Dominican sequence between 1323-6. The hymns articulate that mind and
Church exult because Aquinas’s “ray of new sun” (as shown in the stained glass) helped
the faithful to join the “crowds of heaven” in the presence of the King of Glory: “Let the
faithful multitude rejoice,/ praising with jubilant mind;/ the clouds of error are subdued/
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through the ray of a new sun,” and “…Thomas, at Christ’s bequest/ Took rightful place in
the kingdom of glory./ …Praise the Father and the Son/ And the Holy Spirit/ who grant
that by the merit of Thomas/ we will join the crowds of heaven.”749 The Orsanmichele
Company moreover funded the annual celebration the feast of Aquinas (March 7) at S.
Maria Novella, most likely bringing instrumental music to the ceremony inside the
chapel, and lending the angel-musicians a secular aspect akin to the vernacularization of
Aquinas’s angelology in the Paradiso.750
As for the frescoes, Giles Arthur figured that the choices of the Last Judgment,
Paradiso, and Inferno “…instead of the more common scenes from the life of the saint to
whom the chapel is dedicated, is not surprising given the fact that Saint Thomas Aquinas
was only canonized in 1323 and frescoed cycles of his life were extremely rare” (with
Conti’s Aquinas Chapel in Nicosia Cathedral being a notable exception!).751 She
explained, “Although Fra Pietro di Ubertino Strozzi may have been especially devoted to
Aquinas, since he began building a hospital dedicated to him in 1332, the earliest extant
record of a Strozzi family member endowing the Feast of Saint Thomas Aquinas dates
from 1373,” when the testament of Diana Giambullaris Strozzi mentioned a bequest for
celebrating a high Mass in this chapel on Aquinas’s feast day.752 Also, the choice of the
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fresco theme, combined with the altarpiece’s portrayal of Aquinas in privileged relation
to Christ, had the benefit of placing the soteriological doctrine of this great scholastic in a
causal relationship with the salvific function of a tomb chapel.
In the Paradiso fresco, Christ and Mary preside in a large architectural throne
amidst twelve rainbow-colored files of the blessed, beginning with red seraphim and blue
cherubim, followed by several types of saints interspersed with the other seven angel
orders (Fig. 9, 88).753 The seraphim and cherubim pray and cross their arms instead of
playing instruments, and some of them wear copes or dalmatics. The other angels pray,
sing, and (starting in the fourth row) play organetti, lutes, psalteries, double pipes,
cymbals, a tambourine, and a bagpipe. Those amidst the male martyrs and bishops wear
deacons’ stoles, and the rest wear tunics. From top to bottom, the ten rows of saints
consist of apostles, prophets and patriarchs, male martyrs, Doctors of the Church,
bishops, hermit saints, nobility or royalty (including St. Louis IX), and two rows of virgin
martyrs. The scene, in general, perpetuates the Baroncelli altarpiece succession at S.
Maria Novella (the Rucellai, paliotto, and Daddi Coronations), but the vertical expansion
of the blessed more closely resembles the Paradise fresco in the Mary Magdalene Chapel
at the Bardello (workshop of Giotto, 1337).754 The two pink-gowned angel-musicians
kneeling under the throne pose another novelty, which Joachim Poeschke considered a
visual device: “The only way to ensure that the Virgin and Christ enthroned would
dominate the many angels and saints was to paint them on a distinctly larger scale and to
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add angelic musicians beneath them.”755 These two angels bow a vielle and strum a
psaltery, gazing outward and at Mary. Poeschke’s assessment of them may be true, but it
seems to me that they were also meant to evoke the “beato corte” of the carefully
arranged celestial rose of Paradiso 32, in which Dante recounted the “glorious seat of the
Lady of Heaven,” and the “King by means of whom this realm reposes/ In so great love
and in so great delight”:
And the same Love that first descended there,/ “Ave Maria gratia plena,”
singing,/ In front of [Mary] his wings expanded wide./ Unto the canticle
divine responded/ From every part the court beatified,/ So that each sight
became serener for it./ …And unto the first Love will turn our eyes,/ That
looking upon him you penetrate/ As far as possible through his
effulgence./ …Moving thy wings believing to advance,/ By prayer
behoves it that grace be obtained.756
This Canto preceded Dante’s ultimate theophany of Paradiso 33, which he
achieved by virtue of Mary’s intercession, and which is taken up in the altarpiece.
Nardo’s fresco further conspired with the altarpiece in sustaining multiple meanings—its
setting and iconography suggest that the angels and saints sang other hymns from the
Office and Mass, performed both in the poem and by friars in this chapel.757 Dante set
Mary’s Coronation amidst a blaze of sapphires and of angels singing in dulcet tones the
antiphon Regina coeli, beginning, “Queen of heaven, rejoice, Alleluia!” (Canto 23). The
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liturgically vested angels effect an emphasis on the Mass, helped by certain saints (e.g.,
Melchisidek holds bread, on the left edge of the second row from the top). In Canto 26,
Dante had St. John Evangelist reveal the Thomistic philosophy that the angels’ vision
precipitates their love: “...As soon as I had ceased, a song most sweet/ Throughout the
heaven resounded, and my Lady/ Said with the others, ‘Holy, holy, holy!’”758
The Strozzi altarpiece and Paradiso fresco, on the whole, conveyed the necessity
for penitence, theological contemplation, and participation in the Mass to absolve sin, and
to merit the rewards of Paradise. In other words, these images invited the normal
angelizing steps of purification, illumination, and divine union in the particular setting of
a tomb chapel. This formula clarifies the angel in the altarpiece and fresco as signs of the
operations of divine providence and the whole spiritual order of the universe, quickened
and upheld by God’s love for humankind.759 Weekly votive Masses for angels tended to
focus on their suffragia (support for human souls, particularly the dead), allowing the
celebrants to bring the aid of the angels to the aid and comfort of the deceased: these
practices joined angels, the living, and the dead “in a weekly cooperative act of mercy”:
“We offer sacrifices of praise to you, God, praying that you will receive themthrough the
angelic intercession on our behalf.”760 Additionally, a factor that might have enhanced
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the angels’ mimetic potential was the doctrine of bodily resurrection. The altar wall
shows angels pulling patrons out of their graves and introduced them into Paradise on the
adjacent wall (St. Michael himself leads the patron and his wife). The soul was
considered to be the principle of the person and, at the resurrection, activated matter to be
her or his restored body.761 Her body would retain its specific structures from earthly life
and, if she were of one of the elect, would be glorified as subtle and beautiful in heaven.

Andrea di Bonaiuto, Rose Window of the Coronation (1365)
In this fourth Trecento Coronation image, set in the stained-glass rose window of S.
Maria Novella’s west façade, Mary once again crosses her arms over her chest as Christ
crowns her with both hands (Fig. 89). She wears a blue mantle with yellow stars, Christ
wears a ruby-colored one, and four adoring angels grasp the sides of their blue-and-red
cloth of honor. In the eight sections of the ring that encircles this central scene, crowds of
angels dance, sing, offer stems of lilies, and play multiple musical instruments, including
bagpipes, straight trumpets, psalteries, a lute, a vielle, and a rebec. They wear various
liturgical and secular costumes in yellow, green, red, purple, and gold, with wings and
stockings of the same color set. They are not arranged into an obvious hierarchy by
vestment or instrument, except that the angels in the bottom sections kneel before the
throne, and those near the top more clearly dance, with their wings fully raised.762
Medallions with the busts of patriarchs and prophets fill the window’s red frame.
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The rose window was paid for out of the bequest of Tedaldino de’Ricci (d. 1363),
whose family were patrons of the cappella maggiore and whose praying, blue-robed
portrait appears amongst the angels to the bottom left, near Mary.763 This “oculo vitreo
magno...in muro frontispitii ecclesie,” costing 300 florins, was intended as part of a
parcel “pro anima dicti Tedaldini,” whose cause was also taken up by donations to
celebrate the Circumcision on January 1 and subsequently the Octave of the Baptist on
July 1.764 The window’s design has been attributed to Andrea da Bonaiuto, and was
perhaps made by the Umiliati Friars from the Ognissanti monastery. The line in
Tedaldino’s testament “…the executors with Fra Minias spent the money of said
Tedaldino” implicates Fra Minias Lapi (d. 1376), whose own obit reveals that he
“…made all of the pavement of our church, and the tabernacle of the body of Christ that
is behind the high altar, and the glass oculus in the façade of the church, with the money
of Tedaldino de’Ricci.”765 It is also possible or even probable that this Coronation
window complemented an Assumption in the central lancet of the cappella maggiore,
which would have been essentially the only visible facet of the east end’s decoration.
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Unlike the other images heretofore discussed, Tedaldino’s rose window probably
did not explicitly connect to dedicated hymns except for the Sanctus, which included all
orders of angels and people. David Keck remarked, “Even if lay participation in the
Sanctus was gradually eliminated in the Middle Ages, medieval drama preserved the
Sanctus in plays, so that the lay performers would have joined the chorus of angels in
their singing,” and—as I examined in Chapter Three—architectural imagery as well as
personal and super icons reinforced the sense that angels joined human beings in offering
liturgical and paraliturgical hymns.766 In this way, the window’s angel concert had an
affinity with the nearby angel hierarchy frescoed onto the second transverse arch of the
nave: both works of art addressed everyone in the church and depicted angels in
monumental form on high, “in-between” places. The window also would have offered a
visual proving ground for sermons, including those connected with the Assumption
liturgy, which were based on the bridal mysticism of Canticles and of course the Golden
Legend, with its choirs of singing and harping angels. In fact, it strikes me the angels
present almost as a direct exposition of a sermon by Bonaventure on the glory of the three
infinitudes of Paradise:
That glory of heaven is that it has the most loving company, because the
blessed always dance a round dance filled with all pleasantness in the
presence of God. Thus note that you should devoutly consider three things
about that dance of heaven: the innumerable assembly, the interminable
circuit, and the inestable song.767
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It is easy to imagine a Trecento friar, standing on top of the ponte, preaching loudly and
passionately to throngs of Florentines while he gestured toward the window as a diagram
of the bliss that ideally awaited them all. To reinforce the message, Gothic stained glass
gave the effect of refracting God’s primordial light, in fundamental kinship with the angel
hierarchies.768

Andrea da Bonaiuto, Ascension, Spanish Chapel (1365-7)
The chapterhouse of S. Maria Novella was erected between ca. 1345-55, by the
commission of Buonamico de’Guidalotti (d. 1355), a city treasury official and a
theologian, for the remedy of his soul (Fig. 90).769 His will of August 9, 1355, designated
Passavanti as executor and stipulated that the space should be used, like the church, for
the recital of the canonical hours and the celebration of Mass. Guidalotti also requested
that the four walls and the quadripartite vault were to be “decorated and painted” (“pro
ornando et pingendo et seu ornari et pingi faciendo capitulum”), leaving 325 gold florins
for this purpose. Guidalotti was buried in front of the altar, which had been dedicated to
the Holy Eucharist.770 It was not until a decade later that the Prior Guasconi (who
replaced Passavanti as executor) entrusted the chapterhouse frescoes to Andrea da
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Bonaiuto.771 Guasconi must have been involved in their implementation, and the program
is based in part on the writings of Passavanti, such as his Specchio di vera penitenza.772
Orlandi summarized the program’s meaning as “Christ, the savior of humanity,
grants grace and concedes his doctrine through the Church, in which and for which the
Dominican Order carries out its activity.”773 Angel-musicians accompany only the
culminating scene, the Ascension in the vault quadrant above the entrance (Fig. 51). The
placement of this heavenly chorus at the top of the vault also culminated the sanctifying
work of the Mass and Offices that the friars carried out in this space, creating the effect
that their music opened the vault canopy to the actual heaven that it symbolized. Andrea
painted Christ rising in a mandorla above his mother and Apostles lined up in a row; the
outermost converse with two white-robed, red-booted angels, quoting the story of the
Ascension from Acts 1:9-11, as the S. Pier Maggiore altarpiece would in the next decade.
Fourteen more angels dressed in bright colors fly around Christ, dancing and playing
musical instruments in groups of two and three. Their grouping, performance of the
round dance, and lack of obvious hierarchy recalls the artist’s design for the rose window.
I think it is important to note that in the chapterhouse, however, they play only
stringed instruments: a psaltery, a vielle, a rebec, and a lute, presumably due to the
association of these instruments with Christ. They also would have tied broadly into the
psalmody of the Offices, like the angel-musicians of the paliotto. The hymns for the
Ascension, specifically, speculated about angelic awe and joy as the result of human
771
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penitence and absolution: “…In nature’s triple frame,/ each heavenly and earthly name/
and things in hell as well/ may now bend the knee./ Angels tremble when they see/ how
Christ has changed his mortality:/ the flesh purges what it has stained,/ and God, the flesh
of God, has reigned” and “You, Christ, our joy/ exalted on your glorious throne:/ who
over the fabric of the world has sway,/ transcending earthly joys.”774 These verses refer,
as usual, to Luke 15:10 (“There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one
sinner who repents”), a sentiment which had also justified displaying angel-musicians to
celebrate the Mass, i.e., the other liturgical ceremony to which the chapterhouse was
dedicated.775 The performance of the Sanctus likewise communicated that “we give
thanks to Christ for the service of our redemption, the man who triumphed through the
Cross and makes us to triumph.”776 Otherwise, the angels in the chapterhouse vault would
have summoned the Golden Legend’s statement that Christ “…went up joyfully, because
angels were jubilant, wherefore Psalm 47:5 says: ‘God ascended with jubilation’” (quoted
more extensively in Chapter Three, with respect to the S. Pier altarpiece). Their allusion
to the Golden Legend would have been highly pertinent in a space which placed primacy
on preaching. The wall below the Ascension depicts “Preaching so Courageous it can
Lead to Martyrdom, as Exemplified by the Dominican, St. Peter Martyr of Verona,” and
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Orlandi noted that the Ascension “reminded the preachers that they are working for
heaven, where they must lead the souls that are entrusted to their apostolic care.”777
The remainder of the chapterhouse program fills out the meanings of the angelmusicians as celebrating human restoration through psalmody, the Mass, penitence, and
preaching. The altar wall and its proper vault quadrant depict the Crucifixion and
Resurrection. The right wall shows the progression of the Church Militant and
Triumphant, motivated by the action of the Dominican Order (Fig. 91).778 Among the
many episodes of this scene, a friar grants absolution to a penitent kneeling before him
and, next to them, St. Dominic points women and men toward the gate of heaven. St.
Peter grants entry to a crowd of the elect whom angels crown with wreaths; at the apex of
the scene, the full nine orders of singing and dancing angels gather around Christ in
Majesty. This scene is surmounted in the vault by the navicella narrative, copied from
Giotto’s mosaic at the Vatican, featuring Peter as a “fisher of men.”779
Finally, the left wall reveals the triumph of the Catholic Doctrine, personified by
the enthroned Aquinas displaying the Book of Wisdom 7:7-8: “Therefore I prayed, and
understanding was given me; I called upon God, and the sprit of wisdom came to me. I
preferred her to scepters and thrones” (Fig. 92). He has confounded Averroes, Arius, and
Sabellius, who sit in resignation at his feat. Arranged around him are the Virtues,
Evangelists, prophets, and the liberal arts, who sit in Gothic choir stalls above their
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antique and biblical representatives.780 Strictly speaking, there are no angels here, but
Charity is at the top of the scene, more or less like a seraph; Music plays her portative
organ; and the seven liberal arts were in thrall to the seven planets depicted in the
tympana of their seats, quoting Dante’s Convivio (an exploration of the hierarchical
arrangement of the cosmos like the Divine Comedy): “To the first seven of these [mobile]
heavens correspond the seven sciences of the Trivium and the Quadrivium.”781 The vault
scene is Pentecost, relating to Aquinas’s effusion of the Holy Ghost. Complementing the
organist Music in her choir stall, David accompanies both the penitential process and the
Offices by appearing three times, plucking his psaltery: in the Harrowing of Hell,
immediately inside the heavenly gate, and aside the throne of the glorified Aquinas.

Multiplicity
The seven images with angel-musicians attest that the Trecento art of S. Maria
Novella included numerous portraits of Christ, the Virgin Mary, Aquinas, St. Peter
Martyr, and other saints. Their repetition resulted from their importance as individual cult
figures who were venerated at designated liturgical moments and spaces. Angelic
multitude was a separate matter because it was an actual attribute of angels. Their images
multiplied only in ritual contexts where they were shown as concelebrants with the lay
and religious faithful, so depictions of their great number seem to have been a signal of
this competency.
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The idea of angelic multitude came out of Biblical passages such as Daniel 7:10
(“Thousands of thousands [of angels] ministered to Him, and ten thousand times a
hundred thousand stood before Him”) as well as the aforementioned “innumerable
company of angels” of Hebrews 12:22 and the “ten thousand times ten thousand, and
thousands of thousands” hymning angels surrounding Christ’s throne in Revelation 5:11.
The hymns or sermons implicating the seven images described in this chapter likewise
invoked numerous angels. For the Rucellai Coronation, the All Saints hymn called upon
the “all of the crowds of angels.” Jacopo Cambi’s paliotto involved “all the hosts of the
heavenly army” who sang the Sanctus, the angels who rejoiced for Mary’s Assumption,
and salutations of Mary as Queen of Angels in her antiphons. The “heavenly courts”
celebrated Peter Martyr, while the merit of Aquinas “joined us to the flocks of heaven,”
and the angels rejoiced as well as trembled upon the miracle of the Ascension. The rose
window also concerned the Assumption liturgy and the Golden Legend, in which the nine
orders of angels jubilated, psalmed, harped, harmonized, and hymned; their dance
signified the inestimable song and interminable circuit of their innumerable crowds.
Angelic multiplicity indicated their beatitude—for the upper, assistant orders
more than the lower, ministering ones, because theologians figured that the closer
something was to God, the more it proliferated. The Pseudo-Dionysius had written: “The
tradition of the Oracles concerning the Angels affirms that they are thousand thousands,
and myriad myriads, accumulating and multiplying, to themselves, the supreme limits of
our numbers, and, through these, showing clearly, that the ranks of the Heavenly Beings
cannot be numbered by us,”782 and Aquinas agreed: “The reason whereof is this, because,
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since it is the perfection of the universe that God chiefly intends in the creation of things,
the more perfect some things are, in so much greater an excess are they created by
God.”783
These biblical, hymnographic, and theological quotations effectively connected
great numbers of angels with their sublime enactment of worship in heaven. The pictures
of angel-musicians consequently seem to have operated as signs of angelic immanence at
certain liturgical events, especially around the altar as a vector to the throne of Christ.784
As I discussed in Chapter Three, angels were thought to act as intermediaries to make the
work of the Mass effective by transporting the consecrated Host to God, singing the
Sanctus, and monitoring the participants’ decorum. Accordingly the Host was the “bread
of angels” (Psalm 78) and a shared communion, beliefs that Aquinas articulated in his
hymn verses “The bread of angels/ becomes the bread of men” and “Hail, bread of the
angels/ made into food for pilgrims” for the feast of Corpus Christi.785 Gregory the Great
had eloquently expressed this idea some centuries prior:
Let us consider what manner of sacrifice this is, ordained for us, which for
our absolution always represents the passion of the only Son of God: for
what Christian can doubt, that in the very hour of the sacrifice, at the
words of the priest, the heavens be opened, and the choirs of angels are
present in that mystery of Jesus Christ; that high things are accompanied
with low, and earthly joined to heavenly, and that one thing is made of
visible and invisible?786
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Peter the Chanter (d. 1197) even warned that the angels present at the altar would report
insufficiently reverent priests to God:
Think, therefore, when you approach the altar to perform the ceremony of
the Eucharist, that the place in which you stand is holy ground…and the
door to heaven. Honor the angels ascending and descending on the ladder
here… Honor the choir of angels testifying against you for the injury you
commit if you approach unworthily, or assisting you if you perform the
sacrifice worthily,bringing praise and prayers in sublime deference before
the sight of God.787
Duccio’s Maestà initiated the Trecento trend of conveying angels’ great number
by arranging them in rows against a spaceless gold background, with their gold haloes
overlapping like enormous sequins (Fig. 29). Giotto appropriated Duccio’s device to the
Baroncelli altarpiece, and the Florentine series of Coronations and other paradisiacal
images engendered by this painting propagated the idea that angelic multiplicity
amounted to their presence as liturgical exemplars—that is, they manifested abundantly
as long as the liturgy was performed with angelic decorum. But just as Duccio seems to
have adapted this device from Byzantine-style compositions such as the principal apse
of S. Maria in Domnica in Rome (818-22) or the Last Judgment filling the west wall of
S. Maria Assunta in Torcello (twelfth-thirteenth centuries), I suspect that the decision to
depict great numbers of angels in altarpieces or architectural decoration at the liturgical
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moments when they become present likewise developed from some awareness of slightly
earlier Byzantine depictions of the same moments in places that were targets of
Mendicant apostolic efforts (Fig. 93).788 Perhaps these included Cyprus or the
Peloponnese, or the dome of the Gracanica Church in Serbia, where angels perform the
Divine Liturgy in even succession around Christ in Majesty, until they suddenly explode
around the image of the consecrated Host (Fig. 68).789 Further evidence of angel images
multiplying in conjunction with the angels’ punctuation of the earthly liturgy is that the
Baroncelli series inspired even more explicit images such as the tightly packed swarms of
angels who fill the dome and “triumphal arch” over the door of the Padua baptistery (ca.
1378), by Giusto de’Menabuoi (Fig. 94, 95).790 The angels in the arch enclose a Virgin

and Child , presiding over this sacrament from a Gothic throne whose back is a
miniaturized French chevet, rendered in excellent perspective.
Thus in general, the multiplication of angel-musician images propounded the
angels’ immanence at the consecration (properly performed) as well as their spiritually
accessible amplitude while singing the hymns of the Mass and Offices. In these capacities
the images amounted to a promise to “come unto the Heavenly Jerusalem.”
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Hierarchy
Concerning the angels’ immanence and transcendence: the angelic orders named
in the hymns of the Mass and Offices, their representation in objects bound to various
liturgical rituals within S. Maria Novella, and the ability of angels to act upon human
beings all engaged the belief that all things existed in a Neoplatonic system of hierarchies
emanating from God through Creation. Hence the Dionysian system of the nine orders of
angels was useful for contemplation and spiritual ascent. According to the PseudoDionysius, “Hierarchy is, in my judgment, a sacred order and science and operation,
assimilated, as far as attainable, to the likeness of God,” and, “The purpose of hierarchy
is the assimilation and union…with God…by copying, as far as possible…its own
followers as divine images, mirrors most luminous.”791 Aquinas endorsed the Dionysian
definition in his brief statement, “A hierarchy is a sacred rule and in its definition…
consists as much as possible in a likening to God.”792
Hierarchy and Ministry
Of the nine orders, the lowest—the angels—are, on the testimony of the PseudoDionysius, “…more properly named Angels by us than those of higher degree, because
their Hierarchy is occupied with the more manifest, and is more particularly concerned
with the things of the world,” and with the archangels and principalities, they “preside,
through each other, over the Hierarchies amongst men, in order that the elevation, and
791
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conversion, and communion, and union with God may be in due order.”793 By way of
contrast, the Pseudo-Dionysius almost seemed to describe S. Maria Novella’s Strozzi
altarpiece or even the rose window in stating, “The first rank of the Heavenly Beings
[seraphim, cherubim, and thrones]…encircle and stand immediately around God; and
without symbol, and without interruption, dances round His eternal knowledge in the
most exalted ever-moving stability.”794 Aquinas quoted both the Pseudo-Dionysius and
Gregory the Great in that the higher ranks of angels do not have any external ministry:
“The first hierarchy understands the reasons of things in God himself; the second
hierarchy, in the more universal causes; the third, in terms of the concretizing of these
reasons in specific effects,” meaning that the “angels are messengers to us directly.”795
Yet Aquinas expanded the discussion of angelic number vis-à-vis their hierarchy, along
the lines of the more the merrier:
Dionysius declares that the multitude of angels surpasses all the multitude
of material things…because whatever is better is more intended and more
multiplied by God. Hence, as the assistants are superior to the ministers
there will be more assistants than ministers. In this way, the words
“thousands of thousands” are taken by way of multiplication, to signify “a
thousand times a thousand.”796
As the result of Aquinas’s addendum, in the Paradiso Beatrice explained the relationship
between the magnitude of the spiritual heavens and the orders of angels: “If you but draw
your measure round the power within—and not the semblance of— the angels that appear
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to you as circles, you will discern a wonderful accord between each sphere and its
Intelligence: greater accords with more, smaller with less.”797
I proposed in Chapter One that the liminality of angels was critical to the power
of their images to manifest invisible and silent mysteries, and also to their spatial
placement within buildings and images. In Chapter Three, I suggested that the lower
orders tended to present as exoteric and the upper ones as remote because of the
staggered process of angelization. The depiction of the entire angelic hierarchy was
consequently prescriptive, but the “minister” ones who illuminated angelic decorum were
typically presented in a more exoteric manner than the “assistants” whose cosmic locus
was purely singing the Sanctus around the heavenly altar. The artists who made the
Trecento pictures of angel-musicians for S. Maria Novella distinguished the highest triad
in the works of art with intimate connections to the liturgy. The designation was obvious
in Daddi’s Coronation altarpiece, the Strozzi Altarpiece, and the Paradiso fresco, and a
little more subtle in the Gothicizing paliotto, where the red, blue, and white demi-angels
in the spandrels arguably represent the seraphim, cherubim, and thrones.798
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Hierarchy and Liturgy
Meditations on angels in the liturgy thereby constituted what Bonaventure called
the “splendid consideration of the heavenly hierarchy.”799 In this he, too, emulated the
Pseudo-Dionysius. I previously quoted the first sentence of the following passage, when
discussing the music of angels in Byzantine art as an “icon” of the celestial liturgy, but
not its more general consequence of postulating the orders of angels as “fellow-ministers”
intended to conduct contemplative liturgists through their ascending ranks:
…It is not possible for our mind to be raised to that immaterial
representation and contemplation of the Heavenly Hierarchies, without
using the material guidance suitable to itself. […] For our sake, then…the
philanthropic Source of sacred mysteries, by manifesting the Heavenly
Hierarchies to us, and constituting our Hierarchy as fellow-ministers with
them, through our imitation of their Godlike priestliness, described under
sensible likeness the supercelestial minds…in order that it might lead us
through the sensible to the intelligible, and from inspired symbols to the
simple sublimities of the Heavenly Hierarchies.800
Thence the idea that the angelic hierarchy guided the human ascent to the divine by
purifying or inflaming the soul to love, illuminating minds, and preparing for a heavenly
existence of unification with God in an endless liturgy.801 By virtue of leading an angelic
life on earth, friars and other religious generally merited greater proximity to the divine
when joining the celestial liturgy, which was nonetheless open to the faithful en masse.
The Pseudo-Dionysius had written, “Each heavenly and human mind has within itself its
own special first, and middle, and last ranks, and powers, manifested severally in due
degree, for the aforesaid particular mystical meanings of the Hierarchical illuminations,
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according to which, each one participates, so far as is lawful and attainable to him.”802
Likewise Aquinas: “Our Lord says of the just that ‘they will be as the angels of God’
(Matthew 22:30)… Accordingly it is possible for humans through the gift of grace to
merit such great glory that they become the equals of the angels in all their respective
orders…[but] in grace, not in nature.”803
In light of Bonaventure’s equation of contemplating the angels’ involvement in
the liturgy to the “splendid consideration of the heavenly hierarchy,” another way of
conceiving the angelic sequence is through the liturgical sequence, inscribed into the
heterotopic environment of S. Maria Novella.804 The Sanctus of the Mass was the most
important ceremony, performed with the greatest frequency, and implicating by far the
greatest number of angel-musicians in the most eminent places, including the sancta
sanctorum of the cappella maggiore to the monumental and dazzling rose window at the
opposite end of the church, albeit less directly. All of the chapels displaying angelmusicians were in relatively sacred and esoteric zones beyond or in the ponte, although
laudesi performances seem to have vernacularized angelic singing for the laity on those
feast days, whether they were performed on the ponte, in tomb chapels, or elsewhere. The
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tomb chapels dedicated to All Saints, Peter Martyr, and Aquinas would have “lit up”
regularly for requiem Masses, and would have shone forth as vectors of angelic
concelebration particularly when they accommodated High Masses for their proper
feasts, in conjunction with the cappella maggiore and later the chapterhouse.
Intriguingly, the hub of angelic concelebration beyond the cappella maggiore clustered in
the small area comprised of the neighboring chapels of Dominic, Aquinas, and All Saints.
The sounds of angelic hymns were nevertheless more democratic, and would have
transcended the barriers of sightlines to resonate through S. Maria Novella as an inclusive
instantiation of the Heavenly City.

Integration
To assess the distribution of angel-musician pictures in various liturgical spaces
ultimately asks whether they were fragments, or “gestalts” that cooperated to forge
holistic inner worlds in S. Maria Novella’s diverse audiences.805 I believe that their
multitude and indeed their hierarchy frame them as constituting integrated maps of
religious experience.
Medieval angelologists contended that the angels were unifying agents. First, the
Pseudo-Dionysius had defined spiritual unification as the purpose of the celestial
hierarchy: “Every procession of illuminating light, proceeding from the Father, whilst
visiting us as a gift of goodness, restores us again gradually as an unifying power, and
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turns us to the oneness of our conducting Father, and to a deifying simplicity.”806 Second,
as David Keck observed, “the Mass linked the sacred and temporal worlds in the
transformation of simple elements into Christ’s body and blood…and united humanity in
the harmonious presence of the angels,” whose musical performance and liturgical
vesture translated spiritual reality for the bodily eyes.807 Third, he continued, hierarchy
was a fundamental aspect of the unity of Paradise: “Augustine’s image of the City of
God…was like the image of the harmonious participation in the Eucharist. The cosmos
remained hierarchical but also unified: Bonaventure’s emphasis on the internal concord
of the angels is also a call for social and religious harmony among human beings.”808
Bonaventure had preached that the angels are sublime due to their harmony, as evidenced
by the “angelic multitude of the heavenly army” coming together to proffer peace and
sing the Gloria at Christ’s birth:
The angels who minister to us are in four ways exemplars of virtue: they
are reverent for what is above, they have interior elegance in agreement
with their exterior, and they are merciful toward what is below… The
angels of God are sublime: there is no discord among them due to their
sublimity, because the lesser does not envy the greater, and nor does the
greater harm the lesser… According to Luke 2, “There was with the angel
a multitude of the heavenly host praising God and saying, “Glory to God
in the highest, and on earth peace, good will to men.”809
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One map of spiritual integration—in which “the cosmos remained hierarchical but
also unified”—concerns the dialogue between the paliotto and the rose window, which
displayed the Coronation praised by angel-musicians at the east and west ends of the
church. These objectsdid engage an element of competition between donors: the Sassetti
family patronized the high altar even after the Ricci had taken over the cappella
maggiore itself, so Tedaldino de’Ricci paid for the window and inserted his portrait
within it.810 The two angel concerts were also at the opposite ends of accessibility. The
paliotto was a delicate luxury object meant for festal use, to adorn the altar as the holiest
site of the church because it “linked the sacred and temporal worlds,” and the friars
would have had privileged access to it while performing the Mass and Offices. The
congregation in the nave might have been able to catch glimpses of the paliotto, beneath
Ugolino’s brighter gold altarpiece, as long as the central doors of the ponte and choir
were both open—but their view would have been characterized by mystery, perhaps
consisting only of patches of color and the coruscation of its metallic threads in
candlelight. Laymen could have approached it more closely when they visited family
chapels or participated in laudesi services, but not laywomen, who were restricted to the
nave. Conversely, the rose window was an immense fixed monument that was visible
from anywhere in the central vessel, well above the barriers delimiting the church’s
topography at ground level.
To expand, the complex comprised of the altar, cappella maggiore, and friars’
choir, where the paliotto was displayed, formed the heart of a theater of allegory and
successive illumination staged by the church of S. Maria Novella as a whole. This zone
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was radiant with the mystical virtues of precious stones in its ornamenta and luminous
glass, embodying the glitter of the Heavenly City and satisfying the longing for God. In
this ambience, the friars asserted themselves through the angelic work of the Mass and
Offices as the “living stones” of the church that was at once heaven and Christ’s body.
The cloth paliotto as an object type symbolized Christ’s burial shroud and engaged the
mystery and spiritual rewards of the Eucharist, the ceremony with which it was intimately
bound. And the rose window—despite delimiting church and world, rather than church
and heaven—matched the cappella maggiore’s lancets in perennially filtering brilliant
rainbow-colored light into the church, also reifying the belief that the angel hierarchy
depicted around its rim radiated God’s light like a “rainbow from rainbow” (Paradiso
33). Object typology again informed the way in which this angel concert exerted its
meaning. Bonaventure once compared an eloquent sermon to the sun shining through a
well-designed and beautifully colored glass window, by way of apologizing for his
clumsy French to Parisian nuns.811 While preaching, the Dominican friars might have
directed their congregations’ attention toward the Coronation window, to illustrate the
future bliss of Paradise.
In this way, the juxtaposition of the paliotto and rose window created pastoral
opportunities that transcended the simple fact that they each depicted the Coronation.
Both were animated by pastoral performance to express that S. Maria Novella was a
microcosm of the Heavenly City (albeit with the cappella maggiore and friars’ choir at its
ritual center), that the humans and angels were both involved in the work of salvation,
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and the promise that all good Christians—lay and religious, women and men—would
“become the equals of the angels in all their respective orders.”
Finally, the permeability between architecture, image, and imagination meant that
image types and settings nuanced but also conspired in the motion from precept to
mysticism in people’s mindscapes, amidst the unifying act of singing with the angels.
The theological commentary implies it was “dignum et justum” that images revealed
heaven in stations of mounting sanctity and secrecy, moving west to east. The nave
accommodated flocks of Florentines to hear sermons, and the ponte demarcated the
“apostolic” and “angelic” (or, the sensible and supersensible) domains of the friars’
duties. The ponte also initiated a sudden profusion of tomb chapels in which friars
concelebrated requiem and High Masses with the angel-musicians depicted therein. All of
the altars stood in for the tomb of Christ as well as the heavenly altar and throne of God,
attended by one to innumerable angels.812 Their altar cloths thus represented the “flesh of
the Savior” in addition to “the faithful by whom the Lord is encompassed,” implicating
both Christ’s sacrifice and its redemptive consequences.813 And S. Maria Novella’s
architectural ornament mapped this sequence as it unfolded simultaneously in heaven as
the church’s elevation and especially the vaults, held aloft by the work of the Dominican
order whose black-and-white habits were embodied in the supporting elements. Each of
the seven Trecento angel concerts presented a unique opportunity for angelization in its
proper ceremonial context, but together they unveiled the entire church as Christ’s body
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and the Heavenly City, in which they “united humanity in the harmonious presence of the
angels.”

Conclusion
Each picture of angel-musicians within S. Maria Novella imaged forth the
“angelic hymns” of the celestial liturgy as they were performed throughout the year, in
the variegated spaces of this vast church. The spiritual reality and its material
approximations connected by means of the mediating statuses of angels, sacred images,
and hymns, as well as by angelic multiplicity. The concept of hierarchy generated the
notion that angels’ liminality premised their ability to sublimate human liturgical action,
by revealing their own in successive stages. S. Maria Novella’s extant angel-musician
pictures also reveal a hierarchy of church spaces in which angels and humans came
together in ritual performance. Their principal locus of concourse was in the exclusive
space of the friars’ choir, where they and the angels congregated numerous times daily to
concelebrate the Mass and Offices. But the purpose of hierarchy itself, and the presence
of music-making angels throughout the church as a comprehensive image of the
Heavenly City, underlines that images of angels’ song were integrative forces in
achieving the joy of Paradise regained in the real presence of Christ, the saints, and the
angels.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION (QUESTIONS ABOUT ANGELS)

Angels did not have a determinate mode of representation in Trecento Italy, or at
any other point during the Middle Ages. The same is true of modern dissertations about
them. For example, in this dissertation I could have focused exclusively on cross-cultural
exchanges, because Trecento sacred images synthesized facets of Mediterranean and
Gothic visual culture to achieve the beautiful and decorous effects of clarity, affective
impact, and eliciting some manner of divine presence. The vestiges of the Byzantine icon,
the Gothic arch or statuette, or indeed the Islamic textile and musical instrument are
evident in most of the Trecento images, and so I might have sought their precise sources
in order better to understand the transmutations of their meanings. Also, I could have
attended specifically to the nuances of angel-musicians’ installations within the threedimensional spaces of church architecture, including “mandorla machines” and other
fixtures of mystery plays. The figural arts were able to implement their agendas directly,
but church architecture never amounted to a straightforward proposition, and there is
plenty of scope to consider the ways in which angel-musicians in various media
structured the “living stones” of the sublunary church, ritually and spiritually.
Additionally, causation in artistic practice was part of the “thick description” of
cultural history that I have sought to achieve. Had I dedicated myself to this matter, I
could have explained the path from the scholar’s cell to the artist’s workshop by
determining the respective agencies of artists and patrons in evolving angel-musicians,
delving into networks of patronage and questions of individual creativity and workshop
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technologies. In this case, I would have tried to establish under what circumstances
Trecento angel-musicians first appeared clothed in clerical vesture, whether the choice to
compose angel-musicians in dancing rings or “walls of glorification” was more than the
artist’s preference, and who invented the lovely device of depicting the angels’ gowns
and wings in rainbow gradients (witnessed in Don Silvestro’s All Saints miniature in his
Gradual for S. Maria degli Angeli, Niccolò di Buonaccorso’s Coronation icon at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Agnolo Gaddi’s Coronation altarpiece at the National
Gallery in Washington, and Cenni di Ser Francesco Cenni’s altarpiece of the Coronation
for S. Trinità) (Fig. 42, 10, 48). I also would have assessed the ways in which figural and
microarchitectural models as well as gold-punch patterns affected the production of
angel-musician images, as scholars have done with respect to Gothic architectural
drawings.814
Furthermore, instead of taking postmodern critical theory as my starting point, I
could have structured my dissertation according to it. This approach would have
positioned my discussion squarely in the social lives of angel-musician images. Clifford
Geertz’s “thick description” interpreted cultural phenomena as contexts and results of
human behavior: “Believing…that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance
that he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be
therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of
meaning.”815 Another anthropologist, Victor Turner, defined the concept of liminality in
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ritual as an “interstructural situation,” floating “betwixt and between” the “structure of
positions” that comprises society.816 Appropriately to the intent of depicting musical
angels, Turner wrote that “liminality is a space to think about the cosmos and the powers
that generate and sustain them,” and that “the heart of the liminal matter is the
communication of the sacra,” sacred mysteries unveiled by means of exhibitions, actions,
and instructions.817 Bill Brown’s “thing theory” could unpack the charisma of the sacra
by interpreting the relations between objects and human beings, to discover how objects
exceed their quiddity:
We look through objects [to see what they disclose about history, etc.]
because there are codes by which our interpretive attention makes them
meaningful. […] The story of objects asserting themselves as things…is
the story of a changed relation to the human subject and thus how the
thing really names less an object than a particular subject-object
relation.818
Lastly, Pierre Bourdieu conceptualized habitus as structured by and structuring an
individual’s multidimensional social world, building upon older ideas such as Aristotle
and Aquinas’s definitions of habitus (hexis) as a trained disposition for the sake of
engaging in certain (hopefully virtuous) modes of activity, and Erwin Panofsky’s
argument that Gothic architecture was isomorphic to the mental habits of
scholasticism.819
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The pursuit of any of these options would have amounted to a very different
dissertation. In particular, modern anthropology mostly repeats the concepts of medieval
angelology, but at ground level. To privilege the former over the latter as a way of
apprehending the meanings and functions of angel-musician imagery would have been
tantamount to conceiving the church liturgy as an end in itself, rather than an enactment
and anticipation of the celestial liturgy. By describing the powers of Trecento angelmusicians according to angelological precepts—dealing simultaneously with panel
paintings, wall paintings, stained glass, textiles, sculpture, and illuminated manuscripts—
I have rescued these pictures from iconography and proposed a new intellectual agenda
for the study of angels in medieval art. They were not passive indices of theoretical
speculation, but rather active forces of engagement that shaped the mental worlds and
ritual behaviors of clergy and laity alike. I have explained the casuistry by which musicmaking angels existed in Trecento images, what educated audiences thought about them,
how they operated as devotional devices independently and in concert with one another,
and restored their “real presence” in the sacred spaces and soulscapes of their original
viewers.
In Chapter One, I identified angel-musicians as the culminating visual synthesis
of the seraphic doxology of Isaiah 6, the musical instruments populating the Psalms of
Praise, and the harps played by the apocalyptic Elders for the celestial liturgy in the Book
of Revelations. I then set out the history of depicting angels’ song down to ca. 1400,
focusing on Trecento art as itself a synthesis of Gothic and Byzantine modes of
expression, and exploring the evolving links between signification and idiom. Images of
musical angels uniformly signified the belief that angels and humans concelebrated the
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sacraments and hymns of the liturgy, although different object types and cultural contexts
offered variable modes of engagement. I also proposed that the concept of liminality
usefully connects the capacity of angels to mediate “betwixt and between” the sensible
and spiritual realms, the belief of concelebration, and the marked congregation of angelmusicians in the in-between zones of windows, roofs, screens, and other thresholds.
In Chapter Two, I proposed that the aesthetic properties of angel-musician images
facilitated their liminal capacities. I argued that the incorporeality of angels did not
preclude their operations in the material world, but instead represented a spiritual goal
that was attainable in part by visual and sonic means that became explicitly rainbowthemed and “sweet” during the Trecento. Because contemporaneous images of musical
angels embodied these very qualities, I suggested that they are legible as having
deputized the sanctifying ministries of angels per se. I applied what Thomas Aquinas
called the “parabolic sense”—where theological meaning could travel from the
immaterial to the material and back—to the ability of angels to impress phantasms on the
human mind, considering angel-musician pictures to be their deputies. Such images
constituted the vertex of a positive parabola whose point of origin was the bodiless,
soundless angels in heaven; and whose conclusion was mystical concelebration with
these angels. Contemporary aesthetic regulations which likewise sought to demonstrate
the celestial mysteries by aestheticizing them, in both liturgical and paraliturgical
settings, affirm the premise that the aestheticization of angelic “appearance” and “sound”
were critical to the parabolic capacity of angel-musician images.
Aesthetics were an essential component in the ability of pictures of music-making
angels to manifest the invisible and silent, but because these were devices for ritual
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practices, in Chapter Three I gauged more holistically how a representative sample of
images sought to immerse their viewers in the celestial liturgy, especially at the moments
when it actually punctuated the earthly one. I considered Byzantine architectural
decoration as well as Trecento altarpieces, personal icons, super icons, hymnbooks, and
processional banners. The Byzantine theology of icons provided that sacred images
fundamentally inhered in liturgical praise, a construct which dovetailed the conception of
the church liturgy as an “icon” of the heavenly one, which was also observable in souls
that had assimilated to the angelic hierarchy. It was also critical that angels’ images had
exemplary status, because the visible rituals of the sacraments channeled God’s grace to
those who received them with the proper habitus. Therefore, the pictures animated the
proper ritual actions and spiritual values, to translate through to emotional and cognitive
faculties—depending on object type, setting, and audience.
In the last chapter, I interpreted these dynamics as they played out in the
Florentine church of S. Maria Novella, because no fewer than seven Trecento images
with angel concerts survive from this church. They presented the chance to assess their
interactions in various functional settings and patronage scenarios. I associated each of
the images with hymns or sermons invoking great numbers of angels, and then explored
the topics of angelic multitude as evidence of angelic blessedness and eschatological
hope, on the authority of texts such as Aquinas’s theory that “the multitude of angels
surpasses all the multitude of material things…because whatever is better is more
intended and more multiplied by God.”820 I then argued that representations of the angelic
hierarchy were meant to be emulative and transcendent; and finally that angelization was
820
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the integrative goal of the sequences of the angelic hierarchy, the ritual topography of S.
Maria Novella, and the hymns and rites into which the pictures of music-making angels
were bound.
All in all, Trecento images of music-making angels projected the hymns of
heaven onto objects that were enmeshed in the church liturgy, paraliturgical ceremonies
such as laudesi services, and the private liturgies of “angelized” souls. These clerical and
lay domains of worship were distinct but permeable, and the purpose of angel-musicians
was uniformly to immerse the viewers into the celestial liturgy, tropologically and
anagogically. There, human beings and angels would come together in their loving
worship of God, and their joy at humanity’s restoration to Paradise. The ability of angelmusician imagery to angelize the faithful depended substantially on the mediating
statuses of angels, sacred images, and sacred music. The issue of mediation relates to
medieval theories of sensory perception as having the potential to retrieve the traces of
the divine in physical matter. In turn, the medieval understanding of affectus as subject to
cognition and will—and hence to the persuasion of angels as intellectual beings—
translated precept into affect, and affect into habitus. The specular competency of angel
pictures and the implications of angelic multitude were also topics germane to anagogic
ascent, where according to Bonaventure, “…by entering into itself, [the soul] enters the
Heavenly Jerusalem, where beholding the choirs of angels, it sees in them God, who
dwells in them and performs all their operations.”821
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